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Abstract

Why do some insurgencies provide public goods when most other insurgencies do

not? Some rebel groups provide critical services, such as education or health care, to

all people–even those unlikely to support the movement. Other rebel groups provide

no services, or limit their provision to only those people who actively support, or are

likely to support, the insurgency. To address this empirical puzzle, I rely on a multi-

methods approach that combines statistical analyses using new and original data

with qualitative case studies, fieldwork and archival research conducted across three

countries. I find that once secessionist rebels control territory, they are more likely to

provide public goods. Public goods provision demonstrates an insurgency’s ability to

perform the role of the state and enhances the group’s legitimacy domestically and

internationally. Because secessionist rebels need international recognition to achieve

their ultimate objective, they are more likely than other groups to use public goods

provision as a strategic tool for generating legitimacy across multiple audiences. This

research contributes to a more complete understanding of insurgent strategies in civil

wars, as well as state formation processes in the post-1945 era.

Index words: civil war, insurgency, public goods, social services, state
formation
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contested sovereignty and political violence. This project has been a re-articulation

and re-formulation of this most basic idea. As a result, I see this work as rooted in the

scholarship of both state formation and civil war. It is my hope that by understanding

the dynamics of service provision during domestic conflict, we may better understand

what governance and states ultimately are, and the interconnections and relatedness

between the various political authorities that provide public goods over a territorial

space.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In 2014, the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham (ISIS) quickly swept across portions

of Syria and Iraq, consolidating broad swathes of territory under its control. After

securing military victory over a town, ISIS restored critical social services including

building roads, opening schools and hospitals, maintaining electric, trash and sewage

services, and even issuing parking tickets (Stewart 2014). The Islamic State of Iraq

and Syria only allows Sunni Muslims that do not object to its policies to access

its services, and violently targeted or expelled non-Muslims living in the area (Abi-

Habib 2015; Zarocostas 2015). Similarly, the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) in

Sierra Leone created health clinics and “bush schools,” but only in areas where it

had firm control over, and the support of, the population, while denying services

and perpetrating extreme violence in other areas (Peters 2011, 119-124). Finally, the

Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Party (EPRP) provided education and health care

provision (Tadesse 1998, 367-9), even specializing in acupuncture (Ibid., 368), but

limited these services to “peasants [who] had stopped paying taxes to the regime and

had identified themselves as the EPRP” (Ibid., 367).

On the other hand, in the early 1970s, the NewMon State Party (NMSP), an insur-

gency that fought to secure the secession of the Mon State from Burma, established an

indigenous school system in the territories it controlled. In less than two decades, the

NMSP had built a “high school, several middle schools and nearly one-hundred pri-

mary schools” and developed its own curriculum, emphasizing Mon culture, history,
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language and literature (South 2013, 193). Although the NMSP claims to represent

all ethnic Mons, the NMSP also governs other ethnic groups, such as the Karens1

and derives its “legitimacy. . . from the number of people and extent of territory under

its control” (South 2013, 23). Similarly, the Polisario of the Western Sahara provide

education and health care services to all people as a “practice run for a practice-run

for statehood” (Organization for Statehood and Freedom 2010b). Likewise, another

secessionist insurgency, the Ethiopian People’s Liberation Front (EPLF), fought the

Ethiopian government for independence from the 1970s to 1993 while simultaneously

offering the public goods of education and health care to all people in the areas it

controlled. In 1978, the EPLF’s medical services included over 22 mobile units, 24

stationary clinics, 7 hospitals and served almost 1.6 million Eritreans (EPLF 1982,

91). In 1982 alone, nearly 10,000 Eritreans had enrolled in the EPLF’s literacy courses

(Desta 2009, 19). Even tens of thousands of prisoners of war who were “a strain on

Eritrean resources” received “medical treatment, food, shelter and basic education”

(Wilson 1991, 91).

The cases above illustrate both the diversity in the types of services insurgencies

provide, as well as the range of civilian populations that might benefit from their ser-

vice provision. The cases of ISIS, the RUF and the EPRP represent insurgencies that

provide club goods, meaning that the insurgencies supplied services to a select group

of people, or “club,” while excluding others.2 This club may be small and might only

include members of the insurgency, or the club might be large and include insurgents

and supporters. Even more broadly than club goods, but not public goods, insur-
1The NMSP often fought with the primary insurgency representing the Karen people,

the Karen National Union.
2Specifically, club goods are excludable, non-rivalrous goods, meaning that only certain

people can access the good, but if granted access, the use of the good by one person will not
limit its availability of use to another person (Buchanan 1965).
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gents might provide services to supporters, members and those likely to attitudinally

support the movement, such as communist insurgencies providing to peasants, ethnic

rebels providing to co-ethnics, or religious combatants providing to co-religionists. On

the other hand, the NMSP, the Polisario and EPLF represent public goods provision,

or the provision of goods and services that are non-exclusive, meaning that anyone,

regardless of their attitudinal disposition to the insurgency, can benefit from these

goods.3

Insurgent public goods provision is a puzzling phenomenon for three reasons. First,

public goods provision may strain an insurgent group’s resources without any clear

military benefit to the group: public goods provision explicitly entails the channeling

of scarce and valuable resources to benefit people who are not likely to even attitu-

dinally support the insurgency, and will almost certainly never join the rebel group.

Second, public goods provision is not a common insurgent behavior: the vast majority

of insurgencies, just 12% of all rebel groups from 1945 to 2003 provide public goods.

Third, public goods provision exacerbates the free rider problem and makes civilians

less likely to make costly sacrifices on behalf of the insurgency: by providing services

to all people regardless of civilians’ commitment to the insurgency, the population has

no reason to contribute to the rebel group when they (the civilians) can nevertheless

receive all the benefits. This dissertation seeks to address this empirical puzzle and

answer the research question: why do some insurgencies provide public goods, while

most other insurgencies provide club goods or offer no services?
3Public goods, in contrast to club goods, are non-rivalrous and non-excludable, meaning

that anyone can enjoy the good and the use of the good by one person does not impact its
availability to others (Buchanan 1967).
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1.1 Insurgent Strategies in the Context of Civil War

There is no dearth of research on insurgent behaviors in the context of civil war, how-

ever, the existing scholarship tends to focus on their military and violent actions. In

particular, these include works regarding the determinants of violence against civilians

(Azam and Hoeffler 2002; Cohen 2013a,b; Kalyvas 2006, 2008; Salehyan et al. 2014;

Weinstein 2006; Wood 2010), violence against the state (De La Calle and Sánchez-

Cuenca 2012; Kalyvas and Balcells 2010; Sánchez-Cuenca and De la Calle 2009),

alliance formation (Christia 2012) group fragmentation (Staniland 2014), recruitment

(Berman and Laitin 2008; Cohen 2013a; Humphreys and Weinstein 2006; Weinstein

2006) and external support for insurgencies (Byman 2005; Byman and Kreps 2010;

Cederman et al. 2013; Cunningham et al. 2009; Salehyan et al. 2011). Indeed, the

inclusion of a list of research conducted on the onset, duration and termination of

civil wars would be even more extensive.

Scholarship on insurgent non-violent strategies, however, is significantly more con-

strained than research on insurgent violent strategies. The research that does consider

insurgent social service provision tends to conclude that rebel organizations use social

services as recruitment tools. For example, Weinstein (2006) argues that insurgen-

cies can face major recruitment challenges when they lack economic endowments

(such as natural resources or narcotics). To compensate for this shortcoming, these

resource-poor insurgencies cultivate social endowments by limiting civilian casual-

ties and selecting highly dedicated, disciplined recruits. To attract these specific type

of recruits, insurgencies provide social services. Weinstein’s (2006) work represents

an important initial endeavor into questions of rebel governance, and provides an

extremely useful framework for interrogating the nexus of insurgent violent and non-

violent behaviors. However, in his analysis, Weinstein does not examine any seces-
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sionist insurgency, and he fails to disentangle which populations benefitted from the

services provided by each of the four insurgencies included in his study.

Like Weinstein (2006), Berman and Laitin (2008) find that insurgencies use club

goods to also attract a certain type of recruit. For Berman and Laitin (2008), how-

ever, insurgencies use club goods as selective incentives to attract highly dedicated

people more willing to commit greater acts of violence for the cause of the insurgency.

Taken together, both Berman and Laitin (2008) and Weinstein (2006) suggest that

insurgencies use club goods provision to attracts a certain type of person that will

fulfill the specific needs of an insurgent group. Equally important, Berman and Laitin

(2008) make the analytic step of disaggregating between categories of beneficiaries of

insurgent services, and focus on club goods provision explicitly.

Finally, Mampilly (2011, 4) examines rebel “governance systems,” meaning both

the structures and the practices of rule insurgents adopt. Mampilly uses four in-depth

case studies to inductively generate seven hypotheses. He argues that secessionist,

ethnonationalist and Maoist insurgencies, as well as unified rebel groups, insurgencies

that experience long periods of peace during the conflict, rebel groups that can co-opt

human rights organizations and insurgencies that can defeat potential challengers will

be more likely to provide effective governance, conditional on existing levels of state

penetration. Although Mampilly provides a comprehensive and fruitful theoretical

framework, it is unclear which explanators matter most and in what contexts, nor

is it clear how to apply the various conceptions of rebel governance he examines to

out-of-sample insurgencies.

Although this research represents crucial first steps in the field of insurgent gov-

ernance, this scholarship ultimately lacks a clear articulation of what “social services”

and “governance systems” explicitly entail. As a result, this research suffers from two

limitations: the use of incomparable operationalizations of social services/rebel gov-
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ernance, and the conflation of analytically distinct concepts of club goods and public

goods. For example, is security provision and the administration of justice in terri-

tory that ISIS controls today comparable to the justice administered by the Karen

National Union (KNU) secessionist insurgency in Burma in the mid-1980s? Moreover,

is security provision or food aid in the context of some civil wars comparable to the

construction of roadways, schools, hospitals, factories, and public utilities in the con-

text of other civil wars? I argue that these services are not, in fact comparable. Only

through systematizing the operationalizations of insurgent social service provision in

a way that is comparable across time, space and insurgent group can scholars identify

patterns and changes in insurgent social service provision.

More importantly, not only are some of these services incomparable because of

their nature, but some insurgencies offer these services as club goods (or selective

incentives for some people) while others offer these services as public goods (or ser-

vices for all people). Public goods and club goods are analytically distinct concepts,

and therefore, as important a fact as it may be that an insurgency provides social

services, so too is the how exclusionary this provision is. Because club goods provi-

sion and public goods provision are distinct concepts, like Berman and Laitin (2008),

disaggregating insurgent social service provision by categories of beneficiaries is an

essential component in determining the causal factors undergirding insurgents’ deci-

sions to provide either class of service.

1.2 Contributions to Existing Scholarship

The lack of a clear conceptual framework about what insurgent public goods actu-

ally are makes theorizing about the determinants thereof exceedingly difficult. This

shortcoming complicates attempts to ascertain the scope conditions of each of the
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arguments outlined above. By clarifying these ideas, I am able to more precisely the-

orize about the determinants of insurgent public goods. Thus, this dissertation makes

both a theoretical and empirical contributions to the existing scholarship. First, I

create a new dataset that I use to test this theory, and can be used by others in

subsequent research. Second, I offer a novel theory to explain the determinants of

insurgent public goods provision. This theory speaks to research on both civil war

and state formation: it identifies an overlooked non-violent strategy of rebellion and

takes seriously contemporary state formation concepts in the context of civil wars,

highlighting one process through which states are born in the post-1945. This research

is also important to real-world foreign policy practices. I describe these contributions

in greater detail below.

1.2.1 Empirical

To address the shortcomings in the existing literature, I develop an operationaliza-

tion of insurgent social service provision that is comparable across time and space,

and that clearly demonstrates the populations (if any) an insurgency excludes from

their service provision. First, I limit my examination to health care and education.

Health care and education are generally comparable across time and space: mathe-

matics courses taught in the 1950s are similar to mathematics courses taught in the

1990s. Additionally, people will always need medical care, and human ailments do not

drastically vary across space and time.

Second, health care and education are highly desirable by all people, and any

person will benefit from these services. Yet, health care and education are sometimes

offered as club goods, while other times, these same services are offered as public

goods. As a result of this variation in the classes of goods provision, but not in the
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general utility and desirability of these services, researchers can relatively easily ascer-

tain the beneficiary populations of different services. For example, if an insurgency

offered free or subsidized food, but claimed it limited their provision to only the

impoverished population who would be in need of such aid, one might have difficulty

determining whether insurgents limited their provision to any indigent person, or

any indigent person who supported the insurgency. On the other hand, if a group of

people needed health care and an insurgency refused to provide it, this serves as a

clear indication that the insurgency only provides health care as a selective incentive,

not a public good.

With this newly systematized operationalization of public goods provision, I col-

lected data on all insurgencies, or organized and armed non-state participants in a

conflict that caused at least 25-battle deaths per year from contestation over either

territory or the control over the central government, that existed between 1945 and

2003.4 These new data represent the second contribution this dissertation makes to

existing scholarship on civil war. Not only will I use these data in this dissertation,

but researchers may use these data in subsequent works as well.

1.2.2 Theory

In this dissertation, I contend that, conditional on territorial control, secessionist

insurgencies (meaning rebels that seek to establish a new and independent state

in territory controlled by an existing state) will be more likely to provide public

goods than non-secessionist insurgencies (meaning rebels interested in overthrowing

the government in the capital of an existing state) and any insurgency that lacks

territorial control. Secessionist insurgencies face a unique burden in the context of
4I drew the precise list of various insurgencies from the Non-State Actor Dataset (Cun-

ningham et al. 2009).
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civil wars: even if they achieve military victory, they will not necessarily attain their

ultimate objective of independent statehood. This added challenge is the secessionist

insurgent burden.

For secessionist insurgencies to be successful, they must legitimate their claim of

sovereign authority over a bounded territorial space to both a domestic and inter-

national audience. To legitimate their claim of sovereign authority over a territorial

space, secessionist insurgencies must govern all people living within the area over

which they seek to be sovereign, thus providing public goods. Since the late 19th

century, states have used social services to achieve precisely this: Otto von Bismarck

implemented the first social security laws in the 1880s to placate under-served laborers

and prevent socialist agitation in the short term, and in the long term to encourage

acceptance and legitimacy of the state’s policies (Briggs 1961, 248-9), as well as loy-

alty to the state (Rimlinger 1968, 413). Moreover, Dillon (2011) notes that the public

goods and the legitimacy of their providers are inherently intertwined: insufficient

provision decreases the legitimacy of the state, while the production of public goods

enhances the legitimacy of the provider, even non-state providers. Like states, public

goods provision cements an insurgency’s legitimacy domestically. But insurgent public

goods provision also has international component: it demonstrates to the international

community the insurgency’s ability to act as if it were a state. Secessionist rebels, and

secessionists alone, need international recognition to be successful and public goods

provision, and public goods provision alone, demonstrates a capacity to govern over

an entire territorial space. Therefore, public goods provision is one strategy that aids

secessionist insurgents in overcoming the secessionist insurgent burden, whereas club

goods provision or no service provision will not achieve these ends.

Moreover, club goods provision is an insufficient strategy for secessionist insurgen-

cies, while non-secessionist insurgencies should be incentivized to provide club goods.
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If secessionist insurgencies provide club goods, they will have failed to legitimate their

claims of sovereignty over all people within a bounded space to both domestic and

international audiences. Even if they are successful in recruiting fighters with club

goods provision and achieve military victory against the state, this may mean little

in terms of achieving recognition of sovereignty, the ultimate objective of a secessionist

group. On the other hand, non-secessionist insurgents are incentivized to provide club

goods: because non-secessionist insurgencies only need a military victory to achieve

success, they would waste resources and personnel providing services to people who

have no intention of supporting or fighting for the insurgency.

The development and assimilation of research on insurgent nonviolent strategies—

such as insurgent social service provision generally and insurgent public goods pro-

vision specifically—into existing scholarship on insurgent behaviors during conflict is

particularly crucial to furthering the research programs of civil war and state forma-

tion. During the course of civil wars, most insurgents do not spend the bulk of their

time fighting. Even if rebels are assigned to combat positions, insurgents may only

spend a few days each year fighting the government, militias or other insurgent groups.

Although only a small slice of insurgencies’ activities can be characterized as violent,

scholars have largely overlooked their remaining nonviolent behaviors. This disserta-

tion attempts to explain one aspect of these under-theorized nonviolent actions and

strategies to paint a clearer picture of rebel group dynamics in civil war.

By integrating nonviolent behaviors into the existing framework of insurgent

dynamics, this research contributes to the continued unpacking of the “black box”

of insurgencies. Gutiérrez Sanín (2008, 4) laments that existing scholarship considers

“all nonstate armies [to be] more or less the same from the point of view of the strategic

challenges they face” and instead encourages researchers to interrogate the diversity

in behaviors and motivations within and across different insurgent groups. Because
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this dissertation examines variation in both the types of services insurgent groups

provide, as well as the populations that benefit from these services, this project takes

seriously the claim that not all types of services can be evaluated similarly and that

differences in the strategic choices insurgencies make about beneficiary populations

are important.

A greater understanding of the full spectrum of insurgent behaviors not only

impacts scholarship on civil war, but also has important implications for research on

state formation. Wars are the primary catalyst of state formation, and civil wars are no

different (Tilly 1978, 1992) The march to war spurs rulers to strike bargains with the

populations they govern to extract resources, personnel and compliance (Tilly 1992,

14-15). Levi (1989, 52-3) examines these ruler-ruled bargains, and argues that the pro-

vision of public goods generates legitimacy for the leaders and facilitates voluntary

compliance from the populace writ large. Similarly, in pre-modern and early modern

Europe, emergent religious distinctions linked identity to territory in ways that under-

mined dynastic rulers’ legitimacy, and “played an important role in the legitimation of,

for example, a newly independent Sweden” (Nexon 2009, 131). Likewise, in post-1945

Asia and Africa, insurgent public goods provision, especially education provision by

secessionist insurgencies, may foster emergent political identities that become linked

to territory and override existing ethnic identities in ways that legitimate a seces-

sionist insurgency’s goals of establishing a newly independent, territorially-defined

state. Ultimately, the research in this dissertation suggests that secessionist insurgen-

cies on the march to statehood, like incipient European states centuries ago, follow

similar patterns of behavior. If states are the primary providers of public goods (Olson

1965, 15), then information about when insurgent actors will resemble states, and the

effects thereof, is of particular importance for understanding the processes of state

formation during civil war, especially in a post-1945, non-European context.
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1.2.3 American Foreign Policy

This project has important policy-relevant implications as well. By addressing the

determinants of insurgent public goods provision, this research investigates when

insurgencies that provide public goods are likely to arise, and if an insurgency begins

providing social services, the excluded or beneficiary populations of an insurgency’s

social services. Moreover, if a state faces an insurgency that provides public goods,

this research may offer guidance on how to combat both the rebel group’s military

wing as well as how to address its governance apparatus without alienating the civilian

population. Finally, this research also offers insights into potential post-conflict recon-

struction policies. In particular, because state social service provision is linked to a

decreased likelihood of civil war onset (Taydas and Peksen 2012), in a tenuous post-

conflict environment, integrating existing insurgent institutions into state structures

might not only save valuable state resources but might also ensure continued service

provision at a time when the state is most fragile.

1.3 Plan of the Dissertation

The remainder of the dissertation proceeds as follows. In Chapter 2, I more fully

develop my theoretical framework and outline the alternative explanations I con-

sider. Chapters 3 through 6 present evidence in support of the theory. In Chapter 3, I

use data I collected on insurgent public goods provision to statistically test the rela-

tionship between that secessionist insurgencies that control territory are more likely

to provide public goods. I find that territory-controlling secessionist rebels are in fact

49% likely to provide public goods—more than four times more likely to provide

public goods than non-secessionist groups without territory and about nine times

more likely to provide public goods than secessionist groups without territory.
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Although I am able to establish a robust relationship between secessionism and

public goods provision, I am unable to determine causality with my statistical anal-

ysis alone. Instead, I include four qualitative case studies that rely on primary and

secondary sources, fieldwork conducted in Lebanon, Australia and East Timor, elite

interviews and archival research. In Chapter 4, the case of the Revolutionary Front

for an Independent East Timor (FRETILIN) represents the importance of territorial

control in the delivery of social service provision. Although FRETILIN is a seces-

sionist movement and only provided public goods for a short period of time during

the conflict, this lack of public goods provision is largely attributable to the group’s

inability to hold territory in the face of Indonesian repression. This case relies on

archival research conducted in Dili, East Timor and Canberra, Australia.

In Chapter 5, I leverage a paired comparison of the Eritrean People’s Libera-

tion Front and the Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Party to determine the causal

mechanism of public goods provision. Not only are these cases highly similar to each

other, varying only in their long-term objectives (secessionist vs. non-secessionist)

and their social service distribution (public goods vs. club goods), but these two

cases are representative of many other insurgencies, suggesting that the underlying

causal mechanism should be generalizable to similar cases.

In Chapter 6, I present the results of the outlying case of Hezbollah. Hezbollah is

an outlier case because it is not a secessionist insurgency and yet it provides public

goods. This chapter allows me to ascertain the scope of the theory. The findings of

this chapter suggest that the theoretical framework not only applies to secessionist

groups, but to anti-colonial and anti-occupation organizations as well, both of which

may need international recognition of sovereignty.

Finally, in Chapter 7, I conclude by elaborating on the academic and policy impli-

cations of my findings. Specifically I examine how the implications of this research
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speaks to existing scholarship on civil wars, insurgencies and state formation, and

how the findings impact or address certain real-world policy questions.
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Chapter 2

Theory

The objective of this chapter is to outline a theory of the determinants of insurgent

public goods provision. The theory I present here is a theory of strategic provision of

public goods driven by the long-term objective of secessionism, conditional on territo-

rial control and underlying structural factors. As a first step to public goods provision,

insurgencies must control territory. Underlying state capacity, however is the primary

predictor of territorial control (De La Calle and Sánchez-Cuenca 2012, 583). Once

insurgencies control territory, they have three options: provide no additional services,

provide services to a select group of people who might be likely to support the insur-

gency, or provide services to everyone—even those unlikely to support the movement.

While some scholars have found that selective social service provisions influences

recruitment and the nature of recruits, insurgent public goods provision follows a

distinct logic: public goods provision is an inefficient recruitment tool, as valuable

resources would be wasted on providing services to people unlikely to support the

movement. Instead of recruitment objectives, I argue that the long-term strategic

goal of secessionism makes secessionist insurgents particularly more likely to provide

public goods. Secessionist movements face an unusual burden that other groups do

not face: military victory is not enough for secessionists to be successful because they

must be recognized as an independent state (Coggins 2011). Therefore, secessionist

rebels must legitimate their claim of territorial sovereignty to an international and

domestic community. Public goods provision entails providing services to all people
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living where insurgents seek to be sovereign and legitimates this claim. Because only

secessionist insurgents face this burden and public goods provision is the only form

of social service provision that ameliorates this burden, secessionist rebels will be

more likely to provide public goods. Therefore, public goods provision is a long-term

strategic choice secessionist insurgencies make to help them achieve independence.

In the chapter that follows, I develop this theory more thoroughly. The next

section explores the role of the state and its role in an insurgent’s ability to control

territory. In the second section, I explore how the role of territory is a critical factor of

insurgent social service provision generally, but not public goods specifically. The third

section explores the effects of different categories of insurgent social service provision

(public goods as opposed to more limited provision). In the fourth section, I explore

the unique position of secessionist insurgencies and why public goods provision is a

strategic choice they make in order to achieve their long-term objective. The fifth

section offers a set of observable implications that I will test in subsequent chapters,

and alternative observable implications that may provide evidence against my theory.

2.1 The Role of the State

Though the theory presented here emphasizes insurgent-level attributes that likely

contribute to the provision of public goods, the state in which the insurgency operates

matters critically to the contours of the domestic conflict. State-level attributes have

an indirect effect on the likelihood of insurgencies to provide public goods. Weaker

states are more likely to experience the onset of civil war initially (Collier and Hoef-

fler 2004; Fearon and Laitin 2003) and this same weakness of capacity determines

whether insurgents control territory (De La Calle and Sánchez-Cuenca 2012, 581).

These weaker states, however, need to achieve at least some developmental progress
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for insurgents to possess the administrative capacity to provide any social services.

Overly weak states with little or no social development will hinder an insurgent’s

ability to provide social services as it means that rebel groups will lack the necessary

personnel. For example, rebel groups that consist almost entirely of uneducated or

poorly educated cadres will be unable to teach or provide medical care to others.

Thus, although state capacity must be low, it cannot be so low as to be a failed state,

lacking even a basic level of economic development.

While state capacity impacts the ability of an insurgency to control territory,

once a rebel group controls territory, the condition of being a secessionist insurgency

determines whether the insurgency will provide public goods. For example, the same

state-level attributes that influence an insurgency’s capacity to provide social services

to only civilians who may be likely supporters of an insurgency are equally likely to

facilitate an insurgency’s capacity to provide public goods. Stated otherwise, state-

level attributes may impact the ability of an insurgency to control territory in the

first place, but has little effect, if any, on the choice of which populations to serve. In

the next section, I describe the role of territorial control and how it impacts insurgent

social service provision.

2.2 Territorial Control

While state-level factors might be a crucial determinant of territorial control, terri-

torial control is a pre-condition to the provision of public goods. Territorial control

impacts both the non-violent and violent activities of an insurgent organization. Ter-

ritorial control allows insurgents to engage in major recruitment campaigns, gain local

intelligence, avoid counterinsurgency efforts (Byman 2008, 5), and offers insurgents a

place to train new recruits without disturbance (Nedal et al. 2015). Although insurgen-
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cies that gain territory may cause greater casualties (De La Calle and Sánchez-Cuenca

2012, 584), rebel organizations without territory are more likely to rely on terrorist

tactics in order to extract concessions (Sánchez-Cuenca and De la Calle 2009, 32).

Finally, the degree of insurgent territorial control has serious implications for the level

of violence used against civilians. The greater control an insurgency enjoys within a

territorial space, the less likely the insurgency will engage in violence against civilians

(Kalyvas 2008, 405-7).

While the control of territory has significant effects on the military capacity of an

organization, it also has a tremendous impact on the organizational and non-violent

actions of an insurgent group. Upon gaining territory, insurgencies often create a

“territorially based anti-state (insurgent state) within the state” (McColl 1969, 614).

Insurgencies form this “anti-state within a state” through the creation of “territorial

units complete with all the attributes of any legitimate state, namely a raison d’être,

control of territory and population and particularly, the creation of its own core areas

and administrative units” (Ibid).

Once an insurgency controls territory, it shifts from being a roving bandit to a

stationary bandit (Olson 1993). According to Olson (1993), the roving bandit exists

under the condition of anarchy and faces stiff competition for scarce resources, so

it has no incentive to invest in the development of a territorial space. Once these

bandits control territory, they become stationary bandits. The idea of a stationary

bandit refers to the notion that once a group controls territory, it is incentivized to

invest in that territory. The group exchanges peace, security, and order (in addition

to other services) for resources from the population under the group’s control.

In the context of a civil war, an insurgency is a roving bandit until it controls ter-

ritory. Once an insurgency acquires territory, the group is incentivized to provide at

least peace and order. Over the long-term, insurgencies can generate quasi-voluntary
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compliance, exchanging goods like order, education or health care for resources

from the civilian population (Levi 1989, 52-5). Consistent with McColl (1969), these

stationary-bandits-as-insurgents effectively establish the minimum requirement for

statehood: the control of the legitimate use of force within a given territory (Weber

et al. 1965), and two competing governors effectively exist (Tilly 1978, 191-2).

The control of territory is an essential first step for the insurgency to begin devel-

oping a welfare apparatus. However, amongst insurgencies that control territory, there

is considerable variation in the populations that may benefit from this social service

provision. If an insurgency controls territory and seeks to offer services other than

peace and order, the rebel group may limit its provision to only supporters of the

insurgency, or those likely to support the movement. On the other hand, an insur-

gency may decide to provide public goods—health care and education to anyone, even

those unlikely to support the movement. For example, once the National Liberation

Front (FLN) of Vietnam gained control of territory, it purged the space of any pre-

vious regime members or persons who may be unlikely to support the movement, such

as capitalists or businessmen. After potential challengers had been exiled or killed,

the FLN began providing health care and education to the remaining members of the

populace, essentially peasants (Pike 1966, 1970). Groups such as the Eritrean People’s

Liberation Front (EPLF), Karen National Union (KNU), Polisario, or Hezbollah how-

ever, provided services to anyone of any ethnicity or religion, even members of a former

rival insurgency or prisoners of war.1 In the section that follows, I will explore some

of the potential reasons for the variation in the populations to which insurgencies

provide services.
1On the EPLF: Pool (2001, 72, 82, 88, 93,105-131); Johnson and Johnson (1981); Sabo

and Kibirige (1989). On the KNU: South (2011); Fong (2008, 255-67); Smith and Schmolke
(1999, 384-403); Oh (2013). On Hezbollah: Jaber (1997, 159, 163); Cammett and Issar (2010).
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2.2.1 Variation in Social Service Provision

Once an insurgency controls territory, the rebel group may choose to provide addi-

tional social services to civilians. Amongst insurgencies that do offer social services,

there is considerable variation in the populations that are able to benefit from such

goods. Some insurgencies may provide club goods, limiting their social service pro-

vision to people likely to support the movement. Club goods provision facilitates

recruitment and attracts a certain type of recruit. For example, Weinstein (2006)

finds that insurgents use social service provision to attract people with utmost ded-

ication to the long-term goals of an insurgency. Berman and Laitin (2008) argue

that insurgencies target or limit their social service provision to attract members

more willing to commit greater acts of violence, such as suicide terrorism. Ultimately,

insurgencies that provide social services in the form of club goods2 tend to provide

these services to promote recruitment and screen the best candidates from this pool

of recruits. Additionally, insurgencies protect themselves by providing social services

to people likely to support the movement. By camouflaging insurgents with civilians

likely to support the movement, the state cannot distinguish actual combatants from

civilian sympathizers.

On the other hand, public goods provision follows a distinct logic. Because public

goods provision involves providing services to people who are unlikely to support the

insurgency, public goods provision is not a useful recruitment tool as insurgencies

will expend valuable resources on people who have no intention of ever joining the

insurgent group. Moreover, if the state observes insurgent provision to unlikely sup-

porters, it may be more able to easily identify beneficiaries of insurgent public goods

provision, as the state does not anticipate unlikely supporters to enjoy benefits from
2Meaning goods or services from which people can be excluded.
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the insurgencies. By providing public goods to even those civilians unlikely to sup-

port the insurgency, the insurgency may signal exactly the territories in which it is

operating and who in that territory is most likely to be providing those services and

thus part of the insurgency. Finally, public goods provision exacerbates the free-rider

problem and actually gapers recruitment. By providing goods to all people, regardless

of their level of commitment to the insurgency, the rebel group disincentives people

from making costly sacrifices on behalf of the insurgency. Public goods provision is

neither a tool of recruitment tool nor a tool of misdirection.

Instead, I argue that public goods provision is a legitimation tool, and what deter-

mines whether a group provides public goods as opposed to club goods or no goods

is the rebel organization’s long-term strategic objective. In addition to other factors,

the ultimate goals for a rebel group shape and constrain the incentives for an insur-

gency to deploy certain strategies. In the case of governance, rebels with a secessionist

objective will be likely to provide public goods.

2.2.2 Public Goods Provision as a Legitimation Tool

Public goods provision serves as an insurgent’s tool to legitimate itself as the sovereign

of a territorial space to both a domestic audience, meaning the population of people

the insurgency seeks to govern, as well as to an international audience, or the

community of states. Because public goods provision prohibits excluding civilians

from services, when insurgencies provide public goods, they legitimate their claim of

sovereignty over a given territory and all people within that territory. Additionally,

the provision of public goods is performative. When insurgencies provide public

goods, they perform the role of the state, demonstrating to the international com-

munity their ability to govern as sovereign, and thus legitimating its credentials as
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such. Therefore, public goods provision serves a dual legitimation function, both of

which I describe more fully below.

Domestic Legitimation

First, public goods provision “highlights the failure of the state to fulfill its side of

the social contract, thereby challenging the legitimacy of the state. Second, “non-state

social welfare organizations offer the population an alternative entity in which to place

their loyalty” (Grynkewich 2008, 353). Additionally, Mampilly (2011, 8) notes that

“it is only by replicating some of the functions and forms of the nation-state–chiefly

in regard to state strategies used to generate civilian compliance–that will allow an

insurgent organization to derive attitudinal support for its political authority and

achieve some form of legitimacy.” Public goods provision and the legitimacy of the

provider of such goods are thus inherently intertwined. By providing public goods,

the insurgency not only reduces the legitimacy of the state it fights, but it cultivates

its own legitimacy and the loyalty of the population it seeks to govern.

International Legitimation

As with domestic audiences, to the international community, the provision of public

goods demonstrates the legitimacy of an insurgency’s claim of sovereignty over a

territorial space. Public goods provision bolsters an insurgency’s claim to be the

legitimate and sovereign actor of an independent, territorial space because public

goods provision, either in the form of national defense, public order, education or

health care, is what states do (or at least, aspire to do) (Krasner 1999; Krasner and

Risse 2014). According to Olson (1965, 15), “a state is first of all an organization that

provides public goods for its members.” Although the state may have played a more

limited role in social service provision historically, in the post-World War II era, a
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state “retains a distinctive role in providing the public goods that promote economic

and social development” (The World Bank 1997, 25) Moreover, Munro (1996) defines

states as “the legitimate provider of specified political goods, over which it has sole

and universal jurisdiction on the basis of a national collectivity and for which it

seeks revenue on that basis” (Munro 1996). States are the pre-eminent public goods

providers, especially essential public goods such as security, order, education and

health. When insurgencies provide public goods, they act as if they were states.

In the post-World War II and post-colonial era, states consider the ability of

any actor seeking independence to develop a governing apparatus, provide peace and

order, and establish a public works and welfare system (Fabry 2010, 151). Indeed, some

countries cite a lack of post-independence viability as a reason to refuse to recognize

a secessionist movement as sovereign (United States Government 1975, 6). Other

scholars point to the fact that the primary determinant of international recognition

of statehood is a clear demonstration of the capacity for self-determination, or the

ability to govern oneself (Grant 1999, 2-3, 90). Because public goods provision is an

act that is visible to outside observers, foreign countries may look for evidence of this

governance before supporting the objectives of a rebel group.

2.3 Secessionist Insurgencies

Mampilly (2011) argues that the “ultimate strategic objective of the group—will shape

the rebel command’s preferences for a civilian governance strategy as well as the initial

design of its civil administration” (Mampilly 2011, 16). Long-term strategic goals, such

as secessionism or political reform through revolution, are important factors in the

development and structure of an insurgent’s social service administration. Similarly,
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I argue that groups with a strategic objective to secede and create a new state will

be more likely to provide public goods, as opposed to non-secessionist groups.

Secessionist insurgencies are insurgencies that seek to create a new, independent

state within a given territory. War is the primary impetus for the creation and for-

mation of a new state. For secessionist insurgencies that (by definition) seek to form

a new state, civil wars are no different (Tilly 1992). War and the preparation for war

forces insurgent leaders to extract resources, recruits and compliance from their pop-

ulace (Tilly 1992, 14-5). Aspiring leaders must rely on certain ideational and material

tools to legitimate their claims over a certain population (Nexon 2009, 126-30), but

the most efficient way to create popular voluntary compliance over the long term is to

legitimate the insurgency’s rule by providing public goods (Levi 1989, 52-3). Public

goods provision generates legitimacy because it demonstrates that rulers “care for ‘the

people” ’ (Wimmer 2012, 117). Because secessionist insurgencies make claims over a

bounded territorial space, to be perceived as the rightful governing authority and

win the compliance of their constituency, secessionist insurgencies must legitimate

themselves to all people living within that space, even those people highly unlikely

of supporting the insurgency. If secessionist insurgencies only provide club goods, the

insurgency will have failed to legitimate its claim of sovereign territorial authority

over all people living within that space. An inability or refusal to provide adequate,

or any, public goods will lead to the failure of people within the bounded territory to

coalesce around the idea of a legitimate, sovereign nation-state (Ibid., 2012, 37). In

other words, the primary goal of the secessionist insurgency is controlling all of the

territorial space over which it seeks to be sovereign, and all people in that space.

While other insurgencies must sometimes legitimate themselves to various con-

stituencies, and may do so through the provision of services, secessionist insurgencies

face a unique challenge. Military victory is typically sufficient for insurgent success if
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these insurgents seek to overthrow and replace a leader of an existing state. Rarely are

insurgents able to capture and secure the capital city, but fail to achieve recognition

as the governing leaders of a particular country.3

Yet, for secessionist insurgencies, military victory alone will not be enough to

achieve the strategic goal of independence: secessionist insurgencies must also legit-

imize their claim that a territory should be a distinct sovereign entity and gain recog-

nition of statehood. This means that the international community is critical to the

success of secessionist rebels, and that the success of these secessionist projects are

ultimately out of the groups’ own hands. Coggins (2014, 29, 31) and Grant (1999,

2) emphasize that international recognition is the ultimate requirement for state-

hood. Thus, secessionist insurgents are highly concerned with the good opinion of the

international community. Insurgents understand that they need foreign support for

recognition of statehood4 because “[the state] is viewed as having its genesis in recog-

nition” (Coggins 2014, 28-9). Therefore, the secessionist insurgency must convince

domestic and international audiences that the secessionist insurgency is the legiti-

mate sovereign of a territorial space. I refer to this added challenge as the secessionist

insurgent burden.

As an example, the Frente Sandinista Liberacion National (FSLN) mobilized in

the peripheries of Nicaragua, and relied on its military capacity and foco theory to

inspire popular insurrection in the cities, instead of establishing extensive territorial

control and developing robust social service apparatuses. In just under two years the
3One exception is the United States and the Movimento Popular de Libertacao de Angola.

Although the MPLA captured the Luanda (Angola’s capital), the United States refused
to recognize the MPLA until 2002. Virtually all other states in the international system
recognized the MPLA, however.

4For example, Bob (2005, 25-6) notes that the secessionist insurgencies in Sudan and
Nigeria hired international public relations and lobbying firms to advocate for their causes
in major cities around the world.
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FSLN captured the Nicaraguan capital of Managua and began implementing social

reform. Although the Contras soon contested the FSLN’s power, the FSLN ultimately

achieved its goal (Anderson 1978; Nolan 1986; Weber and Camiller 1981).

On the other hand, the Karen National Union (KNU), the world’s longest ongoing

insurgency, has sought independence from the Burmese state since the late-1940s. The

KNU seeks to “liberate” the territory of the historic Karen homeland. The Karens

call this space Kaw Thoo Lei, meaning “Land of Flowers,” and by the mid-1970s,

the KNU had developed a unique and independent governing and welfare apparatus,

complete with health care and education within this geographic space. Although 22%

of Kaw Thoo Lei’s population consists of people from other ethnic groups such as

Burmese, Mon, and Shan, as well as many different religions (Minahan 2002, 940-

1), the KNU insurgency provides public goods to all people within Kaw Thoo Lei,

even those unlikely to support the movement. Although the Karens have protected

their territory from the Burmese government and have exercised self-determination

in Kaw Thoo Lei for over forty years, they still have not achieved their ultimate

goal—independence (South 2011; Smith and Schmolke 1999, 384-402).

These examples highlight the unique challenge secessionist movements face as a

result of the secessionist insurgent burden: the KNU strove for and has achieved and

maintained de facto sovereignty5 within a territorial space for nearly four decades. Yet,

the KNU has not fully achieved its goal of outright sovereignty and independence. The

FSLN, a group that sought to overthrow the leadership in the capital of an existing

state, achieved its goal quickly and primarily through military action. The FSLN was

not as reliant on the support of the international community to achieve its goals.
5De facto sovereignty refers to the control of territorial space without international legal

recognition. De jure refers to the legal recognition of a governing body’s authority over a
given territorial space
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To overcome the secessionist insurgent burden and achieve their long-term objec-

tive of statehood, secessionist movements rely on a repertoire of both military and

non-military strategies that appeals to the international community. For example,

secessionist movements will avoid targeting civilians and the use of terrorism in civil

wars, because “secessionists care deeply about the international community’s opinion

of them, and they understand that the international community may punish rapacity

in war” (Fazal 2013) Additionally, Lasley and Thyne (2015) find that secessionists

avoid using child soldiers in war to gain international legitimacy so that they may be

eventually recognized as states.

Similarly, I argue that public goods provision is a particular strategy that seces-

sionist insurgencies use to legitimate itself to the international community, in addition

to the domestic constituency. Because a military victory alone is not enough for a

secessionist insurgency to achieve success, simply mobilizing to overthrow the gov-

ernment in the capital will produce insufficient results. As such, secessionists cannot

only focus their recruitment efforts on those likely to support the movement. Seces-

sionist insurgencies make claims over a bounded territorial space and they must legit-

imate themselves to all people living within the territory over which they seek to be

sovereign. If secessionist movements provide only restricted social services to mobilize

select groups of people with the hopes of overthrowing the government, the insurgency

will have failed to govern all people within that territory, and will not fulfill its stated

goals of being the legitimate sovereign of a bounded territorial space. By providing

goods publicly, to all people in a defined territorial space, insurgencies provide behave

as states: public goods provision is what states do.

Because this governance can be observed by outsiders, public goods provision

demonstrates a capacity for statehood. Through performing the role of the state,

secessionist insurgencies exhibit their viability as an independent state and legitimate
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their claim of sovereignty to an international audience. This viability is important:

Indonesia argued to President Gerald Ford that the United States should not recognize

East Timor as independent because, Indonesia claimed, an independent East Timor

would “hardly be viable” (United States Government 1975, 6) and key, powerful states

such as the United States and Australia did not recognize the country.

To demonstrate their viability and legitimate their claim of sovereignty to the

international community, secessionist insurgencies may highlight their public goods

provision to the international community through both word and deed: the EPLF

outlined its arguments for sovereignty and detailed the work it had accomplished to

those ends (including public goods provision) in appeals for aid to the United Nations

(Connell 1993, 176) and the Permanent Tribunal for the Rights of Peoples (Ibid., 203-

4). Although the EPLF sought to legitimate itself to Eritreans domestically, the EPLF

also sought international legitimacy. As early as 1981,

“ . . . Having consolidated its position within Eritrea, the EPLF next

turned its attention to political campaigns to attain regional and interna-

tional legitimacy . . . The Eritrean quest for legitimacy finally captured

regional and international attention with the maturation of diplomatic

skills, military sophistication and a demonstration of economic viability

[economic viability referring to the administrative welfare provision the

EPLF created with very little funding]” (Iyob 1997, 131,135).

Outside observers from the international community “remarked on [the EPLF’s]

impressive infrastructure and social services–hospitals, workshops, co-operatives,

schools–as well as its network of popular organizations for women, youth workers

and farmers” (Selassie 1989, 107). The EPLF was careful to take visitors from for-

eign governments to its service centers, factories, schools and hospitals (Firebrace
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and Holland 1985).Taken together, the EPLF’s behavior suggests that insurgencies

recognize that the international community is an important audience of civil war

processes, and the strategy of public goods provision appeals to an international

audience. Indeed, after the 1974 Carnation Revolution in Portugal, the Australian

government reviewed the reasons why a variety of Portuguese colonies in Africa—such

as Guinea Bissau, Cape Verde, Angola and Mozambique—were being recognized as

independent. Guineau Bissau was immediately recognized because of “the peoples

alleged/demonstrated support of the [African Party for the Independence of Guinea

and Cape Verde (PAIGC, an anti-colonial rebel group)], and the administrative

structure which PAIGC had built.”(Government of Australia 1975a, 240, emphasis

added).

While public goods provision moves secessionist insurgencies closer to their ulti-

mate objective, it cannot guarantee international recognition and independence.

Instead, public goods provision is an almost necessary condition for international

recognition, but it is not sufficient. Instead, within the context of a favorable strategic

environment (Coggins 2011), public goods provision and governance can propel an

insurgency to achieving its strategic objective and gain independence. Indeed, only

one secessionist insurgency that failed to provide public goods received international

recognition (the Mukti Bahini, and it is unclear if Bangladesh was recognized as

independent because of this group’s actions, or because it operated alongside a regale

Bangladeshi military which achieved several military successes). Instead, secessionist

insurgencies such as the EPLF, the PAIGC and Frelimo all provided public goods

and gained international recognition of independence. Other groups, such as the

Polisario, have been recognized by as many as 87 UN Member States (Organization

for Statehood and Freedom 2010a).
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Ultimately, public goods provision, as opposed to no service provision or club goods

provision, is a strategic choice. When deployed, it dually legitimates an insurgency

to the domestic and international community. Domestically, it bolsters a secessionist

insurgency’s claim to independence across the future body politic within a defined,

territorial space. Internationally, it demonstrates a capacity for statehood and via-

bility post-independence, in turn legitimating the secessionist insurgency’s claim of

sovereignty.

2.3.1 Public Goods and not Selective Services

Although I have argued that secessionist movements are unique because they face the

secessionist insurgent burden, it may be unclear why public goods provision specifi-

cally, and not more limited social service provision to likely supporters, is necessary

to overcome this burden. Stated otherwise, how does public goods provision specif-

ically, as opposed to more limited social service provision, overcome the secessionist

insurgent burden?

Both public goods provision and targeted social service provision may both signal

the governing capacity of an insurgent group. For example, the National Union for

the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA) provided education and health care to

a conquered town or village after purging the territory (through murder or forced

migration) of anyone suspected of collaborating with the government, rival rebel orga-

nization, or anyone thought to be a potential danger to the insurgency (Collelo 1991,

103-9; Pike 1966, 1970. Nonetheless, these groups provided social services and could

have demonstrated their capacity to govern, at least to a certain constituency, even

though they did not provide public goods.

What makes public goods provision unlike more exclusive forms of social services

provision is that public goods provision addresses both the domestic and international
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challenges presented by the secessionist insurgent burden. Selective social service pro-

vision, unlike public goods provision, cannot legitimate the secessionist insurgency’s

claim of sovereignty over a bounded territorial space. Selective social service pro-

vision, by definition, excludes some members of the polity the insurgency seeks to

govern through violence or forced expulsion, thus undermining the insurgency’s claim

to represent all people within a given territory. Instead, insurgencies use selective

service provision as a way to attract highly-committed recruits (Weinstein 2006), or

recruits more willing to engage in egregious attacks (Berman and Laitin 2008), not to

demonstrate legitimate territorial sovereignty. Because selective social service provi-

sion does not allow the insurgency to demonstrate that it is the legitimate sovereign

of a particular space, selective social service provision will not help secessionist insur-

gencies overcome the secessionist insurgent burden. As a result, selective or restricted

social service provision does not address the domestic component of the secessionist

insurgent burden.

Additionally, as discussed above, the secessionist insurgency is especially reliant on

the perception of other states because only the international community can bestow

the formal recognition of statehood that the secessionist insurgency needs. Without

this recognition, the secessionist insurgency will be unable to overcome the secessionist

insurgent burden and fail. Therefore, the secessionist movement must demonstrate

that it is the legitimate sovereign of the territory the secessionist group seeks to

“liberate.” As stated above, to achieve this legitimacy as a territorial sovereign, the

insurgency must provide public goods in the territories it controls, and cannot simply

mobilize selectively.

As an example, the quote at the beginning of this chapter indicates that the

Polisario has provided public goods since 1975 because this provision is a “practice-

run” for statehood. This quote reflects my claim that insurgencies are aware that
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public goods provision mirrors the behavior of states and that by providing public

goods, the Polisario is acting as if it were a state. By providing public goods, the

Polisario hopes to lend legitimacy to their claim of independence in the eyes of the

domestic constituency as well as the international community, anecdotal evidence in

support of the theory presented here.

Moreover, non-secessionist movements also lack incentives to provide public goods.

Because non-secessionist movements must only mobilize enough supporters to achieve

military victory in order to be successful, they do not need public goods provision

to legitimate themselves as the rightful governing actor of a territorial space. If non-

secessionist insurgencies provided public goods, they would waste resources on people

who are unlikely to help them achieve military victory. Instead, non-secessionist move-

ments benefit from restricting their service provision and only allocating resources to

likely recruits that will help them achieve military success.

Ultimately, only public goods provision, and not more limited social service pro-

vision, will signal to both the domestic and the international community that the

insurgency is the legitimate sovereign of a bounded territorial space. Therefore, only

public goods provision, and not more exclusive social service provision, will mitigate

the secessionist insurgent burden. Because only public goods provision will mitigate

the secessionist insurgent burden, secessionist movements will be more likely to pro-

vide public goods, as opposed to other types of services. Public goods provision is

thus a long-term strategy secessionist insurgents use to achieve the ultimate goal of

independence and recognition of sovereignty.

2.3.2 Synthesizing the Theory

In the previous pages, I have sought to outline the factors influencing insurgencies to

provide public goods. First, the state-level context in which rebel groups operate mat-
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ters for their public goods provision. Insurgencies operating in highly developed states

are unlikely to provide social services because the state will likely be too strong for an

insurgency to control territory. On the other hand, insurgencies operating in states

that are underdeveloped will not have the adequate personnel to educate or medically

treat the population. However, states with some (but not too much) economic, social

and political development will be more likely to experience an insurgency that con-

trols territory and provides some form of social services. Therefore, state-level factors

impact an insurgent’s latent ability to control territory and to have the necessary

personnel to provide social services generally, although not necessarily provide public

goods goods.

State-level factors determine the ability of an insurgency to control territory, and

territorial control is a necessary but insufficient determinant of public goods provision.

Once an insurgency controls territory, it is more likely to provide social services, but

not necessarily public goods. Territory that insurgents control serves as a safe space

to build an education and health infrastructure, to train, to gather intelligence and

to prepare for future attacks. Territorial control also makes the insurgency a viable

challenger to the state and complicates the state’s monopoly of the legitimate use of

force.

Although territorial control is an important first step to providing social services in

general, it does not necessarily determine whether a group will provide public goods.

For instance, once an insurgency controls territory, it may provide no additional ser-

vices, it may provide selective social services to civilians who may be likely to support

the movement, or the insurgency may provide public goods. Both selective social ser-

vice provision as well as public goods provision may signal an insurgency’s capacity to

govern. Yet public goods provision, unlike exclusive forms of social service provision,
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will demonstrate to domestic and international audiences that the insurgency is the

legitimate sovereign of a given territorial space.

The long-term strategic objective of insurgencies is critical to the nature and struc-

ture of their social service provision. Secessionist movements seek to become a new

and independent state, but because a military victory alone will not allow secessionists

to achieve their goals, they face an additional challenge to success called the seces-

sionist insurgent burden. Because public goods provision addresses both the domestic

and international challenges that arise from the secessionist insurgent burden, public

goods provision is the only form of social service provision that will help mitigate

this burden. Thus, the factor that determines which path of service provision the

insurgency will choose once it controls territory is the nature of the long-term goals

of the group. Organizations that have secessionism as their final objective are more

likely to provide public goods.

This means that secessionist insurgencies that control territory are

more likely to provide public goods because it is a strategic tool that will

help them achieve their ultimate goal of independence. Territorial control

is a first-step to the provision of social services to civilians, but once a

rebel group controls territory, public goods provision does not necessarily

follow. Because only secessionist movements face the secessionist insur-

gent burden and because only public goods provision will mitigate this

burden, secessionist movements that control territory are thus more likely

to provide public goods then other non-secessionist groups.
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2.4 Alternative Explanations and Observable Implications

I have argued above that territory-controlling secessionist insurgencies are more likely

to provide public goods because secessionist movements desire to become states and

only through public goods provision can secessionist insurgencies overcome the seces-

sionist insurgent burden and demonstrate state-ness. However, this is not the only

explanation. Although I believe the theory outlined above to be the most plausible,

several other alternative explanations exist: ideology, organizational strength and

security, domestic politics and international politics. In this section, I review four

sets of alternative explanations and their observable implications to be tested in sub-

sequent chapters. I then delineate the observable implications for the theory proposed

above.

2.4.1 Ideology

The ideology hypothesis implies that insurgencies with either a Marxist or Islamist

ideology will be more likely to provide public goods. Mampilly (2011) notes that

communist groups in particular will be more likely to provide public goods, while

historically, Islamist insurgencies such as Hezbollah and Hamas, as well as non-

violent Islamist organizations such as the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt have pro-

vided social services. Evidence that supports the explanation that communist ideology

causes public goods provision includes: internal documents or testimonies stating that

although it would be more popular or better militarily to avoid communist policies

(land reform, nationalization, social organization based on class, women’s reforms),

the group will do this anyway because it is the right and necessary thing to do;

reforms for women in more traditional, patriarchal areas; land reforms or redistribu-

tion reforms in areas where they will be unpopular, such as cities or larger towns with
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a larger population of merchants and educated people; the role of religious institutions

or traditional ethnic clan relations will be minimized or lessened; a focus on demo-

cratic and egalitarian reforms, abandoning of traditional relationships. For Islamist

groups, evidence in support of this theory includes: internal documents or testimonies

stating that although it would be more popular or better militarily to avoid Islamist

policies (maybe exclude certain religious or ethnic groups, no jizya), the group will

do this anyway because it is the right and necessary thing to do; implementation of

Sharia law in some areas, even if they are largely non-Muslim and unlikely to be pop-

ular there; if banking institutions are created, a reliance of Islamic lending practices

that tend to benefit the recipient; enforcement or implementation of jizya. Figure 2.1

below summarizes this line of argumentation.
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2.4.2 Organizational Strength and Security

The organizational strength and security hypothesis suggests that insurgencies pro-

vide public goods to enhance their military capacity and security. This particular

hypothesis has four variants: that insurgencies provide public goods to recruit, that

insurgencies use public goods provision as tools to screen out highly capable recruits

for high-skilled positions, that insurgents provide public goods to avoid detection from

the state, and that insurgents use public goods to increase the lethality of insurgency.

Figure 2.2 below summarizes these explanations.

Recruitment is one of the most prevalent hypotheses in the literature today

(Berman and Laitin 2008; Weinstein 2006). Evidence for, or observable implications

of, this hypothesis include: internal documents or testimonies that indicate that

an insurgency provides public goods as an inducement to join the insurgency; the

insurgency may assume that anyone could be mobilized, no matter how unsupportive

initially; the insurgency may believe that the general population might not join the

insurgency if too many people are excluded from receiving services.

Similar to the recruitment explanation is the screening explanation (Berman and

Laitin 2008; Weinstein 2006). The screening argument implies that insurgents provide

public goods to find the best people to fill certain, key roles within the insurgency.

Evidence for or observable implications in support of this theory include: internal

documents or testimonies indicating that insurgencies provide public goods as a means

to screen out the best candidates for further training as part of the insurgency; the

insurgency would need to have at least two tiers of service provision, one for the

general population and one (likely better) for cadres; if a recruit was selected for

further training, this would not be optional or voluntary; the insurgency would likely

keep detailed records of the population it controls to assess not only their social
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position and job, but also their strengths and weaknesses; a recruit’s support for the

insurgency would have no bearing on the recruit’s promotional potential within the

insurgency.

The third variation on the organization strength and security hypothesis explana-

tion is that insurgencies provide public goods to avoid detection from the state they

are fighting. The logic undergirding this argument is that insurgencies provide services

to all people so the state cannot identify supporters from the rebels. If the insurgency

only provided services to members, the state would be able to ascertain this provision

and identify members. Evidence in support of this hypothesis includes: internal doc-

uments or testimonies indicating that an insurgency provided public goods so that

the state could not identify who was receiving services like education or health care

from alternatives sources, and thus would be a likely supporter or member of the

insurgency; the insurgency faces a technologically advanced, well-equipped state; the

insurgency may avoid controlling territory permanently and may only semi-liberate a

territory, or limit it’s activity to the nighttime, creating clandestine schools or clinics;

the insurgency will likely avoid open battle (Phase III according to Mao) and limit

its attack to hit-and-run style (Phase II Insurgency according to Mao); the insur-

gency will not likely create permanent structures, instead operating mobile clinics

and schools.

The final variation of the organizational strength and security hypothesis is that

insurgents provide public goods in order to conduct more lethal attacks and cause

more casualties without alienating the population (Berman and Laitin 2008). Evi-

dence to support this hypothesis includes: internal documents or testimonies that

indicate that the insurgency provided public goods to perpetrate violent and deadly

attacks against enemies; the insurgency would provide public goods as a way to buy-

off the population from being upset by the violence; the insurgency would provide
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social services either just before or just after a campaign in which many civilians

died; the insurgency would provide services so that members of the insurgency would

commit even greater acts of violence, such that members of the insurgency would

be interested in committing high-casualty attacks; the insurgency would not be con-

cerned with limiting casualties generally, knowing that it could easily provide services

to buy-off the population later; the insurgency will likely be highly violent, commit-

ting high numbers of battle deaths and civilian casualties; insurgencies would fear

reprisals from the civilian population.
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2.4.3 Domestic Politics

According to this general explanation, politics internal to the state in which the insur-

gency is fighting determine a rebel group’s choice to provide public goods. This expla-

nation has three variants: selectorate, outbidding and territorial-centric legitimation.

I explain each of these variants as well as their associated observable implications

below, and Figure 2.3 summarizes these explanations.

The selectorate explanation implies that insurgencies will first rely on existing net-

works of elites and traditional leaders to allocate social services (Bueno de Mesquita

et al. 2003). As the territory the insurgency controls expands, and the population

it controls becomes increasingly heterogeneous, it will become increasingly difficult

to screen people from services. As a result, the insurgency will begin providing ser-

vices publicly. Observable implications or evidence for this theory include: internal

documents show that the insurgency initially wanted to restrict or limit their social

service provision to only those that would be likely to support the movement, but

after the insurgency captured more territory, the insurgency decided that it was more

beneficial to not restrict social service provision; service provision should change from

club goods to public goods over time; liberating towns should follow a distinct process

whereby the insurgency would make connections with the established elite and power

would largely remain unchanged in the areas controlled.

The outbidding hypothesis (Bloom 2004) suggests that insurgencies often face

stiff competition from other insurgencies and the state. To achieve a competitive

advantage, they will provide better goods to more people. Evidence in support of

this hypothesis includes: internal documents indicating that because of the presence

of other groups or because of the state, the insurgency must provide more or better

social services; social service provision should change over time with the increase in
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the number of groups participating in the insurgency; limited collaboration between

groups; new insurgencies will provide more goods to more people.

Finally, the territorial-centric domestic legitimation explanation implies that

insurgencies seek to become the legitimate sovereign of a territorial space, and seek

to govern all people within that space. Evidence in support of this theory includes:

internal documents saying that they want to become the legitimate governors of

a territory and anyone who lives there, with a focus on legitimizing itself within

the territorial space first, and not necessarily the diversity of peoples within that

territory; the insurgency’s claim should be over a territorial space, with an aim of

governing all people within that space; the insurgency should try to legitimize its

claim to leadership within the space, and should be very concerned with appearing to

be the rightful leaders; the insurgency would focus on controlling all territory within

the country it wants to control, not just pockets where people would be likely to

support the insurgency; the insurgency would be concerned with its perception by

the population writ large, and may forego implementing some rules or changes that

might be dictated by ideology if it meant alienating portions of the population.
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2.4.4 International Politics

The fourth and final general explanation of insurgent public goods provision is that

insurgencies provide public goods because of international concerns. Specifically,

insurgents provide public goods to legitimate their claim of territorial sovereignty

and gain international recognition as an independent state. Figure 2.4 summarizes

this theory. The evidence in support of and observable implications of this theory

include: internal documents or testimonies suggesting that the domestic politics, or

politics internal to the territory the state controls are not important, or less impor-

tant than international perception; insurgencies should only provide public goods and

there should be no variation over time; the insurgency should be concerned about

international perception and may change its rhetoric or its ideology or strategies to

appeal to certain powers; insurgencies may mimic other states or claim to do things

similar to how other states act; insurgents might claim or demand to be recognized

as the legitimate governing actors in a specific areas; insurgents work significantly to

establish international support for their claim by filing claims for recognition with

international organizations such as the United Nations, Organization of American

States, Organization of African Unity, European Union, etc.
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2.4.5 Observable Implications of the Theory

For the theory presented here to be supported empirically, the results of the case

studies would demonstrate support for the hypothesis that insurgencies provide

public goods for domestic legitimation, as well as support for the hypothesis that the

insurgency provides public goods for international legitimation. Because secessionist

insurgencies must overcome the secessionist insurgent burden, they must appeal to

domestic and international audiences. Therefore, both domestic legitimation concerns

as well as international legitimation concerns should drive their strategic decision to

provide public goods.

2.5 Conclusion

I propose a theory that the long-term strategic goals of an insurgency, conditional

upon the control of territory and other state-level factors, drives insurgent public

goods provision. Secessionist insurgencies that control territory are more likely to

provide public goods, while secessionist insurgencies that do not control territory

and non-secessionist insurgencies are unlikely to provide public goods. Secessionist

movements that control territory strategically provide public goods because they must

overcome the secessionist insurgent burden. Public goods provision helps secessionist

insurgencies overcome the secessionist insurgent burden, as public goods provision

demonstrates to the international and domestic communities that an insurgency is

the legitimate governing actor of a territorial space, which is critical to secessionist

insurgencies that seek to create newly independent states.

In the chapters that follow I test this theory quantitatively and qualitatively. In

Chapter 3, I test the relationship between secessionist insurgencies that control ter-

ritory and public goods provision using a large-n analysis. Because I am unable to
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evaluate the proposed causal process quantitatively, I rely on a series of qualitative

case studies. In Chapter 4, the outlying case of the Revolutionary Front for an Inde-

pendent East Timor (FRETILIN) demonstrates the importance of territorial control

as a first-step to the provision of public goods. In Chapter 5, the paired comparison

of the Eritrean People’s Liberation Front (EPLF) and the Ethiopian People’s Revo-

lutionary Party (EPRP) allows me to evaluate the causal mechanism of public goods

provision, as opposed to club goods provision. These groups differed only in their long-

term, strategic objectives and in the type of goods they provided, yet the EPLF and

the EPRP operated at the same time and against the same enemy, trained and con-

ducted attacks together, and shared strategies, ideologies, resources and sometimes

even personnel. Because these two cases are highly similar, they make an ideal paired

comparison. Finally, in Chapter 6, I evaluate the scope of the theory with the case

of Hezbollah. I find support for the idea that the theory not only applies to seces-

sionist groups, but anti-colonial organizations, and to some extent anti-occupation

rebel groups (like Hezbollah) as well.
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Figure 2.5: Flow Chart of Theory

Note: The figure above outlines the theory presented in this chapter. State capacity impacts
the likelihood of an insurgency to control territory. Once an insurgency controls territory,
the rebel group has three options: provide no services, provide selective services, or provide
public goods. As argued above, secessionist movements will be more likely to provide public
goods, while non-secessionist movements will limit their service provision or provide no ser-
vices.
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Chapter 3

Quantitative Analysis

The objective of this chapter is to test the hypothesis that secessionist rebel orga-

nizations with territorial control are more likely to provide public goods than other

insurgencies. In previous chapters, I argued that secessionist insurgents with territorial

control cannot achieve victory through military success alone and need recognition of

their statehood. Therefore, secessionist rebels must legitimate their claim of territo-

rial sovereignty to an international and domestic community. Public goods provision,

because it entails providing services to all people living where insurgents seek to be

sovereign, legitimates this claim. Public goods provision is thus a strategic tool seces-

sionist insurgencies use to attain their ultimate objective of independence. Here, I test

the relationship between territorial control, secessionism and public goods provision.

The chapter proceeds as follows. First, I introduce, contextualize and describe the

coding procedures for a new, original dataset, the “Insurgent Social Services Dataset.”

I then provide some basic descriptive statistics about the variables I have collected,

and describe some key trends. In the third section, I introduce the construction of

the dependent variable of public goods provision, as well as the operationalization of

several key covariates used in my model. In the following sections, I provide the find-

ings of the statistical analysis as well as the results from a series of robustness checks.

The statistical analysis supports my theory, and is robust to several alternative spec-

ifications. Taken together, these results show strong support for my hypothesis that

secessionist insurgencies that control territory are more likely to provide public goods.
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Though this chapter allows me to evaluate the relationship between territorial con-

trol, secessionism and public goods provision, I cannot evaluate the causal mechanism

proposed in Chapter 2 using quantitative approaches. To so do, I rely on a series of

case studies presented in subsequent chapters.

3.1 Insurgent Social Services Data

One of the primary difficulties in testing the determinants of insurgent public goods

provision is that few datasets exist that offer any information about insurgent

social service provision. The Minorities At Risk Organizational Behaviors (MAROB)

Dataset (2008) offers some information on both violent and non-violent social move-

ments. The data measure whether the group provided social services including:

“[E]ducation, health care, poverty alleviation at a para-statal level (e.g,

runs the equivalent of a school district, maintains networks of heath care

facilities, etc.) in order to serve a large number of constituents on a sus-

tained basis.”

However, the MAROB data are geographically constrained to the Middle East and

do not adjudicate between the types of services groups provided and how extensively

organizations distributed their services.

The NAVCO 2.0 Dataset (Chenoweth and Lewis 2013) also includes some mea-

sures of non-state service provision. The NAVCO 2.0 Dataset measures both non-

violent and violent campaigns and includes a measure of whether a campaign provides

education or social welfare in a given campaign year. While offering greater clarity on

non-state provision of social services, the data again do not disaggregate or explain
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who is able to benefit from such services. Additionally, the data are limited to “cam-

paigns,” which are sustained, contentious events with at least 1,000 participants. This

means that many smaller insurgencies may be excluded from the data.

Aside from the NAVCO 2.0 Dataset (2013) as well as the MAROB Dataset (2008),

no other data exist that identifies the type of social service provided, as well as the

populations that were able to benefit from this social service provision. To address this

deficiency, I create a new dataset, the “Insurgent Social Service Provision Dataset.”

These new data identify whether an insurgency offered education or health care, the

years an insurgency offered this service, the populations that benefitted from each of

these services, and whether the insurgency provided other, non-education and non-

health care services to a certain population. The data are time-variant and capture

changes in the populations that benefitted from social service provision. I use both

primary and secondary sources to code these variables.1

To identify my universe of cases, I rely on the The Non-State Actor Dataset

(Cunningham et al. 2009). I use this dataset as a base because it contains several key

insurgency-level variables. The original dataset contains a total of 327 insurgencies

covering 2,426 insurgency-years. For clarity in coding, when I exclude some coups,

coup attempts or groups that allied with the government and did not oppose it (for

example the Ton Ton Macoutes of Haiti or the Karamajors of Sierra Leone), I am left

with 304 groups, covering 2,331 insurgency-years.2

1Unfortunately, the data cannot capture quality or breadth of insurgent provision, so a
rebel movement that provided a single one-room school and one hospital will be coded in the
same way as rebel movement that provided twenty excellent education centers and twenty
hospitals with high quality health care.

2I do not include coups or military factions because they are arguably a branch of the
existing state apparatus, and thus for coding purposes could skew results.
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In the sections that follow, I describe the variables included in the dataset and

how I coded the data. I describe the different populations of recipients, then I clarify

my concepts and coding guidelines for “provision,” “education,” and “health care.”

3.1.1 Population of Recipients

As noted in the theory chapter, the current research on insurgent social service provi-

sion tends to aggregate all types of service provision and fails to distinguish between

which populations might benefit from an insurgent’s services (Mampilly 2011; Wein-

stein 2006). Yet disaggregating both the type of services an insurgency offers and

the population that the insurgency provides to is a critical distinction. Berman and

Laitin (2008) make this analytic step and focus on insurgent club goods provision.

They generate and test a distinct set of hypotheses for insurgent club goods provi-

sion, but do not focus on public goods. In the economics literature, public goods are

considered goods that are non-rivalrous (meaning that provision of services to one

person will not diminish the services to another) and non-excludable, meaning that

anyone can benefit. Club goods on the other hand, are services that are non-rivalrous,

but are only provided to a specific group of people. As a result, these authors may

use dissimilar phenomenon as a point of comparison across cases in a way that could

considerably impact their arguments.

Because of the importance of disaggregating the populations that benefit from

social service provision, I created five categories that describe the populations that

may benefit from insurgencies’ services:

1. No population because no provision

2. Provision to insurgent members

3. Provision to insurgent members and supporters
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4. Provision to insurgent members, supporters and neutral civilians likely to be

supporters

5. Provision of public goods, meaning provision to anyone, even those highly

unlikely to support the insurgency.

Data collection on civil wars and insurgencies is a difficult task, especially data

on social service provision. Primary documents from rebel groups may not present

an accurate picture of their social service provision. Insurgencies may have incentives

to lie or misrepresent their social service provision, and may claim to provide more

services than they actually do. At the same time, very rarely do secondary or pri-

mary sources explicitly state that rebel groups provide public goods and also mean

“non-rivalrous, non-excludable” goods in the same sense as this study does. Because

of this lack of clarity, I examined the textual evidence for several observable insurgent

behaviors that indicated which populations a group provided social services to, even

if the text did not explicitly state a group provided public health and public edu-

cation. Examples of this include historical texts or documents that explicitly state

that the organization provided services to their enemies, including prisoners of war.

The Eritrean People’s Liberation Front provided “medical treatment, food, shelter

and basic education” to at least 20,000 Ethiopian prisoners of war that “are a strain

on Eritrean resources” (Wilson 1991, 91) If the insurgency under consideration were

an ethnic or religious insurgency, the insurgency would need to provide services to

people who were not co-ethnics or co-religionists. For example, the Karen National

Union (KNU), composed of primarily Karen ethnic fighters, provided health care and

education to Mons living in the territory the KNU controlled, even though at some

points in its history, the KNU fought against a primarily Mon insurgency, the New

Mon State Party (NMSP). Additionally, many Karens are Buddhist, but the leader
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of the KNU was Christian. Yet the KNU did not discriminate along religious lines

(Fong 2008, 255-257; Smith 1991, 384-402; Oh 2013). Hezbollah is another example

of observed public goods provision. A father from southern Lebanon who works for

the United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) and backs Hezbollah’s arch-

rivals, Amal, sends his son to a Hezbollah school. The father says many who attend

Hezbollah’s schools “are not Hezbollah, nor are we in the least affiliated with their

ideologies or political views, but we . . . realize that their schools are currently better

than anything else in the area” (Jaber 1997, 164). If an insurgency was communist, the

group would demonstrate public goods provision by providing education and health

care to landlords, intellectuals or wealthy business people, as the People’s Liberation

Army did after 1948, when it began a “national unity” campaign (Pepper 1999, 203-4,

221-4).

These data are highly sensitive to the possibility of false positives, most likely to

arise in two ways. First, an insurgency may provide services to anyone within a town

or territory it controlled, but it would only provide services after expelling or killing

anyone unlikely to support the insurgency. The National Liberation Front of Vietnam

(Pike 1966, 20-1, 278-9; Pike 1970) as well as UNITA in Angola were notorious for

engaging in these activities (Collelo 1991, 103-9).

Second, these data address potential false positives caused by the movement of

civilians to refugee camps in wartime. After the start of the civil war, civilians may

flee their homes and migrate to refugee camps. Civilians may have the opportunity

to choose which camp to go to, and people who support the insurgency might choose

to move to the camp that an insurgent group controls, while people who support

the government may move to camps the government controls. As a result, when the

insurgency provides social services in the refugee camp, it appears that the insurgency

is providing to everyone when in actuality it is really only providing to supporters,
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creating a false-positive. To address this issue, I examine the demographics of the

refugee camp. If the refugee camp population contains 90% or more people who are

likely to support the insurgency (co-ethnics, co-religionists, etc.), I do not code this

group as providing public goods.

Finally, for observations that are questionable or unclear, I code my best under-

standing of the service provision and offer an alternative coding of the case. This

ensures that I am not coding on a bias, and I will use this alternative measure as a

robustness check.

3.1.2 Focus on Education and Health Care

The “Insurgent Social Services Dataset” focuses on the provision of education and

health care specifically. I use these services for two reasons. The first is that these

services are comparable across cases and across time. As an example of this variation,

the Burmese Communist Party not only built hospitals and schools, it also created a

hydroelectric power plant to provide electricity to the people living under its control

(see Lintner 1990, Appendix II). On the other hand, the Front for the National Lib-

eration of Congo (FNLC) provided food, justice and paid city workers and officials

to keep basic transport operations running, but did not provide education and health

care (Los Angeles Times 1977; Wright 1977). Because of the variation in the types of

services insurgencies provide, to ensure that I am comparing between similar services

across space and time, I limit my focus to education and health care.

The second reason I focus on these two services is that education and health care

are broadly desirable to all people and services from which all people can benefit. As

a result, exclusion from these services clearly demonstrates the populations to which

the insurgency is or is not providing social services. For example, insurgencies such

as the FNLC may provide food to the starving or most impoverished. Yet, because
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the majority of people are not starving or impoverished, they are ineligible to receive

these services at any given point. Because the social services data I collected also

takes into account who can benefit from services, I do not code any services from

which people might be ineligible to receive, however reasonable their exclusion. If

an insurgency offered food to some civilians, and not others, it would be difficult to

determine if the insurgency was limiting its provision to only those with economic

need, or if the insurgency limited its provision to people with both economic need

and who were likely to support the insurgency. Therefore, I do not code any social

service that might exclude members of the population, however reasonably, to ensure

the greatest accuracy possible. Education and health care do not suffer from this

exclusion problem, as ostensibly anyone at any time could benefit from education or

health care.

3.1.3 Defining Key Concepts

In the sections below, I describe the concepts of “provision,” “education” and “health

care” and the associated coding rules.

Provision

I code insurgencies as “providing” services if they diverted their personnel and financial

resources to ensure that a certain group of people received education and health care.

This typically manifests in two ways:

1. The insurgencies offered education or health care themselves through their con-

struction of schools, development of curriculum, service as teachers and doctors,

or building of hospitals as needed
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2. The insurgencies ensured that services continued to operate in the area they

controlled, typically through the administration and financing of these services.

I do not code groups as providing services if they allow an NGO, religious group, or

the incumbent government to provide services in the areas they control, but the insur-

gencies themselves did not contribute to this provision. For example, the Liberation

Tamil Tigers of Eelam (LTTE) allowed the Sri Lankan government to continue its

health care provision in the areas the LTTE controlled. The LTTE taxed this service,

but was not involved in the direct administration of it. As a result, I do not consider

the LTTE to have provided health care services (Mampilly 2011, 118-9).

Education

In the context of a civil war, insurgents or authors of secondary source texts could

use the term “education” ambiguously, and may refer to propaganda campaigns or

general military training as education. If the insurgent organization itself or the sec-

ondary literature refers to an insurgency as “training” recruits or supporters, and not

educating them, I do not consider this to be education. If what the insurgency is

providing is not described as training, then I code education as the instruction of

skills that can be applied outside of the context of the military operations, such as

language, mathematics, or history. If these skills are applicable to both the insurgents’

military goals as well as useful outside the context of the insurgency, such as teaching

mathematics so that insurgents know how many explosives to use and how to budget

resources, I still code this as education. A clear example of education provision is

exemplified by the following passage: Hezbollah’s “Educational Center of the Martyr

Bojeii opened in 1992 in the village of Mashghara. . . [I]t has nineteen sections covering

both nursery and elementary classes and also serves the children of seven neighboring

villages.”(Jaber 1997, 164). On the other hand, the Nationalist Socialist Council of
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Nagaland (NSCN) has an education ministry in their structure, but no texts referred

to their explicit provision of education to insurgent members or civilians (SATP 2014).

From this information above, it is not clear if the NSCN education ministry devel-

oped education policy, created propaganda campaigns or actually provided education

to others. As a result of this ambiguity, I code this entry as missing.

Health Care

I code an insurgency as providing health care if the insurgency offered medical treat-

ment. Because of the influence of Mao and China’s sponsorship of liberation move-

ments in the Middle East and Africa, some insurgencies provided acupuncture to the

populations under its control. Even if an insurgency provided acupuncture, such as

the Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Party (EPRP), I consider the group to provide

health care (Tadesse 1998, 368-9). This is to avoid a bias in coding medical care as

only “Western” medical practices.

3.2 Descriptive Overview of Insurgent Social Services Dataset

As noted above, the Insurgent Social Services Dataset contains 304 unique rebel

groups.3 Of these, 103 insurgent groups provided some form of education, or approx-
3Some of these cases are somewhat challenging to code because many had considerable

autonomy, if not outright independence before the civil conflict began. These states tend
to be former Soviet (Nagorno-Karbagh, South Ossetia) or Yugoslav (Croatia, Serbia, etc.)
states, or states that were occupied by the Japanese in World War II, granted independence
when the Japanese knew they were losing, then were retaken as colonies by victorious Euro-
pean states. This group of cases with considerable autonomy includes: Autonomous Province
of Western Bosnia, Croatian Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovenia, Dniestr Republic, Inde-
pendent Mining State of South Kasai, Indonesian People’s Army, Katanga, Lao Issara, Pales-
tine National Authority (PNA), Popular Front, Republic of Abkhazia, Republic of Biafra,
Republic of Chechnya, Republic of Dagestan, Republic of Nagorno-Karabakh, Republic of
South Moluccas, Republic of South Ossetia, Serbian Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovenia,
and the Serbian Republic of Krajina.
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imately 34% of rebel groups provided any education between 1945 and 2003. Nearly

48%, or 146 groups, provided no education, and 54 groups have missing observations

(18%). Of the total observations, 894 insurgency-years experience education provision,

meaning that 37% of all insurgency-years included education provision.

Correspondingly, approximately 101 groups provided health care, meaning that

about 33% of insurgencies provided health care, while 141 insurgencies provided

nothing, or 46%. For 62 groups, or 21% of insurgencies, the data are missing.

Approximately 33% of all observations experience health care provision, or about 794

insurgency-years.

The overall correlation between health care and education provision is fairly high,

about 72%. The correlation of public health care to public education is 93%, meaning

that approximately 93% of groups that provided education also provided health care.

The correlation of education and health care to insurgents, supporters and neutral

civilians who are likely to be potential supporters is 87%. From this point the correla-

tions decrease, meaning that fewer groups provided health care and education to the

same populations. The correlation of insurgents providing both education and health

care to insurgents and supporters if 57%, and just 37% of insurgencies provide both

health care and education to only fellow insurgents.
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Figure 3.1: Annual Total Insurgent Education Provision, Globally 1945-2003
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Note: The figure demonstrates the number of insurgencies providing education globally
from 1945-2003.
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Figure 3.2: Annual Total Insurgent Health Care Provision, Globally 1945-2003
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Note: The figure demonstrates the number of insurgencies providing health care globally
from 1945-2003.
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3.2.1 Summary of Insurgent Education Provision

If insurgencies provided any education, most offered this service to people outside of

the insurgency’s immediate membership (91% of education-providing groups). Forty

groups in the dataset provided public goods over the course of 348 insurgency-years,

or about 39% of all groups that provided any education. The average number of years

that each group provided public education is 8.7 years. Approximately 33%, or 34 of

all education-providing rebel groups, provided services to insurgents, supporters and

neutral civilians over a period of 233 insurgency-years for an average length of 6.9

years per group. Similarly, 20 insurgencies, or 19% of all education-providing groups,

offered education to insurgents and supporters over the course of 192 insurgency-

years, for an average of 9.6 years per group. Ultimately, this suggests that 54 groups

did not provide public goods but offered services outside of their immediate mem-

bership, accounting for nearly 52% of all health care-providing groups. Finally, 9

insurgencies provided education services only for insurgents (just under 9% of all

education-providing groups), over the course of 76 insurgency-years, for an average

of 8.44 years of provision per group (See Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: Annual Insurgent Education Provision, Globally 1945-2003
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Note: The figure demonstrates the annual level of insurgent education provision globally
from 1945-2003.
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3.2.2 Summary of Insurgent Health Provision

The number of insurgencies that provide health care, and to which populations, is sim-

ilar to the trends in insurgent education described above. Of the 101 insurgencies that

provided any health care, nearly 85% percent provided services outside the immediate

membership. A total of 39 groups, or about 39% of all health care-providing insur-

gencies, offered public goods across 315 insurgency-years, with each group providing

health care for an average of 8.0 years per group. Thirty-three insurgencies, or 33% of

groups that provided any health care, offered their health care services to insurgents,

supporters and neutral civilians who would likely be supporters over the course of 228

insurgency-years, with each group providing health care for an average of 6.9 years.

A much smaller total of 12 groups (12% of all health care-providing groups) provided

to insurgents and supporters over the course of 106 insurgency-years or an average

of 8.8 years per group. This means that a total of 45%, or 45 total groups provided

to people outside the insurgency, but did not provide public goods. Finally, just 15

insurgencies (15% of all groups that provided health care) provided only health care

to themselves over the course of 124 insurgency-years, for an average of 8.3 years per

group.
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Figure 3.4: Annual Insurgent Health Care Provision, Globally 1945-2003
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Note: The figure demonstrates the annual level of insurgent health care provision globally
from 1945-2003.
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3.2.3 Regional Variation

The distribution of public goods-providing insurgencies varies considerably across

regions. Insurgencies operating in Asia had both the highest absolute number of

insurgencies providing public goods as well as the greatest total percentage of all

insurgencies providing public goods, about 26% of all insurgencies operating in Asia.

About 10% of African insurgencies and 13% of European insurgencies provided public

goods. No insurgencies provided public goods in the Americas. This is consistent

with my hypothesis because I hypothesize that secessionist rebel organizations with

territorial control are more likely to provide public goods. Yet, only one secessionist

insurgency existed in the Americas from 1945 to 2003, and this group did not control

territory, making it an unlikely candidate for the provision of public goods. The

greatest number of secessionist groups also existed in Asia, also providing further

support for my hypothesis.
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Figure 3.5: Insurgent Public Education and Health Care, by Region
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Note: The figure demonstrates the number of insurgencies providing public goods and
those not providing public goods by region. The y-axis indicates the percent of insurgencies
in a region providing public goods or not. The values on top of each bar indicate the total
number of groups providing public goods or not. Missing observations are excluded.
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3.2.4 External Validity of Coding

Because these data are original and hand-coded, they may be subject to questions

of external validity. A comparison between these data and the Kalyvas and Balcells

(2010) “Technologies of Rebellion Dataset” (Kalyvas and Balcells 2010) as well as the

“De Facto States in International Politics (1945-2011) Dataset” (Florea 2014) may

offer insight into the validity of the coding.

Nation-states are the traditional providers of public goods, especially health care

and education. One may anticipate that insurgencies that provide public goods behave

as-if they are states. Thus, insurgencies that provide public goods and control territory

may appear in the “De Facto States in International Politics (1945-2011) Dataset.”

Florea (2014) lists 34 de facto states and of these, 21 are also included in the NSA

Dataset (2009) as either insurgencies or the de facto states that are products of

insurgencies. For example the Karen National Union in the NSA Dataset created

what Florea calls “the Karen State,” and what the Karens call “Kawthoolei ” (Florea

2014, 5-6). Among this group of 21 de facto states, 17 are coded as providing public

goods in the “Insurgent Social Services Dataset,” a very high correlation.

Furthermore, Kalyvas and Balcells (2010) argue that some civil wars are con-

ventional civil wars where “rebels are able to militarily confront states using heavy

weaponry such as field artillery and armor. In conventional wars, military con-

frontation is direct, either across well-defined front-lines or between armed columns”

(Kalyvas and Balcells 2010, 419). One would predict that insurgencies that provide

public goods could be acting as if they were states, and thus engage in warfare as

states (conventionally). The technologies of rebellion data lists 46 conventional wars,

during which insurgencies provided public goods in 15 of these conventional wars.
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The correlation between these two similar datasets and the Insurgent Social Ser-

vices Dataset provides considerable external support for the validity of the data I

collected.

3.3 Data and Model Specification

3.3.1 Dependent Variable

The dependent variable is “Public Goods Provision,” which I code as a “0" or “1.” A “1"

indicates that the group provided both public health care and public education, while

a “0” indicates the insurgency did not provide public goods. A “0” coding may indicate

the insurgency offered club goods or that the insurgency did not have provided any

services. I use this binary indicator to make as few assumptions about the nature of

social service provision as possible.

3.3.2 Independent Variables

My key independent variables are whether a group is secessionist and whether a group

controls territory. I code groups as Secessionist if the insurgency is coded either fully

or partially as “Secessionist,” as per the “Conflict Type” variable from the Cunningham

et al. (2009) Non-State Actor dataset (NSA Dataset). The “Conflict Type” variable

indicates the type of intrastate conflict a group is engaged in, or the nature of their

struggle. This dataset offers 21 different conflict types. Of these, four conflict types

include the term “secessionist”: “secessionist” conflict types, “civil war/secessionist”

conflict types, “ethnic conflict/secessionist” conflict types and “secessionist/terrorist”

conflict types. Insurgencies with a full or partial “secessionist” conflict type are coded

as “1” while all other conflicts are coded as “0.”
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The Territorial Control variable is from the NSA Dataset (2009) and is coded as

a “yes” if the group controlled territory or a “no” if otherwise. To enable statistical

analysis, I code the variable so that all “yes” observations equal a “1” and all “no”

observations become “0.” I hypothesize that secessionist insurgencies that control ter-

ritory are more likely to provide public goods because of their strategic, long-term

governance goals. As such, I interact the variable Secessionist with Territorial Con-

trol. If the coefficient of the Secessionist × Territorial Control interaction is positive

and statistically significant, the results of the statistical analysis will support my

hypothesis.

3.3.3 Controls

In several of the Models that follow, I include insurgency-level control variables that

may impact the probability that an insurgency may provide public goods. I include a

measure of Central Command Strength from the variable “Strength of Central Com-

mand” in the NSA Dataset (2009). The NSA Dataset (2009) lists the values of this

variable as “high,” “moderate,” “low,” or “unclear.” To operationalize this variable for

statistical analysis, I code the Central Command Strength variable as “0” if the rebel

group had “low” central command strength, “1” if the rebel group had “moderate” cen-

tral command strength and “2” if the rebel group had high central command strength.

I code as missing any variables that are listed as “unclear” in the NSA Dataset.

I include the strength of central command variable for two reasons: first Weinstein

(2006) argues that groups lacking economic resources must be highly disciplined and

ideologically driven to be successful (Weinstein 2006). These highly disciplined orga-

nizations use social services to attract recruits. Thus, insurgencies with high levels

of central command strength may reflect groups lacking economic resources. These

groups are in turn more likely to provide public goods.
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Second, Staniland (2014) argues that “integrated” and “vanguard” insurgent orga-

nizations are more likely to have strong central command structures, compared to

“parochial” and “factional” groups.“Integrated” rebel organizations are likely to have

close ties across leaders within the rebel movement, but also to local populations out-

side the movement. These strong horizontal and vertical ties might make groups more

inclined to strategize about social service provision, then implement them locally.

Meanwhile, “vanguard” organizations may be less likely to provide social services

unless the state is absent. Staniland writes that:

“Uncontested territory creates valuable space for vanguards to create

quasi-state structures that can make possible greater integration over

long periods of time. If the state never tries to or is never able to retake

a local area where insurgents have imposed control, that control may

become a taken-for-granted fact of life that eventually creates vertical ties

and reliable local institutions” (Staniland 2014, 46).

Parochial and fragmented groups may be less likely to provide social services because

parochial groups already have strong ties to the local population and so do not need

to provide social services. Fragmented groups are unlikely to build strong ties with

leaders within the organization or locally due to organizational dysfunction (Staniland

2014, 53). Thus we would predict that groups with a weaker central command, such as

parochial or fragmented groups, are less likely to provide social services. Ultimately

then, groups with a strong central command may be more likely to provide social

services.

I also include a measure of rebel group military strength. The NSA Dataset (2009)

codes rebels as “much stronger,” “stronger,” “parity,” “weaker,” or “much weaker” in

comparison to the incumbent government they are fighting. I code the ordinal variable
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Rebel Strength as “0” if rebel strength is listed as “much weaker,” a “1” if the group’s

strength is listed as “weaker,” a “2” if the organizational strength is at “parity” with

the state, a “3” if the rebel group is “stronger” than the incumbent government and a

“4” if the rebel group is coded as “much stronger” than the state it is fighting.

The strength of a rebel group might impact its propensity to provide public goods

in two distinct ways. Weinstein (2006) argues that groups lacking economic endow-

ments are more likely to provide public goods. Similarly, groups lacking military

strength and endowments may rely on the civilian population more for support. As a

result, public goods provision becomes a weapon of the weak, employed to generate

support amongst and harvest supplies from the population in which an insurgency is

embedded. The National Revolutionary Movement (NRM) in Uganda, for example,

began with few military resources and just 27 men, but soon provided social services

within the territory it controlled (Weinstein 2006, 68). This hypothesis suggests that

lower levels of rebel group strength will correspond to an increased likelihood of public

goods provision.

Alternatively, social service provision could be seen as a corollary of strength: only

strong groups would have the necessary resources, training and capacity to provide

public goods. In this case, we would expect rebel group strength and public goods to

have a positive relationship, indicating that stronger insurgencies are more likely to

provide public goods.

In his text On Guerrilla War, Mao Tse-Tung writes that insurgencies need a base

of popular support to survive, and it is from this base that they derive their strength

(Mao 1961, 43-44). As a result, Mampilly (2011) has hypothesized that Maoist groups

are more likely to provide social services (Mampilly 2011, 78-9). To account for the

ideological influence of Mao on other insurgent groups, I created a variable called

Communist if a group had a socialist or communist ideology. I coded this variable
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using data from the NSA Dataset casebook. If the NSA Dataset casebook refers to

a group as “Marxist,” “Maoist,” “communist” or “socialist,” I code this variable as “1”

and a “0” if otherwise. I also triangulate this coding with Kalyvas and Balcells (2010)

Communist variable from their “Technologies of Rebellion” dataset, which codes all

civil wars that had at least one communist insurgency.

Insurgencies do not operate within a vacuum, and state-level attributes could be

critical determinants of social service provision. Certain regime types may be more

or less prone to provide services to their citizens, which could impact whether an

insurgency is able to control territory and whether an insurgency may be able to

provide social services. I include a binary indicator variable for whether a country is

a Democracy (coded as “1” if the country is a democracy and a “0” if otherwise). I

use the XPOLITY (2008) data to code this variable (Vreeland 2008). The XPOLITY

variable is highly similar to the Polity IV Index, but the XPOLITY is better suited to

address questions related to political conflict.4 The XPOLITY variable ranges from

-7 to +7 and consistent with Vreeland (2008), I code all states as democracies if they

have a score of +4 or higher on the XPOLITY scale.

The level of social development may impact public goods provision because lower

levels of social development might make populations more in need of services. There-

fore, I include a measure of Infant Mortality from the World Bank (2012) because

infant mortality has been used as a measure of state development in post-conflict

reconstruction research (see for example Girod 2012, 192. Additionally, high levels

of state capacity and economic strength may make it more difficult for an insur-
4The Polity IV variable includes measures of civil violence in its construction. Although I

am not measuring civil violence specifically, I am measuring something that occurs within the
context of civil war. Therefore including a variable may confound my estimates as measures
of civil violence would be included on both sides of the regression equation. The XPOLITY
variable addresses these problems by removing the political violence components of the
Polity IV index.
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gency to begin a civil conflict or control territory. However, a stronger state may

produce the personnel resources (educated teachers and doctors) to staff an insur-

gent’s social service apparatus. To test this hypothesis, I include the variable Income,

a logged measure of GDP per capita (Fearon and Laitin 2003) from Penn World

Tables (Heston et al. 2012). States facing worsening economic conditions may close

schools or hospitals, in turn opening up a space for insurgents to provide services.

Insurgencies operating in states with a decline in GDP per capita may be more likely

to provide public goods to fill this governance gap. As such, I include a measure of

Income Growth operationalized as the rate of change in GDP per capita from one

year to the next, calculated from Penn World Tables.5

If insurgents operate in a highly populated area, it may limit their ability to both

control territory and to provide public goods. Therefore, I include the variable Popula-

tion Density from the World Bank (2012). I also include measures of Ethnic Fraction-

alization and Rugged Terrain (Fearon and Laitin 2003). Because I hypothesize that

secessionist rebels are more likely to provide public goods, states that have high levels

of ethnic fractionalization may be more likely to experience secessionist insurgencies

in the first place. If the results support my hypothesis that territory-controlling seces-

sionist groups are more likely to provide public goods, Ethnic Fractionalization may

be a confounding factor. Second, Rugged Terrain might make it more difficult for

states and insurgencies to control territory, and it may also complicate both a state’s

and an insurgency’s ability to provide public goods.

Finally, the Cold War has been shown to be associated with different modes of

civil conflict (Kalyvas and Balcells 2010). To account for the effects the Cold War

may have on public goods provision, I include the variable Cold War, coded as “1” if

the year is between 1945 and 1991 and a “0” if the year is 1992 or later. Additionally,
5Ibid.
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because Weinstein (2006) has hypothesized that high levels of economic endowments

make insurgencies less likely to provide public goods, the state-sponsorship of various

insurgencies during the Cold War may make insurgencies during this time period less

likely to provide public goods (Salehyan et al. 2014).

3.3.4 Model Specification

Because of the binary construction of the dependent variable, I use a logistic estimator.

I cluster standard errors by region, as I assume errors are likely to be correlated within

regions, but not across regions, because insurgencies may have safe havens in other

countries and may operate transnationally, or certain conflicts might affect other

nearby conflicts (See Figure 3.5 for regional distribution). Thus, clustering standard

errors by state, conflict or insurgency is not appropriate in these models. Additionally,

because many insurgency- and state-level variables are time invariant, I cannot include

state or insurgency fixed effects in my models. The Cold War variable is mostly time-

invariant and substantively important, and so I cannot include year-fixed effects. I

lag all time-variant state-level variables by one year to ensure that these state-level

attributes existed prior to the provision of public goods. In subsequent robustness

checks, however, I demonstrate that results are robust to the inclusion of alternative

fixed effect and clustering specifications.
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Table 3.1: Summary of Covariates

Variables Original Variable Operationalization
Public Goods NA 1=Public goods

0=No public goods
Secessionist 21 unique conflict types 1=“Secessionist,”

(NSA Dataset, 2009) “Ethnic Conflict/’
Secessionist,”

“Civil War/Secessionist,”
“Secessionist/Terrorist”

0=All Others
Territorial Control “Yes” or “No” 1=Territorial Control

(NSA Dataset, 2009) 0=No Territorial Control
Central Command Strength of Central Command 0=Low

Strength “Low,” “Moderate” or “High” 1=Moderate
(NSA Dataset, 2009) 2=High

Rebel Strength “Much Stronger” 0=Much Weaker
“Weaker” 1=Weaker
“Parity” 2=Parity
“Stronger’ 3=Stronger

“Much Stronger” 4=Much Stronger
(NSA Dataset, 2009)

Communist NSA Case notes/ 1=Communist
Kalyvas & Balcells (2010) 0=Not Communist

Infant Mortality Infant Mortality Rate Infant Mortality Rate
(World Bank)

Income GDP per capita Log of GDP per capita
(Penn World Tables 2012)

Income Growth GDP per capita GDP per capita,
(Penn World Tables 2012) Annual Change

Democracy -7 to +7 index 1=Democracy
(Vreeland 2008) (+4 to +7)

0=Non-Democracy
(-7 to +3 )

Population Density Population Density (World Bank) Population Density
Ethnic Ethnic Fractionalization Ethnic

Fractionalization (Fearon & Laitin 2003) Fractionalization
Rugged Terrain Log of Mountainous Terrain Log of

(Fearon & Laitin 2003) Mountainous Terrain
Cold War NA 1=1991 and Earlier

0=Post-1991
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Table 3.2: Summary Statistics

Mean Median Min Max SD Observations
Total
Secessionist 0.26 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.44 2318
Territorial Control 0.41 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.49 2304
Central Command Strength 1.02 1.00 0.00 2.00 0.57 2125
Rebel Strength 0.62 1.00 0.00 4.00 0.68 2325
Communist 0.36 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.48 2331
Democracy 0.52 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.50 2331
Infant Mortality 81.14 79.70 5.20 269.20 44.09 1916
Income 7.59 7.53 5.08 10.59 1.13 1805
Income Growth 0.78 1.49 -64.41 51.33 8.22 1787
Population Density 96.97 45.39 2.41 844.55 114.93 2077
Ethnic Fractionalization 0.58 0.56 0.04 1.00 0.23 2294
Rugged Terrain 2.71 2.63 0.00 4.41 1.14 2325
Cold War 0.71 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.46 2331
Secessionist Groups
Territorial Control 0.51 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.50 595
Central Command Strength 1.16 1.00 0.00 2.00 0.67 488
Rebel Strength 0.45 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.57 595
Communist 0.21 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.40 595
Democracy 0.51 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.50 595
Infant Mortality 76.99 77.60 5.90 178.00 38.67 540
Income 7.48 7.39 5.49 10.20 1.01 454
Income Growth 1.80 2.35 -19.77 35.15 5.79 451
Population Density 133.55 73.33 4.65 362.14 116.63 562
Ethnic Fractionalization 0.62 0.71 0.09 1.00 0.20 593
Rugged Terrain 2.94 2.72 0.00 4.28 1.05 593
Cold War 0.59 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.49 595
Non-Secessionist Groups
Territorial Control 0.38 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.48 1696
Central Command Strength 0.98 1.00 0.00 2.00 0.54 1624
Rebel Strength 0.68 1.00 0.00 4.00 0.71 1717
Communist 0.42 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.49 1723
Democracy 0.52 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.50 1723
Infant Mortality 83.01 83.00 5.20 269.20 46.04 1364
Income 7.62 7.69 5.08 10.59 1.17 1338
Income Growth 0.48 1.22 -64.41 51.33 8.84 1323
Population Density 83.81 37.27 2.41 844.55 111.66 1503
Ethnic Fractionalization 0.57 0.55 0.04 0.93 0.23 1688
Rugged Terrain 2.62 2.63 0.00 4.41 1.16 1719
Cold War 0.75 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.43 1723
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3.4 Results and Discussion

Table 3.3 presents the results of the logistic regression model. Model 1 of Table 3.3

reports the central relationship between the interaction term of Secessionist × Ter-

ritorial Control as well as the lower order terms. As predicted, the relationship is

positive and statistically significant at the 99% level. The statistically significant pos-

itive coefficient of this interaction terms indicates that secessionist insurgencies that

control territory are more likely to provide public goods. This model demonstrates

that the relationship between secessionist rebel groups that control territory and

public goods provision is statistically significant and positive without the inclusion

of any controls, and remains robust with the incremental inclusion of additional key

covariates.

In Models 2 and 3 of Table 3.3, I introduce key insurgency-level (Model 2) and

state-level (Model 3) control variables. Again, the interaction term of Secessionist ×

Territorial Control is positive and statistically significant to the inclusion of these

sets of variables. These models also include standard errors clustered by region.

Finally, Model 4 of Table 3.3 includes both insurgency- and state-level controls

with region clustered standard errors. Again, the interaction term of Secessionist

× Territorial Control is positive and statistically significant at the 99% level. The

direction and significance of the relationship supports the hypothesis that secessionist

insurgencies that control territory are more likely to provide public goods.

The coefficients of a logistic regression are not easily interpretable, and Figure 3.6

presents the predicted probabilities of Model 4 in Table 3.3 with all variables set to

their medians.6 Secessionist insurgencies that control territory are approximately 49%
6I set all variables to their medians as many variables are either dichotomous or are non-

continuous, ordinal variables. By setting all variables to their median, I present results with
all variables set to theoretically meaningful values.
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likely to provide public goods: nearly four times more likely to provide public goods

than non-secessionist groups that control territory. On the other hand, secessionist

insurgencies are only 4% likely to provide public goods if they do not control territory.

This means that if a secessionist organization acquires territory, their likelihood of

providing public goods increases nearly nine times (45%). Non-secessionist organiza-

tions that do not control territory are also only 4% likely to provide public goods, but

this value is not statistically significant and thus indistinguishable from a 0% likeli-

hood of providing goods. Because of the substantial size of the effect of Secessionist

× Territorial Control on the likelihood of public goods provision, the findings are

not only statistically significant but substantively meaningful as well. The confidence

intervals of the predicted probabilities of secessionist groups with territory do not

overlap with the confidence intervals of the predicted probabilities of any of the three

other groups, while the confidence intervals of these three other groups all overlap.

This indicates that secessionist groups with territorial control are statistically distinct

from all other groups in their likelihood of providing public goods, while secessionist

groups without territory and all non-secessionist groups are not statistically unique

from each other in their likelihood to provide public goods.
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Table 3.3: Public Goods Provision

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Public Public Public Public
Goods Goods Goods Goods

Secessionist 0.07 0.27 -0.15 -0.06
(0.29) (0.46) (0.55) (0.86)

Territorial Control 1.14∗∗∗ 1.14∗∗∗ 1.05 1.09∗∗∗

(0.17) (0.31) (0.67) (0.35)
Secessionist× Territorial Control 1.18∗∗∗ 1.06∗ 1.95∗∗∗ 2.04∗∗∗

(0.33) (0.61) (0.37) (0.31)
Central Command Strength 0.15 -0.20

(0.29) (0.28)
Rebel Strength 0.04 -0.34

(0.23) (0.36)
Communist -0.25 -0.52

(0.73) (1.33)
Infant Mortality 0.03∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01)
Income 0.62 0.52

(0.41) (0.48)
Income Growth -0.02 -0.02

(0.02) (0.02)
Democracy 0.31 0.26

(0.22) (0.21)
Population Density -0.00 -0.00

(0.00) (0.00)
Ethnic Fractionalization 1.14 1.22

(1.28) (1.01)
Rugged Terrain 0.28∗ 0.21

(0.15) (0.31)
Cold War -0.91∗∗ -0.78∗∗∗

(0.46) (0.11)
Constant -2.59∗∗∗ -2.61∗∗∗ -10.77∗∗∗ -9.09∗∗

(0.13) (0.61) (3.35) (4.62)
Observations 1912 1757 1393 1258
Pseudo R2 0.117 0.126 0.223 0.232

Note: Models 2 through 4 include standard errors clustered by region. Standard errors in
parentheses; ∗ sig at 10%; ∗∗ sig at 5%; ∗ ∗ ∗ sig at 1%. The significant positive coefficient
for “Secessionist × Territorial Control” in Models 1 through 4 supports the hypothesis.
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Figure 3.6: Public Goods Provision
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Note: The figure demonstrates the predicted probability of an insurgency providing public
goods. The 95% confidence intervals are represented by the black bars. Secessionist
insurgencies that control territory are 49% likely to provide public goods, no less than four
times more likely to provide public goods than other groups that control territory.
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3.4.1 Model Fit and Diagnostics

Because the primary explanatory variable of interest is an interaction term, I conduct

a joint significance test to ensure that the interaction of Secessionist × Territorial

Control and the coefficients of its lower order terms are statistically different from

the coefficient Secessionist. The coefficients are significantly different from each other

at the 99% level.7

To assess the predictive power of the model, I present a Receiver Operator Char-

acteristic (ROC) plot (Figure 3.7). The ROC plot illustrates the relationship between

the rate of false positives and the rate of true positives, or how well a model is able

to correctly predict public goods provision relative to incorrectly predicting public

goods provision (Ward et al. 2010; Young 2013). The greater the Area Under the

Curve (AUC), the greater predictive accuracy the model has. The AUC of Model 4

in Table 3.3 is 0.85/1.00, indicating that the model correctly predicts 85% of cases.

Finally, I re-estimate Model 4 of Table 3.3 using a bootstrapping technique of

sampling with replacement to assess the prediction error of the model and its ability

to predict future response cases. The bootstrapping technique involves creating a sub-

sample of data whereby observations have an equal probability of being selected for

the sample, and the same observations may be included multiple times in the sub-

sample (Efron and Gong 1983; Efron and Tibshirani 1997). The model is re-estimated

multiple times using this limited sample, and the coefficients and standard errors are

re-calculated. In this case, I set the sub-sample size to 538 observations, one-fourth

the size of the original 2,331 observations. I then replicate the model 200 times. The

results are robust, indicating that the model would perform well in its ability to

predict future out-of-sample cases (Table 3.4).

7χ-Square=70.45
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Figure 3.7: ROC Curve of Predictive Accuracy
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Note: The figure demonstrates the predictive power of Model 4 in Table 3.3. The AUC is
0.85, meaning that the model is highly capable of correctly predicting insurgencies likely to
provide public goods.
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Table 3.4: Results of Bootstrapping

(1)
Public Goods

Secessionist -0.06
(0.66)

Territorial Control 1.09∗∗∗

(0.40)
Secessionist× Territorial Control 2.04∗∗

(0.82)
Central Command Strength -0.20

(0.28)
Rebel Strength -0.34

(0.26)
Communist -0.52

(0.42)
Infant Mortality 0.02∗∗∗

(0.01)
Income 0.52∗∗

(0.25)
Income Growth -0.02

(0.02)
Democracy 0.26

(0.40)
Population Density -0.00

(0.00)
Ethnic Fractionalization 1.22∗∗

(0.61)
Rugged Terrain 0.21

(0.19)
Cold War -0.78∗∗

(0.35)
Constant -9.09∗∗∗

(2.36)
Observations 1258
Pseudo R2 0.232

Note: Standard errors in parentheses; ∗ sig at 10%; ∗∗ sig at 5%; ∗ ∗ ∗ sig at 1%. The
significant positive coefficient for Secessionist × Territorial Control in Model 1 supports
the theory.
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3.5 Robustness Checks

8.

As noted above, because of the structure of some of the variables, I do not include

fixed effects in my base model. To show that my results are robust to the inclusion of

fixed effects, in Models 1 and 2 of Appendix Table A.1, I include region fixed effects

with standard errors clustered by region (Model 1) and conflict (Model 2). The Model

2 specification accounts for differences across regions and inflates standard errors by

conflict to correct for unobserved correlation in the error term within conflicts. Models

3 and 4 of Appendix Table A.1. exclude the Cold War variable and include year fixed

effects and region fixed effects, clustering standard errors on region (Model 3) and

conflict (Model 4). Even with these alternative fixed effects and clustered standard

errors specifications, the interaction of Secessionist × Territorial Control is still large,

positive and statistically significant, adding further support for my hypothesis.

In Appendix Table A.2, I include additional controls that might impact the likeli-

hood of secessionist insurgencies that control territory providing public goods. Thus,

in each model of Appendix Table A.2, I include an additional control variable, then

include all additional control variables in Model 5. Because Weinstein (2006) predicts

that groups receiving external monetary support are less likely to provide social ser-

vices, I include a measure for whether a group received non-military aid in Model 1.

To code this Non-Military Aid variable, I used the NSA Dataset (2009) in conjunc-

tion with UCDP’s External Support Dataset (2013) (Högbladh et al. 2011). I code the

Non-Military Aid as “1” if the NSA Dataset (2009) lists the observation as receiving

“non-military aid,” as opposed to an “endorsement,” “troops” or “military aid.” As

some observations might receive two types of aid, I also code the Non-Military Aid
8Additional tables can be found in Appendix Chapter A
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variable as “1” if the UCDP External Support Dataset (2013) codes the observation

as receiving economic aid in that year.9 The results are robust to the inclusion of the

Non-Military Aid variable.

In Model 2 of Appendix Table A.2, I control for the logged number of battle

deaths, as groups that commit more violence may use public goods to attract recruits

more willing to commit violence (Berman and Laitin 2008). Yet, the Secessionist ×

Territorial Control is still robust and positive, further supporting my argument.

Model 3 of Appendix Table A.2 presents the results of the inclusion of the control

variables Pre-Conflict Education and Pre-Conflict Health. The Pre-Conflict Educa-

tion and Pre-Conflict Health variables measure whether the group provided any edu-

cation or any health care prior to the onset of civil war. For example, a rebel group

could provide education, such as literacy or mathematics courses, to recruits prior

to engaging in conflict. On the other hand, it could suggest that some rebel groups

provided services but had not committed enough violence to be considered an active

insurgency. These variables are coded as a “1” if the rebel provided education or health

care prior to conflict onset, and a “0” if they did not. The Pre-Conflict Education and

Pre-Conflict Health variables are both insignificant, yet the Secessionist × Territorial

Control is still positive and robust.

Model 4 of Appendix Table A.2 includes the variable measure Rebel Size, opera-

tionalized as the log of the best estimate of rebel size from the NSA Dataset (2009).

A larger rebel group may be more likely to provide public goods because the rebel

group has enough people to fill both combat and non-combat positions. Even with

the inclusion of the variable Rebel Size, the interaction of Secessionist × Territorial

Control is still positive, large and statistically significant.
9While an important theoretical variable, because many observations are missing, it

reduces the sample size significantly, and so I do not include it in my base model.
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Finally, I include all additional control variables in Model 5 of Appendix Table A.2

as difficult test for my model. The interaction of Secessionist × Territorial Control

is positive and statistically significant despite the inclusion of five additional control

variables and the related decrease in observations due to the missingness of these

controls. The results strongly support the theory that territory controlling secessionist

insurgencies are more likely to provide public goods.

Although it is unlikely that my results are a product of endogenous processes, it is

not impossible that endogeneity may be effecting the results. Endogeneity may occur if

an organization provides public goods, then becomes a secessionist rebel organization

that controls territory. Although this scenario is unlikely or unusual, one could argue

that cases such as the Republic of Nagorno-Karbagh, South Ossetia or Abkhazia

are examples of organizations that provided public goods and controlled territory,

then decided to rebel and become secessionist insurgencies. Although secessionism is

more likely to occur under certain conditions where economic, normative and security

benefits of secession are high and not because of public goods provision, I account

for potential endogeneity (Fazal and Griffiths 2014; Sambanis and Milanovic 2014).

Model 1 of Appendix Table A.3 reports the logistic regression model after excluding

all cases where rebel groups enjoyed considerable governing autonomy, such as former

Soviet oblasts or republics, prior to the onset of civil conflict. The coefficient for

the interaction term Secessionist × Territorial Control is statistically significant and

robust, consistent with the hypothesis.

For an even tougher test, I re-estimate the logistic regression model excluding all

cases that enjoyed considerable governing autonomy prior to conflict onset, as well as

all observations that provided public goods prior to the official onset of civil conflict

(Appendix Table A.3, Model 2). This test is tougher as some insurgencies are not

coded as engaging in civil conflict unless they have caused a certain number of battle
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deaths. Thus, even if an insurgency exists and has committed violence, if the level

of violence is too low, the insurgency may not enter the NSA Dataset. For example,

Hezbollah has engaged in violence since 1982 and began providing public goods in

the mid-to-late 1980s, but does not enter the dataset until 1990. With this extremely

difficult test, the interaction term no longer becomes significant. However, the Seces-

sionist becomes statistically significant and positive on its own, which supports the

theoretical argument that secessionist groups are more likely to provide public goods.

Next, to ensure that my results are not the results of outliers or influential obser-

vations, I re-estimate my base model excluding all outliers (Model 1, Appendix

Table A.4). To determine the cases that are outliers, I use a linear probability model

and calculate the Cook’s D of each observation in the sample. The Cook’s D is a mea-

sure of leverage each observation exerts on the regression line. Typically, if an obser-

vation has a Cook’s D higher than 4/n where “n” equals the number of observations,

the observation is considered an outlier and excluded. After identifying all outliers, I

re-estimate the model excluding these observations. The coefficient of Secessionist ×

Territorial Control is statically significant and positive, supporting the theory.

I also conduct an analysis using a “jackknife" estimation technique. Jackknifing

entails dropping a single observation from the sample and re-estimating the analysis,

generating predicted coefficients and standard errors. Once the analysis has been

estimated, the observation is replaced, the next observation is excluded, and the model

is re-estimated. This is repeated until all observations have been excluded, at which

point the coefficients and standard errors are recalculated. Again, the interaction of

Secessionist × Territorial Control is robust (Model 1, Appendix Table A.5).

The dataset I use reflects updates to the original NSA Dataset in lieu of new infor-

mation. These updates include changing the coding of territorial control of Hezbollah,

Hamas and the Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Party as well as eliminating the
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conflict type of “terrorist” which lacked analytic utility. I use alternative conflict-type

categories already existing in the NSA Dataset to recode this variable. Seven rebel

groups including Hamas, Hezbollah, Al-Aqsa Military Brigades, Popular Front for

the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP), Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine-

General Command (PFLP-GC), National Organization of Cypriot Fighters (EOKA)

and Devrimci Sol were coded as terrorist groups only. All but three of these groups

are Palestinian liberation organizations. The Palestinian liberation groups are re-

coded as “independence/anti-occupation” organizations. Because Hezbollah formed

in response to the Israeli occupation and also worked against the Lebanese govern-

ment, Hezbollah is coded as “anti-occupation/civil war.” The EOKA operating in

Cyprus is coded as an “anti-colonial” organization as it sought to overthrow Turkish

influence. The Devrimci Sol group sought to implement communism in Turkey, and so

it is coded as a “communist” conflict. To demonstrate that these updates to the data

do not bias the results, I re-estimate the model using the unchanged NSA Dataset

(2009). Again, the results are still robust: the term Secessionist × Territorial Control

is positive and statistically significant, supporting the theory (Model 1, Appendix

Table A.6).

To ensure that my operationalization of secessionist groups is not too narrow,

I develop three alternative specifications of secessionist insurgencies. Secessionists as

well as anti-occupation and anti-colonial insurgencies may all view their state as being

controlled by a “foreign” ruler. Each of these types of groups might seek to overthrow

the “foreign” ruler and govern the occupied or colonized state independently. Using

the NSA Dataset, if any group’s conflict type includes the term “Secessionist” or

“Anti-Occupation,” it is coded as Secessionist, Broadly Defined in Model 1. In Model

II of Appendix Table A.7, Secessionist, Broadly Defined includes secessionist, anti-
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occupation, and anti-colonial conflict types.10 Finally, because autonomy conflicts seek

an increase in regional power while eschewing outright independence, it is similar to,

although not precisely the same as, secessionism. Thus, I include autonomy conflicts,

secessionist conflicts, anti-colonial conflicts and anti-occupation conflicts11 in the final

measure of Secessionist, Broadly Defined (Model III, Appendix Table A.7). In all three

models, the interaction term of Secessionist, Broadly Defined × Territorial Control

is positive and statistically significant, consistent with the hypothesis.

While the results of the alternative specification of the independent variable are

robust, to ensure that results are not simply an artifact of coding the dependent

variable, I analyze the same statistical model using an alternative measure of public

goods provision (Appendix Table A.8). As noted in the sections above, any ques-

tionable cases I encountered while coding were first coded as the best estimate and

then as an alternative coding. In Model 1 of Appendix Table A.8, I replace the best

estimate of coding with the alternative, secondary measure if applicable. Despite this

alternative specification of the dependent variable, the interaction of Secessionist ×

Territorial Control is robust with a statistically significant and positive coefficient,

providing further evidence in support of the theory.

In Model 2 of Appendix Table A.8, I code a group as providing public goods

if the organization provided either public education or health care. This is a lower

threshold of public goods provision as it requires organizations to provide only one

service publicly.12 Even with this lower threshold, the results continue to support the
10From the NSA Dataset “Conflict Type” variable.
11Also from the NSA Dataset “Conflict Type” variable.
12This coding also increases the number of observations that can be included in the model.

This is because in the original measure of public goods provision I use demands that both
education and health care variables are not missing. For Model 2 of Appendix Table A.8, if
either education or health care variables are not missing, this observation is included in the
model.
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hypothesis, due to the positive and statistically significant coefficient of the interaction

between Secessionist × Territorial Control.

Appendix Table A.8 and Appendix Table A.7 demonstrate that my results are

not an artifact of the construction of the independent or dependent variables. To

ensure that my results are not driven by the estimator I choose (logistic regression),

however appropriate this estimator may be, I re-estimate my analysis employing a

linear probability model (Model 1, Appendix Table A.9). Not only are the results

robust and statistically significant and positive, but the substantive effect is consistent

in both models. The interaction coefficient of Model 1 of Appendix Table A.9 shows

that a secessionist group that controls territory is 37% more likely to provide public

goods than a non-secessionist group that controls territory. This is the same predicted

effect in the logistic regression model (Model 4, Table 3.3).

In the models above, I constructed ordinal variables from the original ordinal

textual codings of the variables Central Command Strength and Rebel Strength. In

Appendix Table A.10, I instead use indicator variables for each level of Central Com-

mand Strength (low, moderate and high) as well as Rebel Strength (much weaker,

weaker, parity, stronger, much stronger). The results are robust to this alternative

control variable specification.

Finally, one may argue that public goods provision is merely a function of territo-

rial control, and that any group that controls territory, regardless of conflict type, may

be likely to provide public goods. To ensure that the condition of being a secessionist

insurgency, and the associated long-term goal of sovereignty, exerts an independent

effect on the likelihood of public goods provision, I restrict the sample to only groups

that control territory and re-estimate the analysis (Appendix Table A.11). I include

the same covariates in Model IV of Table 3.3, however, I do not interact Secessionist

with Territorial Control as the sample already excludes insurgencies that do not con-
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trol territory. Because groups are coded as controlling territory within the particular

country they fight against, conflicts tend to be more localized. Thus, in these models,

I cluster standard errors by conflict (Model 1), insurgent group (Model 2) the state

in which the conflict was fought (Model 3), and region (Model 4).13 Again, the only

variable that remains positive and statistically significant is the variable Secessionist.

Figure A.1 graphically presents the results of Model 1, Appendix Table A.11.

When all variables are set to their medians, secessionist groups are 53% likely to

provide public goods, while non-secessionist groups are neither more nor less likely to

provide public goods.14 While non-secessionist insurgencies that control territory are

about 7% likely to provide public goods (nine times less likely to provide public goods

than secessionist groups that control territory), this value is not statistically signifi-

cant, meaning that the value is not statistically distinguishable from a 0% probability

(Figure A.Figure A.1). These results strongly support the theory.

3.6 Conclusion

The results in this chapter show ample support for the theory that secessionist rebel

organizations that control territory are more likely to provide public goods. I argue

that secessionist insurgencies are more likely to provide public goods because they

view public goods provision as a long-term strategy with an eye toward governance

as a sovereign entity. The findings in this chapter demonstrate strong support for

the theory that secessionist rebel groups are more likely to provide public goods

and demonstrate a strong relationship between secessionist insurgencies that control
13Results are robust to the inclusion of region fixed-effects. I do not include these in this

model to aid in comparison between Model 4 of Table 3.3 and Models 1-4 in Appendix
Table A.11

14I set all variables to their medians so that integer, ordinal variables are set to theoretically
meaningful levels.
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territory and public goods provision. In the following chapters, I use case studies to

highlight the causal mechanism of public goods provision.
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Chapter 4

The Importance of Territorial Control: The Case of the

Revolutionary Front for an Independent East Timor (FRETILIN)

The qualitative portion of this project begins with a seemingly outlier case: the case

of the Revolutionary Front for an Independent East Timor (FRETILIN). This case

research relies on secondary source material as well as primary archival documents

collected in Dili, East Timor and in Canberra, Australia in February 2016. FRETILIN

was an East Timorese secessionist rebel group that first sought independence from

Portugal, then from Indonesia, and operated between 1974 and 1999. In Chapter 2,

I argued that once secessionist insurgencies control territory, they are more likely

to provide public goods than non-secessionist, center-seeking groups. FRETILIN is

an outlying case because although it is a secessionist movement, it failed to provide

public goods for all but about two years of the quarter-century long conflict. More-

over, against theoretical expectations, FRETILIN gained international recognition of

sovereignty in 2002, three years after a referendum on independence.

Despite these prima facie theoretical contradictions, the behaviors of FRETILIN

are actually consistent with the theory presented in Chapter 2 and provide consider-

able support for my argument. I find that between 1975 and 1977, FRETILIN was

able to control and hold territory within East Timor and provided public goods to

the people living within this territory, a pattern of behavior that supports my the-

oretical claims. Prior to developing its governance and especially educational ser-

vices, FRETILIN looked to other, successful insurgencies’ strategies of education
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and welfare provision and explicitly modeled FRETILIN’s own public education and

public health services after the public-goods-providing secessionist/anti-colonial insur-

gency, the African Party for the Independence of Guinea and Cape Verde (PAIGC).

FRETILIN provided these services to legitimate its claims of sovereignty throughout

East Timor and to the international community by demonstrating its viability as a

sovereign state. As FRETILIN’s territorial control began to erode between 1977 and

1979, its ability to provide services also degraded, before the group eventually col-

lapsed in 1979, reforming subsequently as a clandestine, underground organization.

In other words, when FRETILIN was able to control and hold territory, it gener-

ally provided public goods and when it lost territory, it was unable to systematically

provide these goods, consistent with my theoretical expectations.

This chapter also underscores key aspects of the argument presented in Chapter 2.

First, FRETILIN recognized public goods provision in particular as a successful

strategy that other secessionist rebel groups had deployed in their liberation struggle,

and tried to replicate these policies. This suggests that insurgencies recognize public

goods provision specifically as a successful liberation tool to be deployed in subsequent

independence struggles.

Second, although FRETILIN proclaimed independence in 1975 after beginning the

process of decolonization with Portugal, East Timor was not officially recognized until

2002. One of the key reasons why few states in the international system recognized

East Timor in the 1970s was that Indonesia had argued to both the United States

and Australia that “[w]ith such a small territory and no resources, an independent

country would hardly be viable” (United States Government 1975, 6). This suggests

that, consistent with the theory presented in Chapter 2, demonstrating viability as

an independent state is important, and that secessionist insurgencies must do so to

have any hope of gaining international recognition.
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Finally, when powerful states in the international system pushed for a referendum

on East Timor Independence, they did not do so out of a sense that FRETILIN

was a legitimate sovereign or because of widespread domestic support for the group.

Rather, international support for East Timor’s independence grew out of Portuguese

insistence and a backlash against Indonesia’s vicious occupation of the country. After

failed decolonization efforts, Portuguese diplomats had a sense of guilt about East

Timor’s independence. Once Portugal became a member of the European Economic

Community (EEC) in 1986, it began to lobby intensively on behalf of East Timo-

rese independence. In addition, Indonesia’s brutal reign over the Timor Island finally

came to light on November 12, 1991 when the Indonesian military gunned down

scores of peaceful pro-independence demonstrators. The gross human rights viola-

tions perpetrated by Indonesia slowly began turning the international community

against Indonesian occupation. Together, these two acts turned the world in favor of

an independent, sovereign East Timor.

Ultimately, although FRETILIN appears to be an outlying case that contradicts

the theoretical claims put forth in the theory, it in fact supports several aspects of

the theoretical framework and underscores the importance of territorial control as

an almost necessary pre-condition for public goods provision. In the section that

follows, I will present an historic overview of the case of FRETILIN from 1974 to

1999. In the second section, I evaluate each of the rival hypotheses in the theory. I

conclude that FRETILIN’s general lack of public goods provision was primarily due

to the group’s inability to secure and hold territory, but when it did provide public

goods, FRETILIN did so because of a desire to legitimate its claims of independence

domestically and internationally, consistent with my hypothesis.
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4.1 FRETILIN: An Historical Overview

East Timor, a short flight north of Darwin, Australia, occupies a portion of Timor

Island. Although it shares Timor Island with its Indonesian neighbors to the west,

East Timor has a very distinct colonial, political and cultural legacy. The island of

Timor was first claimed as a Portuguese colony in the early 16th century, however,

it was not until the end of the 19th century that Portugal began to exercise greater

economic, military and political control over the island (Cabral and Martin-Jones

2008, 52). Over the next several decades, the Portuguese consolidated its grasp on

the eastern half of the island but did not seriously undertake development efforts

until 1953 (CAVR 2006, 151). Despite these efforts, by the mid-1970s, East Timor

remained largely under-developed and a colonial afterthought for the Portuguese. An

Australian government official who visited the colony in March 1975 noted that “[f]our

hundred years of Portuguese rule had done very little to improve living standards.

Education and health facilities were poor; the roads atrocious. Above all was the

lacked of trained personnel” (Department of Foreign Affairs, Government of Australia

1975, 2, paragraph 4).

On April 25, 1974, the Armed Forces Movement staged a successful coup in Por-

tugal and effectively ousted the authoritarian Estado Novo regime. Portugal imme-

diately began undertaking political, social and economic reforms, and sought to end

Portuguese overseas colonization of African countries as well as East Timor (Gorjao

2001, 103). During this period of decolonization, political parties began to form in

East Timor and East Timorese nationalism slowly began to foment. These polit-

ical parties included the Timorese Popular Democratic Association (APODETI), the

most conservative political party consisting of primarily traditional leaders and rural

elites who sought integration with Indonesia, the Timorese Democratic Union (UDT),
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a conservative party that supported continued ties with Portugal, and the Revolu-

tionary Front for an Independent East Timor (FRETILIN), a left-aligned party that

sought independence (Jolliffe 1978, 91; Taylor 1995, 35). APODETI was never able

to accumulate much support while UDT worked with local tribal leaders to secure

support vis-a-vis existing traditional networks. UDT established a base of wealthy,

urban elites who sought to maintain the status quo (Lawless 1976, 949), and because

many East Timorese were hesitant to go against the political preferences of their

tribal leaders, the political party gained support quickly (Nicol 2002, 159).

On the other hand, FRETILIN, formed by a group of leftist students in Por-

tugal, sought independence as its primary goal, and began mobilizing support for

independence (Nicol 2002, 91). The group publicized its initial political platform, but

this platform was vague and lacked specific policy initiatives. FRETILIN realized

its shortcomings and quickly sought to match word with deed (Taylor 2000, 34). To

concretize its political platform through specific policy initiatives and to establish

“the pre-conditions for self-governance and development,” FRETILIN began a mass

literacy campaign, the centerpiece of its political program (Da Silva 2012, 207; Nicol

2002, 163; Taylor 1995, 34).

For several months, FRETILIN’s operatives intensively studied various popular

education campaigns globally, as well as the techniques these campaigns used to

develop literacy while providing a politicized message. FRETILIN drew inspiration

from Brazilian educational theorist Paolo Freie’s work on popular education as a

liberation tool (Da Silva 2012, 77; Weldemichael 2013, 66). FRETILIN, an indepen-

dence movement seeking sovereignty from Portugal (and subsequently Indonesia), also

looked to the education and governance strategies of other, successful rebel groups

that sought independence from Portugal (Weldemichael 2013, 66). Amilcar Cabral’s

African Party for the Independence of Guinea and Cape Verde (PAIGC) proved to be
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particularly instructive to the nascent East Timorese insurgency (Da Silva 2012, 75;

Weldemichael 2013, 58). The PAIGC provided public goods to all people, with general

literacy courses being provided to everyone in the body politic, and more committed

followers of the PAIGC receiving additional, high-quality training in urban centers.

Dhada (1993, 93) has even described the PAIGC’s strategy of provision as “literacy

for all, high quality education for some.” The East Timorese rebel group looked to

the PAIGC’s strategies of provision, examining to whom the PAIGC provided these

services, how it provided services and why it provided these services.

FRETILIN recognized how important providing public education was to the

PAIGC, and to attempt to replicate its success, FRETILIN tried to emulate the

PAIGC’s service provision (Da Silva 2012, 122-3; Weldemichael 2013, 67). Like the

PAIGC, FRETILIN determined to provide public goods, offering education to all

people, even those who actively supported another political party or people who

were uninterested in the services FRETILIN had to offer. FRETILIN knowingly pro-

vided these services to non-supporters because prior to beginning its literacy courses

in a village, FRETILIN members surveyed residents and asked them specifically

which political party (UDT, FRETILIN or APODETI) they (the civilians) sup-

ported (Da Silva 2012, 135). Even though some villagers supported UDT, FRETILIN

attempted to deliver services (Da Silva 2012, 135). In some places, the populace

actively dissuaded FRETILIN from continuing its education activities (Nicol 2002,

96), although FRETILIN persisted. In villages, FRETILIN offered basic education

and literacy for young people (Da Silva 2012, 28), but also “organized literacy classes

for older people, directing the facilitators to travel early in the evening to their
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houses, or to organize classes beneath banyan trees. They taught literacy to farmers

at three in the afternoon” (Da Silva 2012, 129-30).1

FRETILIN focused intensively on education specifically because the group viewed

education as a key liberation tool (Nicol 2002, 96). Through education, FRETILIN

believed it could “not just [liberate] the country from the occupation, but also [liberate]

the people through the elaboration of a new form and type of state” (Da Silva 2012,

172). Education was thus a strategic tool deployed by FRETILIN in order to gain

independence. The group believed that education would serve to raise the conscious-

ness of the East Timorese population and allow them to understand the oppressed

position of East Timor (Da Silva 2012, 99). For FRETILIN, “true independence would

only happen if people actively participated in government, and people could only par-

ticipate actively if they knew what they wanted and why” (CAVR 2006, 433). Through

their enhanced understanding, the Timorese people would grasp the need for libera-

tion and independence. In other words, by enlightening the population through lit-

eracy and basic education, FRETILIN sought to legitimate its campaign of creating

a sovereign and independent East Timor. Without “correct pedagogical intervention,

true independence was difficult, if not impossible” (Da Silva 2012, 145). Ultimately,

Da Silva (2012, 109)—who not only studied FRETILIN’s education policies for a

doctoral dissertation but actually benefitted from these initiatives as a child—argues

that “[t]he use of the concepts ‘discussions’, ‘general strategies’, ‘resistance’ and ‘our

country Timor-Leste’, suggest that FRETILIN was consciously orienting its mem-
1Like the PAIGC, FRETILIN also offered tiered education services after the Indonesian

invasion in 1975. For those highly committed operatives, FRETILIN offered additional edu-
cational training and politicization courses for those who would later serve to be leaders
or commanders in the political party, called “CEFORPOLs” (Da Silva 2012, 119). These
political schools, “complete with dormitories, kitchen and dining room,” (Da Silva 2012, 114)
offered more intensive, better quality education, while all others, including those actively dis-
interested in FRETILIN or supporters of a separate political party received literacy training
and a rudimentary education.
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bers towards the process of nation building or state formation.” Indeed FRETILIN’s

political manual is very clear in this regard. The document asks readers: “[w]hy does

FRETILIN want people to have a clearer understanding and for everyone to be able to

read and write?” In a five-point answer, the political manual responds that it does so

because: first, “[i]n order for people to be truly liberated, they should have a voice and

not be manipulated” and finally, “to obtain our independence” (Da Silva 2012, 133-4).

The literacy program, which had been prepared in May 1974, was first implemented

in January 1975 (CAVR 2006, 434).

Not only would education serve to legitimate FRETILIN’s claim of sovereignty

but it served a practical purpose as well. FRETILIN viewed education as a long-term

investment that would also prepare the population to administer and govern itself as a

democratic state (Taylor 1995, 34). Domestically, FRETILIN believed that education

served to prime for democratic governance a population plagued by illiteracy: in 1970,

just 10% of people were literate, and in 1964 only 10 individuals held degrees (CAVR

2006, 151). To build a society that could sustain and rule itself, East Timor needed

educated leaders. Both Da Silva (2012, 108) and Nicol (2002, 163) argue that “[a]s well

as literacy, therefore, the objective was to teach people about nationalism, and the

national liberation struggle, with the aim of building a just and humane society. Thus,

political education was to be basic to the literacy campaign and the new education

system.” FRETILIN’s literacy campaign not only legitimated its claims of sovereignty,

but also served the very practical purpose of creating a population of educated peoples

to perpetuate the independent state.

FRETILIN’s health care program mirrored the education system because “health

was viewed as being closely connected to education. FRETILIN believed that poor

public health was caused by people’s lack of knowledge about health and nutrition,

which was in turn caused by colonialism” (CAVR 2006, 433). For example, FRETILIN
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sought to begin informational campaigns to educate the public about certain diseases

and infections, and in turn reduce the health threat posed to society (Taylor 1995,

34). In some places, clinics were built inside schools, and the organization saw the

two institutions as operating together (Nicol 2002, 162). Because public education

and public health were seen as tightly linked (CAVR 2006, 433) both seemed to be

provided for similar purposes: legitimating FRETILIN’s claims of sovereignty and

readying the population for independence. In addition to the health care provision

FRETILIN offered, the group established several cultural initiatives (Taylor 2000,

65), and endeavored to undertake agricultural reforms to make East Timor more

self-sustaining (CAVR 2006, 433).

Consistent with FRETILIN’s aim, both its education and health programs served

to propel the group to new heights of popularity (Taylor 1995, 35-6). When FRETILIN

first formed, UDT was the most popular party. By 1975, FRETILIN was rapidly over-

taking the UDT. However, FRETILIN faced significant challenges in some of the areas

where UDT had staunch support, and sought to expand its literacy program there

(Nicol 2002, 96). The two groups determined to form a coalition for independence

and through their partnership, FRETILIN gained access to an even broader swath of

the population (Nicol 2002, 94-6, 102).

At the same time, Portugal had begun its decolonization process of East Timor.

Unlike Mozambique, Angola and Guinea Bissau, which experienced wars of inde-

pendence with insurgencies that established governance and provided education and

health care to their population, East Timor had no such political mobilization and did

not develop local governing institutions (Cabral and Martin-Jones 2008, 52). Guineau

Bissau was immediately recognized because “the peoples alleged/demonstrated sup-

port of the [African Party for the Independence of Guinea and Cape Verde (PAIGC)],

and the administrative structure which PAIGC had built.” (Government of Australia
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1975a, 240, emphasis added). Mozambique also quickly gained independence because

“Frelimo clearly had the game won well before” the Portuguese began decolonization

(Government of Australia 1975a, 241). Yet unlike Mozambique, Angola and Guinea

which gained sovereignty immediately following the 1974 Carnation Revolution, East

Timor lacked a local movement that expressed the self-determination of the East

Timor people. Instead, Portugal began a process of decolonization with an aim to

ready the population for eventual self-rule (CAVR 2006, 177).

Decolonization consisted of an education campaign to ready the East Timorese for

democratic decision-making, and a plan for subsequent elections to form a represen-

tative body (Nicol 2002, 173, 203; CAVR 2006, 172). Although Portugal did not want

to grant East Timor independence immediately, it also did not want to invest heavily

in a long-term decolonization process (Gorjao 2001, 104; CAVR 2006, 172; Way 2000,

361). Because FRETILIN had made such headway with its popular education cam-

paign, the Portuguese administrating body partnered with several FRETILIN leaders,

including FRETILIN senior leadership responsible for running FRETILIN’s literacy

campaign, to administer a separate and additional schooling system throughout East

Timor (Nicol 2002, 195). This new position within the Portuguese Decolonization

Administration moved FRETILIN closer to the reigns of power and to achieving its

goals of independence.

After the literacy program had operated for just a few months, Portugal began

holding local elections for village leaders in July 1975 (Taylor 1995, 35). These local

elections were seen as stepping stones to larger, nation-wide elections in 1976, and

potentially even a referendum on independence in 1978 (CAVR 2006, 180). The results

of the local elections demonstrated the success of FRETILIN’s education campaigns:

the majority of new village leaders supported FRETILIN and East Timor’s indepen-
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dence (Taylor 1995, 35). The results underscored a bubbling East Timorese nation-

alism and rising acceptance of FRETILIN’s quest for independence.

With the formation of the UDT-FRETILIN coalition, the Portuguese adminis-

tration’s investment in FRETILIN’s educational activities and the electoral success

of FRETILIN, a leftist organization, Indonesia grew increasingly anxious about an

independent East Timor (Weldemichael 2013, 46-7). Not only did Indonesia seek to

prevent the establishment of an independent East Timor and the takeover of a leftist

government, but Indonesia was interested in controlling the whole island of Timor

and incorporating the former Portuguese colony for two reasons: access to oil on the

Timor Shelf and to augment the size of the non-Muslim population (Weldemichael

2013, 48-9). Indonesia quietly began diplomatic campaigns against East Timor’s inde-

pendence and sent diplomatic envoys to both the United States and Australia—two

powerful countries who would certainly influence other state’s recognition of East

Timor—assuring leaders that FRETILIN was “not viable” as an independent country

and could be susceptible to foreign influence (United States Government 1975, 6). In

other words, Indonesia’s chief argument against East Timor’s independence to two

countries most likely to influence the global reception of an independent East Timor

was that the colony had failed to demonstrate an ability to govern itself.

Indonesia became so anxious about FRETILIN’s rise that it partnered with UDT

members who were dissatisfied by FRETILIN’s success and staged a coup in East

Timor ousting the Portuguese governor on August 11, 1975 (Lennox 2000, 107).

Although the Portuguese aided FRETILIN’s efforts at a counter-coup initially, the

Portuguese administration withdrew from the colony. Over the next several weeks,

violence spread throughout East Timor as FRETILIN and UDT combatants clashed

for control (Greenlees and Garran 2003, 10). In a few weeks, FRETILIN was able to

take control of almost all of the territory (Ibid.).
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Immediately after FRETILIN gained control of East Timor, the organization

resumed order, governance and service provision (Dunn 1995, 64; CAVR 2006, 192-3).

Over the next several weeks, the insurgent organization was able to re-open health

care and educational services, in addition to continuing basic municipal services. On

September 11, 1975, FRETILIN sent a telegram to the United Nation’s Committee on

Decolonisation stating that “all the territory of Portuguese Timor is under FRETILIN

control. At Dili and some interior villages life is normalizing” (Australia’s Permanent

Representative to the United Nations 1975b, 172) and just 12 days later, issued an

invitation for the Committee to visit East Timor and view “first-hand FRETILIN’s

effective control and the normalisation of life so that no more doubts can exist about

who now effectively controls the territory militarily and politically” (Australia’s Per-

manent Representative to the United Nations 1975c, 227).

The fact-finding mission visited East Timor to not only evaluate the level of vio-

lence, but to also evaluate the capacity of the now de facto FRETILIN’s government.

Taylor (2000, 55) writes that:

“faced with a FRETILIN administration in de facto control, governments

were rapidly forced to take the situation more seriously. From the outset,

the FRETILIN administration seemed popular and reasonably efficient.

This was confirmed initially by two delegations visiting in mid-October,

one from the Australian Labour Party (ALP) and the other from the

Australian Council for Overseas Aid (ACFOA).”

These delegations travelled around the island and reported findings favorable to

FRETILIN (Jolliffe 1978, 161). After returning from a visit to East Timor, Aus-

tralian officials noted that FRETILIN’s ability to govern territory was so impres-

sive that it could test Australia’s determination to maintain positive relations with
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Indonesia (Way 2000, 478). Australian government officials reported that “[f]irstly,

FRETILIN exercises effective control over most of Portuguese Timor” and secondly

that FRETILIN “presented itself quite effectively to the people as the standard-bearer

of nationalism, democracy and freedom from foreign domination” (Starey 1975, 95).

As a result of these two facts, in addition to FRETILIN’s increasing moderation, the

report further recommends supporting talks for a negotiated settlement with Por-

tugal, Indonesia and Timorese. The report ultimately concluded that:

“would it not be better in the continued absence of a decisive Indonesian

military thrust to take over Eat Timor, for the search for a satisfactory

long-term solution to be now pursued diplomatically rather than have the

situation on the ground deteriorate into a bitter, and probably indeci-

sive, civil war, in the course of which FRETILIN would presumably fall

completely under communist control” (Starey 1975, 93).

Similarly, on 15 October 1975, Australian officials affirmed that:

“FRETILIN’s claims have to be take very seriously. Its credentials as the

legitimate representative of the people of Portuguese Timor are potentially

strong in an international debate; as indeed they are within Portuguese

Timor. FRETILIN, moreover, is the sort of party we would have wel-

comed, even encouraged, any where else than in Timor. But FRETILIN

does not claim sovereign power, and it does not call for immediate inde-

pendence. Indeed FRETILIN is still sufficiently realistic (in terms of an

assessment of Timor’s human and physical resources, and in terms of not

offending Indonesia too greatly) or sufficiently immersed in the ‘colonial

mentality’ of dependency, not yet to be ready to say it wants to take over.

It remains adamant that independence must come at the conclusion of the
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decolonization process, but it still hesitates about taking the final plunge.

So it is not a question of formal Australian recognition of FRETILIN.

But we may be obliged to accord some recognition to what FRETILIN has

accomplished ” (Way 2000, 464, emphasis added).

The quote above demonstrates that Australian officials recognized the governing

achievements of FRETILIN and at least made Australian officials more deeply con-

sider what it would and would not tolerate should Indonesia invade the island, and

whether Australia would support its ideals of self-determination over a strategically

valuable, friendlier relationship with Indonesia.

Despite FRETILIN’s provision of services to all people, Australian government

officials reported that “[i]t cannot be assumed that FRETILIN has the loyalty of all

or even most of the people in the areas it controls. UDT may have forfeited its claim to

popular affection, but FRETILIN has not necessarily taken over everything that UDT

has lost” (Government of Australia 1975b, 69-70). FRETILIN continued to administer

services to these active non-supporters, thus providing public goods. This degree of

administration, despite the prior violence within the country, helped garner some

popularity, even from “many hitherto UDT supporters” (Taylor 2000, 56). Because

FRETILIN knowingly provided services to non-supporters, it provided public goods

during this time. Moreover, FRETILIN seems to realize that its administrative and

governance activities, in the absence of Portugal, are very important. Indeed, when

addressing the United Nations in April 1976, FRETILN leaders refer to its service

provision from September 1975 until the Indonesian invasion as as an “unequivocal”

demonstration of the group’s “capacity to execute the policy of the people of East

Timor and the administration of the territory” (Australia’s Permanent Representative

to the United Nations 1976, 177).
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As East Timor stabilized, FRETILIN called for Portugal to return and finish the

decolonization process. Portugal refused, and in so doing, Indonesia saw an opening

to invade the country (CAVR 2006, 189). FRETILIN recognized the potential for

Indonesia to launch a military operation against East Timor, and quickly declared

East Timor an independent country on November 28, 1975 (Taylor 2000, 63). This

decision was made in an attempt to win broad, international support: “after inde-

pendence [FRETILIN] can get more aid and support from countries who are not our

neighbours. [FRETILIN] hope[s] that [its] attitude will force neighbouring countries

to take the same step. [FRETILIN] would prefer them to be the first to recognise

our independence” (Jolliffe 1978, 216). Additionally, according to former FRETILIN

President Francisco Xavier do Amaral:

“From FRETILIN’s point of view, its policy of continuing to recognise

Portuguese sovereignty in the absence of any sign from Portugal that it was

willing to exercise that authority was a dangerous course to follow. Despite

being the de facto ruler, FRETILIN had no international legitimacy as a

ruling power. FRETILIN was not an elected government and its fear was

that the political vacuum would give Indonesia a pretext to launch a full-

scale invasion of Timor-Leste” (CAVR 2006, 197).

FRETILIN leaders were highly attuned to the necessity of international legitimacy,

and assumed that independence could serve as a platform to more intensively lobby

for its cause internationally. Six countries recognized East Timor, many of which

were former Portuguese colonies themselves (CAVR 2006, 202), but Australia called

FRETILIN’s action “provocative and irresponsible” and the United States affirmed

its position of non-involvement (Ibid.).
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About one week later, on December 7, 1975 Indonesia invaded East Timor.

FRETILIN and East Timorese civilians took to the rugged, mountainous countryside

for safety (Taylor 2000, 81). Initially, FRETILIN was able to hold off Indonesian

inquests and established bases de apoio where civilians—both FRETILIN supporters

and non-supporters—could find shelter and basic goods including education and

health care. These welfare services in the bases de apoio were a “continuation” of the

programs implemented before the invasion (CAVR 2006, 434-5). A priest who lived in

the Central Eastern Zone until his surrender in March 1979 recalled that during the

occupation “FRETILIN set up their own administrative divisions. Schools functioned

in each zone. FRETILIN formed a health service with medical workers. They manu-

factured pills, liquid medicines, antibiotics, using medicinal plants” (Taylor 2000, 81).

They even established a postal service for between-base correspondence (Da Silva

2012, 200). At least three hours per day were dedicated to education (Aarsse 1976,

14). Though materials were scarce in the mountains, FRETILIN leaders relied on

banana leaves or the bark of bamboo for paper (Resistance Museum and Archives

2016). For the first two years, until mid-1978, FRETILIN was able to maintain the

bases de apoio and the services within them.

Throughout FRETILIN’s existence, but especially after the invasion, FRETILIN

sought to legitimate itself to the international community as an independent, viable

state. In so doing, before the occupation, the organization invited foreign journalists

and aid workers to the villages, schools and clinics it was operating (Da Silva 2012,

129-30, 140-1; Nicol 2002, 161-2; Jolliffe 1978, 100-1). FRETILIN cadres ensured that

these media members and aid workers could view its service achievements, and could

spread the word globally about FRETILIN’s and East Timor governing capacity

as an independent state. In March 1975, one of the Australian government officials

who visited the island reflected that FRETILIN’s “organization seemed more effective
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than that of the other parties. Only FRETILIN badges and hats were in evidence.

FRETILIN had set up a literacy group in at least one village. (Such groups would

be set up throughout the territory)” (Department of Foreign Affairs, Government of

Australia 1975, 8 paragraph 25). Later that same year, Australian television journalist

Greg Shackleton recounted his experience with FRETILIN operatives and stated that

“all they (FRETILIN) want is for the U.N. to care about what has happened” in

East Timor (Shackleton 1975). After the UDT coup, the United Nations did respond

and dispatched a UNICEF representative to visit East Timor during this time. The

UNICEF representatives determined that:

“FRETILIN (Revolutionary Front for the Independence of East Timor)

have formed a de facto (underline two) government to run the province

and, through their social action committees, have begun to restore some

basic services. . . The major issues facing the government (de facto) now

are the ways and means whereby negotiations with Portugal can continue.,

a demonstration of their ability to govern and to provide for basic services

and to keep the social and economic situation in balance., relationships

with Indonesia., relationships with Australia., and the need to re-integrate

the losing factions of the war into the society” (Australia’s Permanent

Representative to the United Nations 1975a, 74, emphasis added).

In other words, FRETILIN specifically used its provision of services as a strategic

tool to demonstrate its ability to act as if it were a state.

After the invasion, the international community’s support for independence was

of even greater value to FRETILIN. On March 3, 1976, the FRETILIN Central Com-

mittee issued a press release describing FRETILIN’s activities on the resistance bases.

The press release, written in English, reads:
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“In our liberated areas our people are widely enthusiastically (sic) for

national reconstruction under the correct leadership FRETILIN. In some

revolutionary brigades of young students and Fretilin cadres work among

the masses to increase food production, to implement literacy programs

and health and hygiene programs. We rely on ourselves. We do not have

any outside help. But in the short period of three months since December,

we have set up 50 schools with more than 5000 people learning to read

and write through a genuine method which develops political awareness.

We have set up three health centers and more than 100 young people are

learning basic medicine to serve the masses” (FRETILIN 1976)

To give a sense of the importance of this document to FRETILIN, a copy of it

is displayed in the entrance to the Resistance Museum and Archives in Dili, East

Timor, immediately to the right of a copy of Freitlin’s Unilateral Proclamation of

Independence (Resistance Museum and Archives 2016). Over the years, FRETILIN

issued several similar press releases underscoring the groups governance activities (to

include both education and health care provision). Later, in May 1976, FRETILIN

again emphasized the importance of its social service activities (this time in Spanish),

and the de facto control of the countries. In an October 1977 letter to the 32nd

United General Assembly (presented by the permanent representative from Mozam-

bique) FRETILIN leaders emphasize that “parallel to the armed struggle,” FRETILIN

had maintained education and health care, agricultural reform and cultural activi-

ties, which also served to work towards “the reconstruction and consolidation of our

national independence”2 (FRETILIN 1977, 11-12). In November 1978, the FRETILIN

delegation to the United Nations noted that: “In spite of the war on our people,

the government of the Democratic Republic of East Timor [FRETILIN] during these
2Author translation.
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three years has regularly informed the United Nations organization of both its national

defence and its national reconstruction, particularly in the areas of agriculture, health

and education” (FRETILIN 1978, 17). In an October 1979 and November 1978 address

to the United Nations, Noam Chomsky emphasized FRETILIN’s administrative activ-

ities (Chomsky 1978, 3; Chomsky 1979, 14). These documents underscore the impor-

tance of FRETILIN’s governance and administrative activities in the areas of health,

education and agriculture, as well as FRETILIN’s attempts to highlight these activ-

ities to the international community and the primary organ of international recogni-

tion: the United Nations.

FRETILIN also launched a resistance radio network, called Radio Maubere that

transmitted in English, Tetum and Portuguese to Australia and neighboring countries.

The broadcasts emphasized that “East Timor is a new country and it is the child of

Timorese people and we (FRETILIN) run it” (Da Silva 2012, 248). To demonstrate

that FRETILIN was capable of self-rule, FRETILIN leaders described its education

and health care program in these broadcasts, explaining that “everyone should be

educated” and that “the new society must be healthy for the strength of the country

in the future” (Da Silva 2012, 248).

Additionally, members of FRETILIN launched an international diplomatic offen-

sive. Roque Rodrigues, a FRETILIN Central Command operative, visited Portugal

and held a public forum to present “further evidence of the organizational capacity

of the Government in the mountains.” He explained that:

“the [Democratic Republic of East Timor–FRETILIN] is not only able to

resist militarily against the occupation forces by controlling 80 percent of

the national territory after 17 months of a guerrilla war, which has cost

the lives of 14,000-15,000 soldiers and more than 200 million dollars, but

is even able to organize its population in the Resistance Bases. FRETILIN
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has developed projects such as a food production, education and literacy

programs, and basic health care. There was abundant food production in

the first year of the project, 200 nurses have been trained to use traditional

medicines and 50,000 adults have gone to schools. There is now a Timor-

Leste Red-Cross in operation in the mountains” (Da Silva 2012, 209).

Together, these behaviors reflect FRETILIN’s desire to highlight its service provision

to the international community in order to gain support for East Timor independence.

Ultimately, FRETILIN was able to continue providing public education and public

health care, largely for the same reasons the group did before the Indonesian invasion:

education and health care served to legitimize FRETILIN’s aims of sovereignty and

demonstrate to the domestic and international community (contra Indonesia’s claims

otherwise) that East Timor was a viable state. However, because of the increas-

ingly acute security situation, these education and health care services also served

an essential military function (CAVR 2006, 434-5). Xanana Gusmao, a FRETILIN

leader, recalled that the group formed the bases de apoio “with the idea they would

function as a base to provide logistical and political support, which we could describe

as revolution.. . .Bases de apoio were implemented as a mechanism to organize people

so they could continue to fight in the war” (CAVR 2006, 426).

In 1978, Indonesia launched a brutal military offensive called an encirclement

campaign. Essentially besieging the bases de apoio, the Indonesian military gave little

thought to civilian well-being, and an estimated 200,000 East Timorese lost their

lives (McCloskey and Hainsworth 2000, 4). This counterinsurgency campaign “had

an unmistakeable genocidal streak” (Weldemichael 2013, 126-7). Food and essential

medical supplies dwindled. So many civilians were killed, bodies were left floating

on the sea (Weldemichael 2013, 127). The increasing military pressure radicalized

FRETILIN further, resulting in ideological purges both within the organization and
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amongst the civilian population (Weldemichael 2013, 107; CAVR 2006, 434-5). At

this point in the conflict (1978 and into 1979), FRETILIN could no longer protect

civilians (CAVR 2006, 442). Insurgent leaders debated about whether civilians should

surrender to spare their lives, or whether they needed to remain in the bases de apoio

so that FRETILIN could execute a people’s war, as Mao had inspired them to do

(CAVR 2006, 435, 442). Eventually, FRETILIN could no longer engage the Indonesian

military and the civilians remaining in its bases de apoio surrendered (CAVR 2006,

445). By 1978, East Timor had lost almost one-quarter of its population to the violence

that had plagued country since the UDT coup in August 1975 (Resistance Museum

and Archives 2016).

At this point, FRETILIN lost all territorial control. The group stopped providing

any services and reformed as an underground, clandestine movement (CAVR 2006,

448). The armed wing shifted to conducting hit-and-run guerrilla style attacks and

raids (CAVR 2006, 451), while the thrust of FRETILIN’s independence activities

transitioned from a focus on armed rebellion to a focus on a diplomatic campaign

(CAVR 2006, 457). The nature of FRETILIN’s letters to the United Nations also

shifted. In October 1979, after the demobilization of the bases de apoio, the FRETILIN

representative to the United Nations nowhere highlighted the group’s governance or

social service provision. Instead, FRETILIN focused on “Indonesia’s neocolonial and

expansionist aggression” (FRETILIN 1979, 3) and claimed that “Indonesia’s invasion

and occupation of East Timor is as unlawful and illegitimate as the Israeli occupation

of the West Bank and Gaza” (FRETILIN 1979, 7) as well as the Moroccan occupation

of the Western Sahara (FRETILIN 1979, 3).

In 1986, after Portugal became a member of the European Economic Commu-

nity (EEC), it looked to aid East Timor in its struggle (Weldemichael 2013, 209).

The Portuguese felt a strong sense of guilt for being unable to finish the process of
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decolonization and wanted to help secure East Timor’s independence (Marker 2003;

Report of Interview 1974, 19). Even in 1976, the Portuguese former Secretary of East

Timor Affairs reflected that the “Portuguese people still had a moral obligation to the

future of the people of East Timor. At least we can and must help in the construc-

tion of schools, churches and others” (Report of Interview 1974). Portugal, as well as

other Lusophone countries, worked with East Timor and helped lobbied for its cause

worldwide (Weldemichael 2013, 55-6).

The tide further turned in favor of East Timor in 1991. On November 12, 1991,

Indonesian soldiers opened fire on unarmed, pro-independence East Timorese demon-

strators, killing over 250 people, before returning to hospitals where soldiers then

killed an additional 50-200 wounded demonstrators (Nevins 2005, 34). The carnage

moved the international community, and the tide shifted against Indonesian occu-

pation (Greenlees and Garran 2003, 22-4). Over the next eight years, Australia and

Portugal, as well as other members of the international community, worked to support

East Timor’s claim and endeavored to end the Indonesian occupation (Martin 2001,

18). During this time Taylor (2000, xxxiv) reflects that the:

“main mistake of the Indonesian military was to seriously underestimate

the changes that have occurred internationally in the 1990s, and how they

have affected perceptions both of East Timor and Indonesia’s occupation.

Since the Santa Cruz massacre, support for East Timor has increased

dramatically in many countries, most notably in the United States and

Australia.”

Ultimately, FRETILIN sought to delegitimize Indonesia’s occupation and “the East

Timorese diplomacy of the oppressed benefited from the fact that the international

community accepted the legal and moral dimensions of its case, as demonstrated
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amply by high-level UN involvement” (Weldemichael 2013, 215). Finally, on 5 May

1999, Portugal and Indonesia announced that a referendum for independence would

be held in August of that year. Over 98% of voters participated, and nearly 80% of

voters supported independence.

Although the East Timorese had emphatically voted in favor of independence,

Indonesia would not leave quietly (Martin 2001, 11). The occupiers had mobilized pro-

Indonesian militias, and together with Indonesian soldiers, these two groups carried

out widespread violence (Nevins 2005, 100-2). The violence could not be quelled until

late September 1999 when an intervening UN force arrived in East Timor (Nevins

2005, 108). Three year later, on 20 May 2002, East Timor was recognized as an

independent country (Perlez 2002), despite its inability to control the people living

within the territory it claimed as independent (Coggins 2011, 44).

To summarize, consistent with the theory presented in Chapter 2, FRETILIN pro-

vided public education and health from 1975 to 1977 when it controlled territory. The

group looked to the governance strategies of other successful national liberation insur-

gencies and sought to replicate these policies within East Timor. FRETILIN provided

these public goods as a strategic tool to dually legitimate its claim of independence

to international and domestic audiences, despite Indonesia’s claims to powerful coun-

tries that East Timor could not be a viable country. After the Indonesian invasion

in December 1975, both supporters and non-supporting civilians sought refuge in

FRETILIN’s bases de apoio where FRETILIN continued to provide public goods. In

the bases de apoio, these public goods served both a military and ideational pur-

pose: not only would these civilians help sustained the movement, but these gover-

nance strategies would also help FRETILIN achieve independence. Once Indonesia

launched its encirclement campaign of 1978-9, the pressure on FRETILIN’s territo-

rial control became too great, radicalizing the group. FRETILIN ceased providing
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public goods and was never able to hold territory again. FRETILIN refocused its

overall strategy, emphasizing guerrilla tactics and international diplomacy. Although

FRETILIN was recognized as an independent state in 2002, the reasons for this seem

to be the illegitimacy of Indonesia’s occupation and Portugese guilt (Marker 2003;

Report of Interview 1974, 19), rather than a sense of accumulated legitimacy rising

organically from within East Timor.

4.2 Evaluating Proposed Mechanisms: FRETILIN

For most of its quarter-century long struggle, the secessionist FRETILIN failed to

provide public goods. As a result, FRETILIN appears to be an outlying case that

contradicts the theory in Chapter 2. However, for the brief period the group con-

trolled territory, FRETILIN provided public goods. Over the next several pages, I

evaluate the causal mechanism undergirding FRETILIN’s public goods provision. I

find significant support for the territorial-centric domestic legitimation hypothesis

and the international legitimation hypothesis. I find some support for the hypothesis

that FRETILIN provided public goods to recruit and to avoid detection. I evaluate

each explanation below.

4.2.1 Ideology

FRETILIN’s ideology has been described as both leftist (less radical) and communist

(more radical) at different points throughout the conflict. In this section, I evaluate

how FRETILIN’s ideology impacted its decision to provide services to all people,

including those unlikely to support the movement. I find that FRETILIN’s leftist ide-

ology initially shaped the nature of its public goods-providing institutions, especially

educational and cultural institutions. However, I find no support for the hypothesis
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that FRETILIN provided goods publicly because of its leftist ideology. Indeed, when

FRETILIN’s ideology became increasingly pronounced and the group grew more and

more radical, FRETILIN engaged in ideological purges and ceased to provide public

goods. This ultimately suggests that a strong, radical ideology, in combination with an

acute security situation and a declining ability to control territory, may have actually

prevented FRETILIN from providing public goods.

Communist

Prior to Indonesia’s encirclement campaign, FRETILIN was a less radical, leftist

organization. These leftist sympathies pushed FRETILIN leaders to look to liberation

theorists such as Paolo Friere, and this in turn shaped the nature and method of

education and FRETILIN’s approach to indigenous East Timorese culture. Although

its leftward bend impacted the nature of the institutions, there is no evidence to

suggest that this generally leftist ideology pushed FRETILIN to provide services

publicly. By 1978 when the encirclement campaign began, FRETILIN was under

intense military pressure and the group grew increasingly radicalized. At the same

time, the group’s territorial control slowly eroded, FRETILIN engaged in ideological

purges and within the year, FRETILIN stopped providing public goods. Ultimately,

it was at a time when FRETILIN had a less defined, less doctrinaire ideology that it

provided public goods, but when the group claimed to be a communist organization,

it restricted its services to only those who actively supported the organization.

4.2.2 Organizational Strength and Security

The organizational security and effectiveness hypothesis implies that groups provide

public goods to increase its overall military capacity and performance. An insurgency

may use public goods to achieve these ends through four distinct processes: recruiting,
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screening, avoiding detection or increasing lethality. In other words, insurgencies may

provide public goods to increase recruitment. A rebel group may provide public goods

to screen potential recruits from a broad pool and select the best candidates for

further training. An insurgency may provide public goods to avoid detection from

the state: by providing services to all people, the insurgency is able to obfuscate

civilian from combatant. Finally, an insurgency may provide public goods in order to

commit more lethal acts of violence without retribution. In this section, I evaluate the

organizational security and effectiveness hypothesis. I find some support for the claim

that FRETILIN provided public goods in order to recruit members and in order to

avoid detection, especially in the bases de apoio in 1976 to 1977. I find no support for

the idea that FRETILIN provided public goods to screen combatants or to commit

more intense acts of violence. I review the evidence for each process below.

Mobilization

The mobilization explanation suggests that FRETILIN decided to provide public

goods as a recruitment tool. While mobilization was not the only reason why

FRETILIN provided public goods, some evidence suggests that mobilization was a

secondary but important reason for its provision. This is especially true once Indonesia

had invaded East Timor and placed increasing pressure on the organization. Because

of the brutal crackdown perpetrated by Indonesia and the harsh conditions civilians

and guerrillas faced in the wilderness, many leaders and soldiers died and FRETILIN

needed to replenish its ranks. Education, in FRETILIN’s estimation, would not only

raise the political consciousness of the people to accept and seek independence, but

also to join FRETILIN in that struggle. Therefore, although mobilization was not the

primary and initial reason for FRETILIN’s public goods provision, as the military
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situation grew more and more dire, FRETILIN sought to recruit more combatants

through its public goods provision.

Screening

This explanation suggests that FRETILIN relied on its education and health care

institutions to screen for potential cadres to join the movement. In so doing,

FRETILIN could select the best recruits to fulfill certain roles. I find no evidence for

this hypothesis. FRETILIN had two tiers of education: the first tier was education for

all, and these mass schools offered courses in basic literacy and politics. The second

tier was education for those already committed to the organization to specialize and

become better integrated into the movement. The more exclusive education served to

specialize and politicize recruits more so than they already were. This suggests that

public goods did not serve to screen potential recruits, but rather the second-tiered

education of cadres served as a better tool of adjudicating the roles of potential

rebels.

Avoid Detection

Another process through which public goods provision may generate military effec-

tiveness is that it obscures who is a combatant and who is a civilian to prevent the

government from targeting insurgent fighters. In the first few months of FRETILIN’s

education and literacy campaigns, FRETILIN combatants did not attempt to obfus-

cate its activities among the populace and used its services to generate attention

for its cause internationally. As Indonesia became increasingly brutal and its crack-

down intensified, FRETILIN relied more and more on the bases de apoio to hide from

the Indonesian military. Once the encirclement campaign began, FRETILIN debated

internally about whether civilians should be allowed to surrender themselves because
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FRETILIN could no longer guarantee their protection. Some argued that civilians

should remain within the bases because combatants saw them as protective cover

from the Indonesian military.

However, while FRETILIN did use the bases de apoio and the civilians living there

to hide, it does not mean that the group used public education and public health care

specifically to conceal operatives. In other words, an ability to conceal FRETILIN

operatives was a feature of the bases de apoio, of which public goods were an integral

part, but it remains unclear as to whether FRETILIN thought that public goods

provision specifically would further obscure the group (as opposed to the presence

of civilians). While there is evidence that FRETILIN wanted the civilians to remain

in the bases de apoio there seems to be little evidence that public goods provision

particularly allowed FRETILIN to conceal itself.

Lethality

The final process through which public goods provision may impact military effec-

tiveness and organizational capacity is by increasing operational lethality: insurgents

may recruit people more willing to commit greater violence. Although there is some

evidence for the claim that FRETILIN sought to recruit through its public goods

provision, there is no evidence to suggest that they did so to recruit people more

willing to commit violent attacks. This is not to say that this claim is implausible

and did not motivate FRETILIN, however there is no evidence to support or disprove

this claim.

4.2.3 Domestic Politics

A third hypothesis that may explain why FRETILIN provided public goods are

explanations arising from domestic political concerns. This hypothesis generally
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implies that domestic factors motivated FRETILIN’s decision to provide services

to all people. There are three domestic politics processes that may have motivated

FRETILIN’s public goods provision: the selectorate, outbidding and a territorial-

centric domestic legitimation strategy. The first process (selectorate) suggests that

FRETILIN initially provided club goods but as FRETILIN’s territorial control

expanded, it became increasingly efficient to provide public goods. The second pro-

cess suggests that FRETILIN relied on its public goods provision to outbid its

competitors for power, especially UDT and APODETI. The third and final domestic

politics process is that FRETILIN provided public goods as a way to legitimate its

claims of sovereignty over the entire territorial space of East Timor, and all people in

that space. I find no support for the first two processes (selectorate and outbidding),

but I find consistent and high support for the territorial-centric domestic legitimation

process explanation throughout the period that FRETILIN provided public goods. I

evaluate these three processes in turn.

Selectorate

The first domestic politics process is that FRETILIN initially provided club goods

to a specific core constituency, but as its territorial control expanded, it became too

difficult to restrict service provision to just the core group. I find little support for

this hypothesis. From the time it launched its education campaign, FRETILIN sought

to bypass existing networks of tribal leaders and instead worked directly with the

mass population. FRETILIN actively sought to expand across the territorial space

and knowingly endeavored to open its provision to people and supporters of other

political parties. When FRETILIN’s territorial control expanded after the UDT coup,

it continued to provide public goods. When FRETILIN’s territorial control shrunk

after the Indonesian invasion, the group continued to provide public goods in the
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bases de apoio, at least until the encirclement counterinsurgency campaign began.

If there was evidence for the selectorate theory, one would assume that FRETILIN

would begin limiting its public goods provision after the invasion, and yet the group

did not, at least not immediately and not until the encirclement campaign decimated

its ranks.

Outbidding

The outbidding process suggests that FRETILIN provided public goods as a means

to compete with alternative political parties within East Timor. There is no support

for this explanation. First, no other party besides FRETILIN provided education

or health care, so FRETILIN could have provided the minimal level of services—

not public goods—and the group still would have provided more services than any

alternative party. Second, instead of competing with alternative groups, FRETILIN

sought to incorporate its greatest rival, and the two formed a coalition. Third, after

the UDT coup, most APODETI and UDT leaders fled East Timor, so FRETILIN

was effectively the only rebel group on the island. Although the insurgency was the

only contender in East Timor, FRETILIN still provided public goods. If outbidding

was the sole explanation for public goods provision, FRETILIN had every reason to

either restrict its social service provision and provide club goods, or not even provide

services, and yet the group continuously and consistently provided public goods.

Territory-Centric Domestic Legitimation

The final domestic politics process is the territory-centric domestic legitimation expla-

nation. This explanation posits that rebel groups provide public goods to legitimate

its claims of independence to all people living within the territory over which these

rebels seek to be sovereign. I find high levels of support for this hypothesis. FRETILIN
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sought to provide services to all people living within East Timor, even those who

actively supported rival rebel groups. They did so because they viewed public educa-

tion (as well as health care) as a tool to liberate both the East Timorese population,

and East Timor as country. Throughout the brief time period that East Timor pro-

vided public goods, this core belief underscored its decision to provide public goods,

even despite the vagaries in the security situation it faced.

4.2.4 International Politics

In this final section, I evaluate the hypothesis that international concerns motivated

FRETILIN’s public goods provision. I find considerable evidence for this hypothesis.

FRETILIN sought to demonstrate to the international community its capacity as

governor, and in so doing, provided public goods to all people within East Timor.

International Legitimation

The international legitimation process suggests that FRETILIN provided public

goods in order to legitimate itself to the international community. FRETILIN used

its public goods provision to achieve these ends in a number of different ways. First,

FRETILIN actively refers to its activities as a demonstration of its capacity to govern

and administrate to the territory. Second, FRETILIN invited prominent members of

the international community to view the administration and services that it estab-

lished. These included aid workers and people from NGOs, foreign journalists and

Australian parliamentarians. For each of these groups of people, FRETILIN showed

them the education and health care services it provided, attempting to demon-

strate its state-like capacity to govern. This may have been important, as Indonesia

attempted to sway international support against FRETILIN by claiming that East

Timor would not be a viable state if granted independence. Third, when Indonesia
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invaded and tried to prevent outsiders from entering the island, FRETILIN continued

to broadcast its message that it provided public services to all people in the bases

de apoio (which included FRETILIN and non-FRETILIN supporters) through the

Radio Maubere. FRETILIN campaigned internationally for the cause of East Timor

independence and as part of these campaigns, emphasized the role of the group’s

social services apparatus. Even under a situation of extreme insecurity, FRETILIN

sought to legitimate itself to the international community.
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Table 4.1: Evidence For Causal Mechanisms of FRETILIN’s Public Goods Provision

Hypotheses Causal Process Support

Ideology Communist None

Organizational Recruitment Some
Strength and Screening None

Security Avoid Detection Some
Lethality None

Domestic Politics Selectorate None
Outbidding Low

Territory-Centric- High
Legitimation

International International High
Politics Legitimation

4.2.5 Conclusion

To conclude, FRETILIN appears to be an outlier case because it was a secessionist

insurgency, but it failed to provide public goods for the vast majority of the conflict.

In fact, the group did provide public goods for a brief period of time, and did so

out of a desire to legitimate its claim of sovereignty domestically and internationally.

This finding supports the hypothesis put forth in Chapter 2, and demonstrates the

importance of territorial control in providing services.

This case also supports important theoretical claims. First, this chapter provides

evidence that insurgencies view public goods provision specifically as a particular

strategy of rebellion. FRETILIN looked to other, similar and successful rebel groups
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and sought to duplicate their policies of education provision in their own conflicts.

Second, this chapter presents evidence that the potential viability of secessionists

seeking independence is an important consideration for international actors, espe-

cially powerful states. Indonesia attempted to dissuade powerful foreign states from

supporting East Timor by claiming that an independent East Timor was not viable.

Third, because East Timor did not provide public goods for the majority of the con-

flict, my theory would predict that the group would not have legitimacy. The inter-

national community did not seem to recognize East Timor because of an indigenous

effort to demonstrate the legitimacy of its claims of sovereignty. Instead, Portugal

worked hard on behalf of East Timorese independence because it felt guilty that it

failed in its decolonization policies, while other international actors saw Indonesia’s

occupation as no longer legitimate, especially after the brutal Santa Cruz Massacre

in 1991. Again, while not evidence in support of my hypothesized causal mechanism,

this finding is at least consistent with my claims.

In the next chapter, I rely on the paired case comparison of the Ethiopian People’s

Revolutionary Party (EPRP) and the Eritrean People’s Liberation Front (EPLF) to

further evaluate the causal mechanism proposed in Chapter 2, and to determine why

two highly similar cases varied so greatly in their service provision.
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Chapter 5

Paired Comparison of the Eritrean People’s Liberation Front & the

Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Party

The objective of this chapter is to test the mechanisms proposed in Chapter 2, and

present the findings of the results from a paired comparison of the Eritrean People’s

Liberation Front (EPLF) and the Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Party (EPRP).

The EPLF and the EPRP are excellent cases: both groups operated in Ethiopia at

the same time. Leaders of both groups knew each other and attended school together.

Both groups trained together and shared resources in the early stages of the civil war.

Both groups were Marxist organizations. Both groups controlled territory. The two

rebel organizations differed in only two ways: their strategic goals and the populations

that could benefit from their service provision. The EPLF was a secessionist insur-

gency and provided public goods to all people in the territory it sought to control,

and the EPRP sought to overthrow the Derg regime and provided club goods.

The comparison of these two groups is particularly useful in two ways. First, I

will be able to test the mechanisms proposed in two highly similar cases. Both of

these cases are representative cases—organizations that are “on-the-line” rebel groups

and consistent with the statistical analysis. Because these are representative cases,

the mechanisms identified here should be generalizable to other insurgencies. Second,

because of the similarities between the two cases in all aspects except two—the key

explanatory variable as well as the response variable,—I can infer that the differences
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in outcomes are causally related to the key explanatory variable of the strategic goal

of secessionism, or a lack thereof.

This chapter proceeds as follows: first, I provide an historical overview of the

EPLF, then I evaluate the support for the four mechanisms (and varieties thereof)

proposed in the theory chapter. Next, I present the case of the EPRP and evaluate

the four proposed mechanisms. Then, I review the similarities between these two

cases and draw conclusions about the causal effect of secessionism (given insurgent

territorial control) on public goods provision.

5.1 The Eritrean People’s Liberation Front:

An Historical Overview

Italy established the present-day nation-state of Eritrea in 1890 as a colony that

allowed it access to critical trade routes around the Horn of Africa (Connell 2003,

xxxvi). The Italians carved the territorial space of Eritrea with little regard to those

already living in the area. As a result, “[s]ince its territorial genesis, Eritrea has

incorporated nine ethno-linguistic groups which pay allegiance to their territorially

based civic identity” (Bereketeab 2002, 138). After World War II, the British gov-

ernment controlled Eritrea as a protectorate. In the 1950s, as the British prepared

to leave Eritrea, the United Nations considered whether Eritrea was itself an inde-

pendent state. Under pressure from the United States and Emperor Haile Selassie

I of Ethiopia, the United Nations determined that Eritrea would be federated with

Ethiopia in 1952. Just ten years later, Ethiopia annexed Eritrea outright, and Eritrea

became a province of the Ethiopian state (Connell 1993, xxxvi).

The annexation of Eritrea by Ethiopia sparked an Eritrean struggle for inde-

pendence that would span over three decades, before Eritrea, under the control of
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the Eritrean People’s Liberation Front, was recognized as an independent country in

1993. Although the EPLF concluded Eritrea’s war of independence, it was not the

first insurgent organization to raise the banner of rebellion. The first insurgency to

challenge Ethiopia’s grasp on power was the Eritrean Liberation Front (ELF).

At the outset, the ELF was a primarily Muslim organization (Iyob 1997, 126)

dominated by “warlords” (Connell 2001, 347) who “practiced patronage politics” and

created an insurgency “characterized by internal ethno-religious chauvinism” (Iyob

1997, 123). The ELF favored Muslims, both as ELF combatants, as well as their

civilian supporters. The organization viewed Eritrea as “an appendage of the Islamic

and Arab World”(Abbay 1998, 112) and therefore advocated for the independence

of only the Eritrean Muslim populace, and not other ethnic or religious groups. The

ELF believed that “Eritrean Revolution is, and must be, a Muslim Revolution, or a

Revolution of the Muslims and for the Muslims Alone” (Ibid). As a result, the ELF

encountered major difficulties as its control of Eritrea expanded throughout the late-

1960s and into the early-1970s. The territories the ELF controlled grew increasingly

heterogeneous, and the ELF “did not formulate a political strategy to absorb the

pressures for change resultant from its expansion” (Pool 1980, 34). These pressures

caused factions within the ELF, and members pressured ELF leaders to change their

strategy and become more inclusive. When the ELF leadership refused in 1972, the

major faction advocating inclusivity broke with the ELF and formed its own insur-

gency, (Ehrlich 1983, 32) the Eritrean People’s Liberation Front (EPLF).1

Consequently, having failed to reform the ELF from within, the EPLF immediately

sought to address the shortcomings of the ELF in its own military and political

strategy. Where the ELF lacked a coherent political program, the EPLF explicitly
1Initially, the faction that became the EPLF was called the Eritrean Liberation Front-

People’s Liberation Front (ELF-PLF) or just the People’s Liberation Front (PLF). Eventu-
ally, the EPLF became the official name of the insurgency.
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propounded a nationalist-Marxist stance (Iyob 1997, 126). While the ELF relied on

clientelistic politics and exclusivity, the EPLF cultivated a program of “national unity”

(Leonard 1988, 113) and “unity out of diversity” (Asfaha et al. 2006, 71). The EPLF

was so inclusive, it sought to integrate and persuade ELF insurgents to join the EPLF

and form a unified force, before the ELF was largely defeated in 1981 and the EPLF

became the hegemonic actor in the struggle for the creation and establishment of the

independent state of Eritrea.2

To achieve the ultimate goal of independence, the EPLF relied on a repertoire of

both military and non-violent strategies. In terms of the military strategy, particularly

throughout the 1970s, the EPLF relied on the Maoist ideas of liberation and focused

on the “participation and protection of the people and conducting protracted war

from bases in the countryside” (Wilson 1991, 73-4), then encircling strategic cities

throughout the country. The EPLF avoided urban guerilla warfare, except for specific

instances to avoid the Ethiopian Derg regime’s “reprisals and massive civilian deaths

in the towns” (Ibid).

As a complement to the EPLF’s military strategy was its provision of public goods.

As early as 1970, the EPLF began providing public goods like health care in the form

of barefoot doctors that would travel from village to village to take care of infirm

patients. (Sabo and Kibirige 1989, 680). Once the EPLF controlled territory, these

structures became more permanent and wandering barefoot doctors exchanged their

nomadic practices for clinics and hospitals. Just six years after the EPLF began its

campaign, the EPLF’s medical services included over 22 mobile units, 24 stationary

clinics, 7 hospitals and served almost 1.6 million Eritreans in one year alone (Eritrean

2Prior to the ELF’s demise in 1981, the ELF and EPLF fought each other at times,
although their primary target was the Ethiopian regime. Because of the losses the ELF
suffered by the Ethiopian government, as well as from the EPLF, the ELF was driven into
Sudan and lost any military strength thereafter.
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People’s Liberation Front 1982, 91). In 1975, the EPLF began their literacy and

education campaign for all Eritreans and in 1984, approximately 10,000 Eritreans

were enrolled in the EPLF’s literacy courses (Desta 2009, 19). The EPLF invested in

factories to make pharmaceuticals and medical equipment, and trained engineers and

mechanics (Connell 2001, 359). These services continued in the liberated areas and

semi-liberated areas until the EPLF achieved independence in 1993.

The EPLF’s Marxist orientation strongly impacted both the objects of reform as

well as the nature of this reform. In addition to the provision of education and health

care, the EPLF carried out extensive land reform, political-institution building, and

women’s liberation, all of which are important to Marxist ideology. Once a land had

been liberated, the EPLF sent analysts to evaluate the demographic and economic

breakdown of all people living in the villages. The EPLF would then implement

land reform based off this information and would create a democratic administrative

system with representation initially based on class, however all could participate in

the elections, including women (Cliffe 1988, 99-102). Women, who had few rights

prior to “liberation,” were encouraged to seek public office, attend the EPLF’s educa-

tional courses, even to fight as combatants. The EPLF also tried to prohibit female

circumcision and instituted marriage laws to prevent forced marriages (Wilson 1991,

95-7).

Although the nature and content of these reforms were strongly Marxist, the

EPLF was very pragmatic and would adjust the scope and tenor of these reforms

if they would alienate too many people. For example, the EPLF did not enact land

reform uniformly across areas. The land reform was “carefully crafted and of some

complexity” and the EPLF left the “detailed formula—and, indeed the question of

how and even whether to proceed with the land distribution—to be worked out after

a detailed survey of the classes in the locality” (Cliffe 1988, 101). This piecemeal and
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location-specific implementation of reform underscored the EPLF’s pragmatism and

concern with generating a consensus that the EPLF was the legitimate sovereign of

Eritrea.

Furthermore, as the war of independence progressed, the EPLF increasingly aban-

doned its Marxist principles. Because the Ethiopian Derg regime had secured the

Soviet Union’s support against the EPLF, in 1978 the EPLF was forced to strategi-

cally retreat from key strongholds (Iyob 1997, 131). The EPLF survived the onslaught,

but the the organization could no longer justify a Marxist ideology (Ibid), and this

triggered a rethinking and refocusing on strategies other than Marxism (Connell 2001,

356). By the 1980s, the EPLF determined to abandon its Marxist principles. Instead,

it focused on developmental socialism and became increasingly more open to Western,

democratic reform and an internationalist economic policy. In particular, Connell

writes:

“However much of the EPLF may have resembled a ‘Marxist’ organization–

and modern EPLF leaders now hotly contest that it ever was one–it was

not at the end of the war. Instead, the EPLF was a broad front with many

political tendencies under its nationalist umbrella, none of which exercised

a monopoly of political influence.. . . From the outset, the EPLF was made

up of nationalists who searched for tools to strengthen an already existing

struggle to liberate their land and free their people. In the 1960s and

1970s, the tool box of revolutionaries throughout the world was jammed

with Marxist manuals. Though many Eritrean intellectuals took them up

and sought to make use of them, they were not unduly constrained by

them. They had no trouble jettisoning procedures or tactics when they

didn’t work; nor did they have qualms about continuing to use concepts

or methods associated with Marxism when experience confirmed their
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utility. Being or not being Marxists was never the issue–liberating Eritrea

was” (emphasis mine, Connell 1993, 273-4).

In the the end, the EPLF’s initial Marxist orientation served as a general guide to

achieving liberation, however, the EPLF was by no means doctrinaire in its adherence

to this ideology. When faced with a choice of strictly implementing Marxist reforms

or alienating the populace, the EPLF’s first priority was the unification and liberation

of Eritrea.

Similarly, while Marxism had a major effect on the object and substance of the

EPLF’s social reforms, it had little impact in the EPLF’s decision to provide public

goods to all people, as opposed to club goods provision, meaning more exclusive

social service provision to specific populations. In determining the populations that

were able to benefit from the EPLF’s services, it is important to note the importance

of their goal of secession on their decision of to whom to provide services. To achieve

the objective of independence, the EPLF sought to “step-by-step liberate the land and

its masses” (Weldemichael 2012, 156). For the EPLF, liberating the entire territorial

space of Eritrea was particularly crucial. As a multi-ethnic, multi-religious state, the

“bastion of identity [there] is territoriality. The imagination of commonality and social

solidarity springs from the consciousness of sharing a common geographical space”

(Bereketeab 2002, 147-8). As a result, the EPLF focused on “Eritrean-ness over any

other identity” (Weldemichael 2012, 140).

In other words, the EPLF’s focus was the land, and all people living within the

bounded territorial space of Eritrea. Unlike their predecessor’s (the ELF’s) narrow

focus on mobilizing and representing a small slice of the Eritrean populace, for the

EPLF, the geographic space of Eritrea far more important than the ethnic, religious

or class identity of the people living within that space. The EPLF emphasized the

territory of Eritrea, and not on the specific ascriptive characteristics of the people
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living within that space. As a result, the EPLF provided public goods to all people

living within the territory of which it sought to be the legitimate sovereign authority,

and did not exclude on the basis of other identities.

Due to the EPLF’s goal of controlling the entire territory of Eritrea and anyone

who resided within it, the EPLF provided public goods, offering their services to even

those people highly unlikely of supporting the insurgency. For example, as of 1990,

tens of thousands of Ethiopian prisoners of war were given “medical treatment, food,

shelter and basic education” despite the fact that they were “a strain on Eritrean

resources” (Wilson 1991, 93). Moreover, when the EPLF liberated a town, people

such as merchants, traders, small shopkeepers and the “petit bourgeois” who were

fearful of the EPLF and hesitant about nationalization were told by the EPLF to

simply pay their taxes, although they were encouraged to organize and support the

revolution (Connell 1993, 106).

The EPLF also did not avoid certain towns or areas because the people living

within them would not likely support the movement. For example, Pool (2001)

explains the liberation process of the town of Keren. Keren “was a more difficult

proposition” for liberation by the EPLF than other towns because of its richer,

primarily merchant population. Many of its inhabitants were conservative Muslims.

Additionally, the ELF, the main rival of the EPLF, had had a significant presence

there and the ELF propaganda had led some of the local population to nickname

the EPLF the “Eritrean Derg” (Pool 2001, 123). Despite these challenges, the EPLF

proceeded with liberation and reconstruction, and implemented a series of wage

reforms, price controls, taxes and education and health care initiatives that became

very popular. One member of the town:

“state[d] that even the bourgeoisie was pleased with liberation. They

had expected the EPLF to be like the Derg, but it was not because
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their property and riches were preserved. The EPLF placed great stress

on the provision of services. Keren hospital, badly damaged during the

fighting, was repaired and reopened. An EPLF clinic with an EPLF doctor

was attached to the hospital and medical supplies were brought from

the central pharmacy. Increasingly, rural people with serious conditions

were referred to Keren hospital by squad doctors operating in the sur-

rounding areas. Schools were reopened and continued to function despite

the fact that teachers’ salaries were not coming through from Asmara [the

Ethiopian-controlled capital of Eritrea]. The EPLF succeeded to the array

of local taxes and levies collected by the Ethiopian government: rent from

nationalized properties, charges for veterinary checks on animals brought

for sale in the market, for example. Ethiopian taxes were diverted for the

provision of goods and services” (Ibid., 124-5).

Thus, even in towns unlikely to support the EPLF’s socialist agenda, the EPLF

provided public goods to all people living within Eritrea.

The EPLF’s reforms and public goods provision had both positive and negative

ramifications. Many young people were attracted to the EPLF because of their social

service provision and joined the movement (Cliffe 1984, 95). Once in the movement,

outstanding recruits had the opportunity for further education and training if they

both volunteered and had the appropriate skills (Sabo and Kibirige 1989, 678). How-

ever, not everyone was satisfied by the EPLF’s reform, regardless of the EPLF’s sensi-

tivity to popular support. Some people, dissatisfied by land reform and new modes of

economic redistribution, became informants for the Derg after the Ethiopian govern-

ment retook several towns during the EPLF’s strategic retreat in 1978 (Connell 1993,

185-7). Therefore, although the response to the EPLF’s reforms was largely positive,
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the social and political changes did present some challenges to the overall military

security of the organization.

Yet, for both those that had mobilized on behalf of the EPLF as well as those

unlikely to support the movement, the EPLF’s public goods provision generated legit-

imacy for the EPLF’s claim of territorial sovereignty. For example, because these

public goods provision services were “on offer to all people,” they represented “one

crucial means of showing the people that the EPLF cares about them” (Cliffe and

Davidson 1988, 99). Moreover, the efficiency of the EPLF’s medical services in par-

ticular caused feudal lords, unlikely to support the socialist EPLF, “to first [extend]

a hand of friendship to the organization” and recognize the EPLF’s new authority

in the areas the feudal lords previously controlled (Wilson 1991, 117). Müller (2012)

argues that the “quasi-state structures” the EPLF created secured “legitimacy and

hegemony” within Eritrea (Müller 2012, 795). The EPLF’s “[s]uccessful and efficient”

public goods provision had the EPLF “marching confidently toward implementing a

social revolution leading, as they conceived it, toward national liberation, while at the

same time securing for themselves the government of the future state” (Ehrlich 1983,

90). Finally, the administrative and governing structures the EPLF created, such as

health care and education public goods provision, served as “a stepping-stone to even

greater authority . . . the independence wars in Eritrea and East Timor were one long

process of state formation, and the grand strategies of the liberation movements were

statecraft-in-the-making” (Weldemichael 2012, 10-11).

To finance and support their domestic governance activities in a way that even

more deeply legitimated their claims to territorial sovereignty, the EPLF empha-

sized self-reliance. The concept of self-reliance referred to an idea of doing more with

less, and producing what the EPLF needed from within Eritrea then looking to the

international community or others for help. On a domestic level, the EPLF had no
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superpower allies (Connell 1993, 168-9): both the United States and the Soviet Union

supported the Ethiopian regime at various points throughout the conflict (Connell

2003, xxxvi; Iyob 1997, 131). It was not until the famine of 1984 that the EPLF

received development aid from Western powers (Connell 1993, 24). EPLF fighters

and supporters were unpaid (Bernal 2001, 143). Even to the civilians living in areas

where the EPLF controlled, the EPLF preached the doctrine of self-reliance (Johnson

and Johnson 1981, 191).

The emphasis on self-reliance was not only practical domestically, it also served

a critical purpose internationally. The EPLF recognized the importance of the inter-

national community’s support for its ultimate objective of independence and the

establishment of Eritrea as a nation-state. It was the United Nations, after all, that

had denied them this independence in 1952. The EPLF was acutely aware that other

countries that had received independence in Africa could hardly sustain themselves,

barely maintaing their grasp on power and often reliant on Western aid. As a result,

the EPLF emphasized self-reliance because “. . . [t]his policy of self-reliance is a nec-

essary pre-condition for the establishment of an independent and developed economy.

The pursuance of a policy of self-reliance is essential for the total independence and

liberation of a society” (Sabo and Kibirige 1989, 678). Therefore, the EPLF intended

to demonstrate to the international community that it was fully capable of governing

and controlling the territorial space of Eritrea, and all people in that space.

To achieve these ends, the EPLF strategically used its public goods provision

with great success. Many of the outside observers who visited Eritrea commented

on the EPLF’s “impressive infrastructure and social services” (Selassie 1989, 107;

(Pateman 1998, 223); (Firebrace and Holland 1985, 103)). In essays to the United

Nations (Connell 1993, 176) and the Permanent Tribunal for the Rights of Peoples

(Eritrean People’s Liberation Front 1982, 203-4) delineating the reasons for Eritrea’s
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right to independence, the EPLF included information on the insurgency’s public

goods apparatus. Once the EPLF “consolidated its position within Eritrea,” especially

after 1981, “the EPLF next turned its attention to political campaigns to attain

regional and international legitimacy. . . . The Eritrean quest for legitimacy finally

captured regional and international attention with the maturation of diplomatic skills,

military sophistication and a demonstration of economic viability” (Iyob 1997, 131,

135). In this case, economic viability, like self-reliance, refers to the EPLF’s ability

to provide the necessary infrastructure and public goods an independent nation-state

typically provides with few resources and without international support. In other

words, the EPLF generated legitimacy internationally by acting as if it were a state

and providing the infrastructure and services most nation-states provide, without the

aid of foreign nations. The EPLF understood that in order to legitimate its claim

to territorial sovereignty of Eritrea, the EPLF needed to demonstrate the economic

viability and self-sufficiency of an independent Eritrea and used public goods provision

as one way to accomplish this goal (Sabo and Kibirige 1989, 678).

Ultimately, the EPLF was victorious in its struggle. Although all of Eritrea had

been liberated by early 1990 (Connell 2003, xxxvii), the international community

failed to recognize Eritrea as an independent state.3 The EPLF then joined other

insurgencies fighting the Ethiopian Derg regime at the time, and marched to the

Ethiopian capital of Addis Ababa. In 1991, the Derg was overthrown with the help

of the EPLF, and the Ethiopian insurgents took over governing activities.4 The new

Ethiopian regime allowed the EPLF to hold a referendum on Eritrean independence,

in which all Eritrean citizens would be eligible to participate. The EPLF considered

anyone born in the territorial space of Eritrea or had parents born in Eritrea as citi-
3The United States, United Nations, Ethiopia and Italy, for example did not recognize

Eritrea until 1993 (Adam 1994, 21).
4Connell 2003, pg. xxxvii
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zens. The vote was nearly unanimous: over 99% of all ballots cast supported Eritrean

independence (Parmelee 1993). Ethiopia and the international community accepted

the results, and a new state was born.

5.2 Evaluating Proposed Mechanisms: The EPLF

Throughout their nearly 20-year struggle, the Eritrean People’s Liberation Front

fought for the independence of Eritrea and successfully created a newly independent

state. To achieve their sovereignty, the EPLF relied on a repertoire of both non-violent

and violent strategies. In the pages that follow I evaluate the causal mechanisms of

why the EPLF provided public goods, in other words, why the EPLF offered services

to all people, including those unlikely to support the movement. Because the EPLF

is a representative case, we can generalize the findings of this case to other, similar

cases.

5.2.1 Ideology

In this section, I evaluate the effect of the hypothesized causal mechanism of ideology

on the provision of public goods. In particular, I evaluate the ideology of communism

as the EPLF was a Marxist organization. If ideology drives insurgent public goods

provision, one would anticipate that the communist ideology determined not only

the decision to provide social services but also the decision of who would be able

to access these services. I find little support for this hypothesis as the cause of the

EPLF’s decision to provide public goods, although ideology was extremely important

of the organization’s overall strategy and the nature of its public goods provision,

particularly in the early years of its struggle.
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Communism

The EPLF’s communist ideology undergirded many of the insurgency’s most impor-

tant decisions, especially before the 1980s. The Marxist ideology influenced the

EPLF’s military strategy, what the EPLF reformed and provided, as well as how

the EPLF reformed these institutions. However, the EPLF was not doctrinaire in

its adherence to a Marxist ideology. The EPLF was practical in its application of

Marxism, and would avoid making too drastic or unpopular changes if the EPLF

would face considerable antagonism in the areas it controlled (Connell 1993, 190).

Moreover, particularly in the 1980s, the EPLF moved away from Marxism and instead

focused on socialism and socioeconomic development. Despite this ideological shift,

there was no change in the populations to whom the EPLF offered services. Taken

together, this suggests that although Marxism affected many of the EPLF’s decisions,

the choice to provide public goods was not due to the group’s Marxist ideology. The

EPLF was not dogmatic, but a practical organization that would exchange public

support for a strict adherence to ideological precepts.

5.2.2 Organizational Strength and Security

In this section, I evaluate the hypothesis that the EPLF provided public goods in order

to enhance the organizational security and military effectiveness of the group. In other

words, to test the hypothesis that the decision of the EPLF to offer social services

to anyone related to the overall military capacity of the organization. I evaluate four

variants of this hypothesis, and I find some support for the mobilization explanation,

but very little support for any other explanations.
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Mobilization

The mobilization explanation implies that the EPLF provided public goods in order

to recruit new members to join the insurgency. Public goods provision did engender

public support for the insurgency and people did join the EPLF after living in the

areas the insurgency controlled. However, the EPLF also established mass organiza-

tions for its supporters that were specifically created for mobilizing large numbers of

the population (Connell 2003, 95). Additionally, the EPLF did not single out par-

ticular towns to control because the people in these towns would likely support the

insurgency, as the example of the town of Keren above demonstrates. Ultimately,

although public goods provision had the effect of mobilizing some, it seems unlikely

that the decision to provide goods to all people was made solely for this purpose for

two reasons: first, the EPLF created mass organizations for their supporters explicitly

for the purpose of mobilization, and second, the EPLF provided services to people

who would almost certainly never take up arms on behalf of the insurgency.

Screening

The screening explanation implies that the EPLF provided public goods in order to

select the most-talented people to fill important roles in the insurgency. For example,

the EPLF might provide public goods in order to find the smartest people in the

country to send for further training as doctors who would serve in the insurgency.

Although some members of the population in the EPLF schools were selected for

further training or instruction, as noted in the historical overview above, these recruits

had to volunteer for these positions. Therefore, although someone who was unlikely to

support the insurgency might avail himself or herself to the EPLF’s services, unless the
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person volunteered for positions that required additional training, the EPLF would

not send him or her for further training then conscript the person into the insurgency.

Avoid Detection

The “avoid detection” explanation for why the EPLF provided public goods implies

that the insurgency provided public goods so that the incumbent government could

not determine who availed themselves to the insurgency’s services and thus was a

likely member of the insurgency. In other words, by providing to everyone, the gov-

ernment could not single out specific people who were members of the insurgency

by ascertaining who received services from a non-government provider. Not only does

this hypothesis demand a high level of state capacity, but the EPLF was a secessionist

organization and made explicitly clear the territorial space it sought to control. Within

this territorial space, the EPLF liberated towns, meaning that it could hold the ter-

ritory even when facing extreme pressure from the government. The EPLF clearly

operated in these territories and the government did not hold any power in these

areas, and provided public goods primarily after it controlled territory. Therefore, the

decision to provide public goods was not a strategy of EPLF misdirection.

Lethality

Finally, the lethality explanation implies that the EPLF provided public goods to

recruit people willing to commit more violent acts. As noted above, the EPLF gener-

ally tried to limit civilian casualties and avoided urban guerrilla warfare. Additionally,

one might anticipate that the EPLF would increase the populations that could benefit

from its social service provision prior to a major campaign, and then would decrease

the access to their social service after. However, there is no variation across time in the

populations that were able to access the EPLF’s social service provision. Ultimately,
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there is little support for the lethality explanation in the EPLF’s decision to provide

services to all people.

5.2.3 Domestic Politics

In this section, I evaluate the hypothesis that domestic politics caused the EPLF’s

choice to provide public goods. This line of argumentation suggests that domestic

considerations caused the EPLF to provide public goods to all people. I find no

support for the ‘selectorate’ explanation. This explanation implies that as the EPLF’s

control of territory expanded, it was more efficient for the EPLF to provide public

goods as opposed to the more exclusive club goods the insurgency had previously

provided. I find little support for the explanation that outbidding, or the drive to

provide public goods to compete with other insurgencies or the Ethiopian state, caused

the EPLF’s decision to provide public goods. Finally, I find very strong support for

the explanation that public goods provision was a legitimation tool the EPLF used

to bolster the claim of territorial sovereignty domestically.

Selectorate

The selectorate explanation implies that the EPLF initially provided club goods to

likely supporters, but as the territory the EPLF controlled expanded and the EPLF

controlled a more heterogeneous population, it became inefficient to provide club

goods and the EPLF instead provided public goods. I find very little support for

this hypothesis. The EPLF split from the ELF for the very reason that the ELF

relied on patronage politics and clientelistic relations and had difficulty expanding

its constituency to the Christian and minority population of Eritrea. Moreover, the

EPLF never provided club goods to only civilians likely to support the insurgency.

From the time the EPLF controlled territory, it provided public goods, and once
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that territorial space increased, the EPLF did not change the populations that could

benefit from its service provision.

Outbidding

The outbidding explanation suggests that the EPLF provided public goods as a way

to compete with existing insurgencies. At some points throughout the 1970s, the

EPLF and the ELF did fight each other, but the leaders of the EPLF sought to

first reform the ELF from within. Failing this, the EPLF first allied with the ELF

and sought to unify the ELF and the EPLF into one organization. Only after these

attempts at unification failed did the EPLF and the ELF begin to fight one another.

This behavior suggests that the EPLF was primarily concerned with the liberation

of Eritrea, and wanted to consolidate resources to achieve this goal, not compete for

influence. Furthermore, once the ELF was defeated in 1981, the EPLF continued to

provide public goods. If the EPLF only provided public goods to compete with the

ELF, once the ELF disbanded, the EPLF should have no incentive to provide public

goods.

Territory-Centric Domestic Legitimation

The domestic legitimation explanation implies that the EPLF provided public goods

in order to legitimate itself as the sovereign of a bounded territorial space and that

the ascriptive characteristics of the population inside that territorial space were of less

importance to the insurgency than the consolidation of legitimate sovereign authority

within this territorial space. I find considerable support for this hypothesis. The EPLF

espoused a territorial-based nationalism, meaning that the EPLF recognized its con-

stituency as all people living in the territorial space it sought to control (Eritrea),

even those ethnic, religious, or class groups not likely to join the insurgency. For
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the EPLF to legitimate itself, it needed to provide to its entire constituency, or all

people within the territorially space of Eritrea. By providing to all people within the

territorial space of Eritrea, the EPLF provided public goods. Therefore, the EPLF’s

strategic objective of secessionism gave rise to its territorial-based nationalism as well

as the necessity to provide services to all people within that geographic space, or

public goods.

5.2.4 International Politics

In this section, I evaluate the final hypothesis that the EPLF provided public goods as

a means of legitimating its claim of sovereignty to the international community, in the

hopes that the international community would recognize Eritrea as a sovereign state.

Throughout the course of the Eritrean war of independence, the EPLF was highly

concerned with the good opinion of foreign states and international organizations.

I find strong support for the hypothesis that the EPLF provided public goods as a

means of legitimating its claim of sovereign authority over Eritrea to the international

community.

International Legitimation

The international legitimation hypothesis implies the EPLF provided public goods

as a way to legitimate its claim of territorial sovereignty to the international com-

munity. For secessionist insurgencies in particular, the international community is a

critical observer in determining the success or failure of the insurgency. Simply put,

the EPLF needs the international community to recognize Eritrea as an independent

state. As such, the EPLF believed it needed to demonstrate economic viability and

self-reliance. As noted above, the EPLF used its public goods provision as a way to

demonstrate economic viability and that an Eritrean state could function without
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access to considerable economic resources. The EPLF engaged in diplomatic legiti-

mation campaigns and described their social service provision in essays to the United

Nations the Permanent Tribunal for the Rights of Peoples that advocated for the

EPLF’s position. Finally, the EPLF’s public goods provision and the infrastructure

had the consequence of drawing the attention and praise of many outside supporters

who advocated on behalf of the insurgency’s claim of sovereignty.

5.2.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, I find the most support for the hypotheses that domestic concerns of

legitimating the EPLF’s authority as a sovereign entity drove the EPLF’s choice to

provide public goods as well as international concerns about the formal recognition of

sovereignty drove the EPLF’s decision to provide public goods. Although there may

be some slight support for the ideology, mobilization and outbidding explanations, the

overwhelming amount of evidence supports the hypotheses that the EPLF’s concerns

of domestic and international legitimation drove the EPLF’s decision to provide public

goods. Table 5.1 summarizes these results. These findings are consistent with the

theoretical foundation outlined in Chapter 2.
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Table 5.1: Evidence For Causal Mechanisms of EPLF’s Public Goods Provision

Hypotheses Causal Process Support

Ideology Communism Low

Organizational Recruitment Some
Strength and Security Screening Low

Avoid Detection None
Lethality Low

Domestic Politics Selectorate Low
Outbidding None

Territory-Centric Legitimation High

International Politics International Legitimation High

5.3 The Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Party:

An Historical Overview

The Ethiopian Civil War followed over a decade of turbulent unrest and the out-

break of the secessionist conflict in Eritrea. Before the civil war, Ethiopia had just

concluded nearly a half century of territorial expansion. To address the growing need

for consolidating state power at the center, Emperor Haile Selassie I implemented

new education reforms that would benefit a growing number of young people who

would staff the ballooning bureaucracy (Markakis and Ayele 1977, 35). In the 1950s,

the Haile Selassie I University in Addis Ababa had fewer than 1,000 students (Tareke

2009, 26). By the mid-1970s, the University was home to nearly 8,000. Many of these

new students came from poorer, rural families. With the exponential growth of the
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student population, “[s]tudent life deteriorated markedly during the decade of expan-

sion: inferior and inadequate housing, appalling food, a decaying social environment,

as well as a shrinking job market” (Ibid). With decrepit living conditions and dire

future prospects, these students became increasingly radicalized. One such student,

Isais Afewerki, would become the leader of the Eritrean People’s Liberation Front

(EPLF), while many of his friends and colleagues would form the Ethiopian People’s

Revolutionary Party (EPRP).

Meanwhile, as increasingly radicalized students agitated in the capital city, others

began to lay the foundation of a prolonged armed struggle in the countryside. In

1964, over ten years before the civil war, the Ethiopian government launched a new

education policy to address the shortage of primary and secondary school teachers in

the peripheries. To address this shortfall, university students were required to spend

at least one year teaching secondary education in the countryside. The university

students who travelled outside the capital:

“[w]ere shaken by the primordial nature of life in the Ethiopian coun-

tryside, where conditions had changed little since biblical times. Student

teachers were further embittered by the realization that the imperial offi-

cialdom could make no meaningful change in the life of the peasantry.

They shared these feelings with their pupils, the ablest of whom were

already facing disillusionment with their aspirations for higher education”

(Tadesse 1993, 45-6).

The declining conditions and dwindling future prospects for educated university stu-

dents, coupled with a sense of bitterness at the stagnation and backwardness of the

countryside deepened these students’ radicalism, while sowing the seeds for peasant

support for an armed rebellion in the countryside.
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At the same time, Ethiopia also invested deeply and rapidly in manufacturing

and production technologies. Legal protections of workers such as workplace safety

laws or fair wages, were practically non-existent. These conditions “promoted the

rapid development of political consciousness among the Ethiopian proletariat,” an

aggrieved and politicized working class emerged (Markakis and Ayele 1977, 48).

These workers, in addition to the radicalized students, would serve as the leader-

ship nucleus and primary supporters of the Marxist Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary

Party (EPRP),5 which was officially established in 1969 (Tadesse 1993, 74). In the

early 1970s, the EPRP determined that it would launch an armed campaign against

Emperor Selassie in the countryside, and targeted southern Ethiopia. The EPRP

adopted Mao’s strategy of people’s war “based in the rural areas mainly on the peasant

masses. . . because the military and economic base of the enemy are located in the

cities and he is weaker in the rural areas" (Ibid, 88). The EPRP decided to prepare for

the oncoming revolution against the Ethiopian regime by first radicalizing and prop-

agating amongst the peasant masses in order to mobilize the support of peasantry

before launching the armed insurrection (Ibid, 86).

The nascent EPRP sought help from Eritrean insurgencies also fighting Emperor

Selassie, and the Eritrean People’s Liberation Front (EPLF) responded with “extremely

critical” assistance (Ibid, 97). The EPLF introduced “the Ethiopian radicals to a host

of other organizations and governments which provided them help. Among these

were: the [EPLF] leadership in the field, which was to provide training and sanctuary

before the [EPRP] nucleus moved to the Tigrai hinterland” (Ibid, 97).

Between 1972 and 1973, the EPRP decided to send several cadres to Eritrea to

train with the EPLF for a year (Weldemichael 2012, 222). While the nucleus of the

5The EPRP was first called the Ethiopian People’s Liberation Organization but changed
its name to the Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Party.
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EPRP’s army trained with the EPLF, the EPRP in Addis Ababa searched for areas

to establish a military base and began cultivating civilian support.

In Eritrea, the EPRP and the EPLF were almost unified as a fighting force. Before

the EPRP’s nucleus of insurgents began fighting the Ethiopian regime on its own,

the EPRP was conducting operations with the EPLF (Ibid, 254). The EPRP even

“adopted some of the codes and ethics” of the EPLF (Ibid, 151). One of these codes

was self-reliance (Tadesse 1998, 450). Like the EPLF, the EPRP lacked significant

resources and needed to maximize the utility of whatever members could find.

The EPRP’s preparations for a rural insurgency abruptly changed in September

1974 when the Derg, a Marxist “committee” of soldiers headed by Mengistu Haile

Mariam, succeeded in toppling Emperor Selassie. The EPRP believed that it could

work peacefully with the Derg because of their shared ideology. As a result, the

EPRP temporarily postponed its rural armed struggle, and instead decided to focus

on peaceful negotiation as well as political agitation at Addis Ababa. Although the

EPRP temporarily shifted its focus, it never abandoned the idea of an armed struggle

(Ibid, 133-4)

The Derg initially sought to co-opt rival leftist organizations (Ibid, 24-5, 42) and

even implemented some social and political reforms that these leftist groups had

advocated for, such as land reform (Ibid, 205). The Derg, however, staunchly refused

to step down from its position of power and implement democratic reforms, a key

tenant of the EPRP’s political program and demands (Ibid, 120). When pressure

from the EPRP for political reform intensified, the Derg responded with increasingly

violent repression (Ibid, 127). Slowly, relations between the EPRP and the Derg broke

down, and the EPRP’s urban agitation campaign became increasingly violent. The

EPRP turned to tactics of “infiltration and assassination” (Halliday and Molyneux
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1981, 122) and developed Urban Defense Wing: urban guerrilla fighters who battled

the Derg in the capital (Tadesse 1998, 151).

In late-1975, the EPRP decided it could no longer postpone its rural insurgent

struggle and directed its rural army to move south from Eritrea. The EPRP moved

from Eritrea to the hinterlands of the Tigrai region to establish a base of control, then

branched out to the peripheral Wello, Begemidir, Sidamo, Harer and Shoa provinces

(Ibid, 87-8). These rural outposts served two purposes: first, as a sanctuary for EPRP

members and supporters fleeing the intense oppression orchestrated by the Derg,

called the Red Terror. These bases, "[b]esides their strategic significance...were also

designed to create relatively safe areas where EPRP members and sympathizers from

the cities of the central and southern parts of Ethiopia would retreat in case of major

calamities" (Ibid, 183).

Second, the EPRP used these areas to establish social service provision appara-

tuses that would provide education and health care to the peasantry “in order to

raise their awareness, to get their support, and to facilitate recruitment of peasant

fighters” (Ibid, 350). For the peasants lacking any education, the EPRP conducted lit-

eracy campaigns while more advanced recruits “conducted political discussion sessions

on a regular basis and departments prepared reading materials” (Ibid, 350-66).

In addition, because of the EPRP’s student background, the organization had a

considerable number of professional medical personnel. As a result, the EPRP “had its

own clinic where members and peasants were treated. The clinics were staffed by med-

ical doctors, pharmacists, qualified health officers and nurses” (Ibid, 368). One of the

common treatments the EPRP administered to both its members as well as civilians

was acupunture. Acupuncture was “introduced by [EPRP] members who had been

trained by Chinese medical groups in South Yemen who in turn trained others” (Ibid,

368). The EPRP gained considerable popularity among the peasantry because of its
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acupuncture treatments and their seeming effectiveness. Moreover, the EPRP in the

western part of the Begemidir province of Ethiopia also established abortion clinics.

Because the EPRP was a Marxist organization, women’s participation in combat and

in the insurgency was particularly important. When women joined the EPRP, sexual

relations between members became problematic. Although the EPRP tried to ban

intra-insurgency couples, the policy was ultimately unsuccessful. To respond to the

needs of the women combatants, the EPRP instead built abortion clinics. (Ibid, 369).

While the EPRP provided social services, it did not provide these services to all

people. The EPRP decided that:

“[i]n line with the Chinese and Vietnamese experience, the EPRP had

classified territories into two major categories, ‘white’ and ‘red’ areas.

The ‘white’ areas were those where the regime had its infrastructure and

the people were subjected to its control. ‘Red’ areas were those where

peasants had stopped paying taxes to the regime and had identified them-

selves as the ERPP . . . In some cases, it was in these ‘red’ areas that the

EPRP/EPRA had its mini-base where the clinics, training camps, etc.

were found” (Tadesse 1998, 367).

Therefore, services were restricted to only peasants who had expressed support for

the EPRP and had stopped paying taxes. The EPRP thus provided, club goods, and

not public goods.

While the EPRP provided club goods, it is not inconceivable that the rebel group

could have provided public goods. The EPRP was primarily based in the Tigrayan

region of Ethiopia. In the later half of the 1970s, an insurgent group called the

Tigrayan People’s Liberation Front (TPLF) formed, and at first sought secessionism,

then changed to advocating for the overthrow of the Derg and regional autonomy.
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By the late 1970s and the 1980s, the TPLF had gained considerable strength and

“demanded the the EPRP vacate the Tigrayan national territory, to which the EPRP

retorted that it was its right to struggle everywhere in the country, including, of

course, Tigray” (Tareke 2009, 87-8). The EPRP thus considered all of Ethiopia to

be its potential constituency and could have provided public goods, but instead the

EPRP provided club goods.

Shortly after the TPLF’s threat to the EPRP to vacate Tigray, the EPRP faced

extreme pressure from the Ethiopian government as well as other insurgent organi-

zations. The Derg regime had carried out a tortuous repression campaign to elimi-

nate the EPRP and its supporters, called the Red Terror. The Red Terror effectively

removed the EPRP presence from the urban centers (Henze 2007, 256 and 280). The

TPLF increasingly sought to destroy the EPRP as well, because the TPLF viewed

the EPRP as competition (Tronvoll et al. 2009, 31). The TPLF turned the EPLF, the

former allies of the EPRP, against the EPRP. Increasing military pressure from both

insurgents as well as the Derg decimated the military strength of the EPRP (Tareke

2009, 41).

The remaining EPRP members retreated to Gondar and established a base in

Ethiopia in the early 1980s (Ibid, 228).There, the EPRP continued to mobilize and

try to recruit peasants living in the area. The EPRP survived and continued to fight

the Derg until 1991, when it finally was crushed by the TPLF on its march to Addis

Ababa to overthrow the Derg regime (Ibid, 41).

5.4 Evaluating Proposed Mechanisms: The EPRP

In this section, I evaluate the proposed causal mechanisms underlying the EPRP’s

choice to provide social services, however, because the EPRP did not provide public
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goods, I evaluate these mechanisms in the context of club goods provision. Unlike

the Eritrean People’s Liberation Front’s public goods provision described above, I

find that the EPRP’s club goods provision follows a distinct logic. The EPRP used

club goods provision as primarily a recruitment mechanism, guided secondarily by

their ideology. These findings are broadly consistent with the existing literature on

insurgent social service provision.

5.4.1 Ideology

In this section, I evaluate the hypothesis that ideology determined the EPRP’s choice

to provide social services. Because the EPRP is a Marxist group, I evaluate the effect

of Marxism on the EPRPs choice to provide club goods.

Communism

The EPRP was a communist organization and heavily relied on the strategies of suc-

cessful communist revolutionaries of the past. For example, the EPRP determined to

follow Maoist strategies of guerilla warfare and wage a rural armed struggle, mobi-

lizing the peasantry before attempting a dual strategy of urban and rural warfare.

Additionally, the EPRP included women in its constituency, an important aspect of

communism, and provided education and health care, like Mao three decades earlier.

Although not necessarily an ideological tenant, the EPRP replicated both Maoist and

Vietnamese strategies of service provision by only providing to those people who were

not paying taxes to the government or who openly supported the movement.

5.4.2 Organizational Strength and Security

In this section, I evaluate the hypothesis that concerns of organizational strength

and security motivated social service provision. Specifically, I examine if the EPRP’s
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objective for providing social services was to mobilize the population and recruit, to

screen the best recruits, to obfuscate the location and members of the insurgency or

to kill more people without losing support.

Mobilization

According to the mobilization explanation, insurgencies provide social services in

order to recruit members of the population to join the insurgency. Kiflu Tadesse,

the author of The Generation (one of the texts cited above that provides an inside

account of the EPRP), was a leader of the EPRP (Tadesse 1998, 307). In the text, he

explicitly states that the purpose of providing club goods was to recruit peasants to

join the insurgency. The unequivocal statement of purpose from a leading member of

the insurgency who would have known why certain actions were undertaken indicates

strong support for this hypothesis. Moreover, these results are consistent with the

work of Weinstein (2006) who finds that insurgencies with low economic resources,

like the EPRP, use social services to mobilize and recruit.

Screening

This explanation implies that insurgencies provide social services to screen the best

recruits for higher positions in the insurgency. The evidence for this hypothesis is

limited. The EPRP tended to focus their service provision on peasants, while most of

their leaders were well-educated secondary and university students. The EPRP would

not likely need to screen the best candidates from its courses and literacy campaigns

to fill high-skilled positions within the insurgency. Thus, although it is possible, it

seems unlikely the EPRP used their service provision to find the best recruits for

certain positions within the insurgency.
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Avoid Detection

The explanation of “avoid detection” refers to the idea that insurgencies provide social

services so that the state cannot identify friend from foe. There is little evidence for

this hypothesis in the case of the EPRP. The EPRP provided to only those popula-

tions that had expressed support for the group or had stopped paying taxes to the

government. The expression of support for the EPRP and tax evasion are two clearly

identifiable behaviors that would not have provided cover for the EPRP hiding there.

Moreover, the Derg regime was not particularly concerned with identifying civilian

from insurgent—the Derg killed an estimated half a million people during the Red

Terror (BBC News 1999).

Lethality

The explanation of lethality refers to the idea that the EPRP provided social services

to kill more people, and demand their recruits engage in high-casualty attacks, while

maintaining support from the population. Little evidence exists in support of this

claim. The EPRP did not increase or decrease its service provision in response to

campaigns or battles it anticipated undertaking—the EPRP’s service provision was

fairly consistent throughout the conflict. One would expect changes in service pro-

vision to occur as the conflict intensity waxes and wanes. Ultimately, there is little

evidence in support of this hypothesis, however it cannot be entirely dismissed because

of a lack of evidence.

5.4.3 Domestic Politics

In this section, I consider the empirical support for the hypothesis that appealing to

the domestic population drove the EPRP’s provision of social services. I find little
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support for all three explanations, the selectorate, outbidding and domestic legitimacy

hypotheses, and I review each here.

Selectorate

The selectorate explanation investigated here implies that as the population under the

EPRP’s control expanded, it no longer became economically efficient for the EPRP

to limit its social service provision to smaller constituencies. The critical observable

implications of this explanation are that service provision should change over time

with increases in the territory it controlled and that the EPRP should rely on estab-

lished patterns of social and political dominance in the area. As the EPRP moved

from territory to territory, there was no change in the populations that the EPRP tar-

geted. Additionally, the EPRP sought to mobilize women, a traditionally oppressed

constituency, and thus mobilized against traditional power structures. The EPRP’s

mobilization of women suggests that the EPRP did not solely rely on existing power

structures for mobilization. Taken together, this suggests little support for the selec-

torate hypothesis.

Outbidding

The outbidding explanation suggests that insurgencies use social service provision

as a way to compete with other insurgencies. Although the TPLF was a primary

competitor of the EPRP, the TPLF only sought to influence Ethiopian Tigrayans,

not all of Ethiopia, while the EPRP sought to control all of Ethiopia. Therefore, the

EPRP and the TPLF would have competed over a small constituency, and does not

explain the EPRP’s activity elsewhere in the country. Additionally, the EPRP did

not change its level of social service provision despite this competition, which this
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hypothesis implies. Together, this suggests that outbidding did not drive the EPRP’s

social service provision calculus.

Territory-Centric Domestic Legitimation

Finally, the domestic legitimation hypothesis suggests that the EPRP provided social

services to legitimate itself as the sovereign of the territorial space of Ethiopia. Con-

ceivably, the EPRP could have provided public goods to all people within Ethiopia,

however the EPRP did not. The EPRP selectively targeted members of the population

to become fighters, because the EPRP needed only a military victory to be successful.

Through the EPRP’s social service provision, it did not attempt to demonstrate that

it was the legitimate sovereign authority of Ethiopia to all Ethiopians. Ultimately,

there is little support, if any, for this hypothesis.

5.4.4 International Politics

In this final section, I consider international political explanations for the causal mech-

anism of insurgent public goods provision. I find little support for this explanation.

International Legitimation

Although the EPRP did seek international support, the support was in the form of

military and financial resources so that the EPRP could achieve military success, not

for international recognition of statehood. Additionally, the EPRP did not use its

social service provision as a means to draw this international economic and military

support. Instead, the EPRP used contacts which it had established with the EPLF

in order to gain international sponsorship for resources, not international recognition

of sovereignty (Tadesse 1993, 97).
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Table 5.2: Evidence For Causal Mechanisms of EPRP’s Club Goods Provision

Hypotheses Causal Process Support

Ideology Communism Some

Organizational Recruitment High
Strength and Security Screening Low

Avoid Detection Low
Lethality Low

Domestic Politics Selectorate Low
Outbidding Low

Territory-Centric Legitimation None

International Politics International Legitimation None

5.4.5 Conclusion

Table 5.2 summarizes the results of this case study. The EPRP, a centrist/revolutionary

rebel organization followed their communist ideology and historically successful com-

munist organizations and provided club goods to recruit peasant fighters. Consistent

with existing empirical research, club goods provision tends to facilitate recruitment

so that centrist/revolutionary groups can overthrow the government in the center.

Ultimately because the EPRP was not a secessionist insurgency, it was unconcerned

with international or domestic legitimation strategies and did not provide public

goods.
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5.5 Comparing the EPLF and the EPRP

The Eritrean People’s Liberation Front (EPLF) and the Ethiopian People’s Revolu-

tionary Party (EPRP) paired comparison is particularly illustrative. I selected these

cases from the results of my statistical analysis, and the EPLF and the EPRP are

“on-the-line” cases, meaning cases representative of the statistical results. Therefore,

I assume that by identifying the causal mechanism of public goods provision in the

EPLF and club goods provision by the EPRP, these causal mechanisms are gener-

alizable to the broader population of like-cases. Moreover, the EPRP’s provision of

club goods is not overdetermined: the EPRP could have conceivably provided ser-

vices publically. The EPRP saw all of Ethiopia as its constituency, yet targeted only

followers and people who refused to pay their taxes.

Additionally, these cases are highly similar to each other. Both groups operated

in Ethiopia. Authors argue that the EPLF began sometime between 1970 and 1972,

while the EPRP began in 1969. The leaders of the organizations knew each other,

attended school together and were involved in student politics when Eritrea was part

of Ethiopia. The leaders’ shared experiences influenced the Marxist ideology of both

groups. The EPLF and the EPRP both had minimal external support, which led the

EPLF to create and the EPRP to adopt the policy of self-reliance. The EPLF and the

EPRP shared a Maoist guerrilla strategy of warfare waged in the hinterlands with

an army of mobilized peasants, although the EPRP did have a substantial urban

component. As early as 1972 or 1973, the EPLF and the EPRP trained together,

sharing resources and information. Both groups controlled territory. The greatest

difference between the two groups were their ultimate strategic objectives and their

social service provision: the EPLF was a secessionist group and provided public goods,
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while the EPRP was not a secessionist group and it did not provide public goods

although it reasonably could have.

Although Marxism played a major role in the shape and nature of the services for

both groups, the EPLF and the EPRP provided different categories of social services

(public goods vs. club goods). As a result of the different categories of social service

provision that the two groups provided, the causal process undergirding the insur-

gencies’ decisions regarding to whom to provide these services varied tremendously

between the EPLF and the EPRP. The EPLF’s secessionist goals rendered the group

highly concerned with the entire territorial space of Eritrea, and as such, the organiza-

tion emphasized belonging to the territorial space, and not a given ethnic or religious

identity. To legitimate their claim of sovereignty over this space, even to those people

unlikely to support the group, the EPLF provided public goods. Moreover, the EPLF

used public goods provision to legitimize their claim to statehood internationally by

demonstrating Eritrea’s viability if it were recognized as a state.

On the other hand, the EPRP’s calculus was much simpler: mobilize and recruit

the peasantry. The EPRP was a centrist group that first sought to overthrow the

Emperor Haile Selassie I, then the Derg. To achieve their goals, the EPRP needed

only a military victory. To achieve this victory, the EPRP needed recruits, so it used

social services to mobilize the peasantry. Table 3 below summarizes the similarities

and differences between the two groups.

Ultimately, the strategic objective of the EPLF and the EPRP determined the

populations that could benefit from the insurgencies’ social services. The results are

consistent with the theory and statistical analysis.
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Table 5.3: Comparison of EPLF and EPRP

Variables and Mechanisms EPLF EPRP

Location Ethiopia Ethiopia

Time Period 1972-1993 1969/19746-1991

Ideology Marxism Marxism

Foreign Support Minimal Minimal

Military Strategy Maoist Maoist

Allied Insurgencies EPRP, TPLF EPLF

Central Command7 High Moderate
Strength

Insurgent Strength8 Weaker than Government Much Weaker
than Government

Territorial Control Yes Yes

Strategic Objective Secessionist Centrist/
Revolutionary

Public Goods Provision? Yes No

Primary Causal Domestic and Recruitment and
Mechanisms International Legitimation Ideology
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5.6 Conclusion

The purpose of this chapter was to test competing hypotheses and identify the causal

process of insurgent public goods provision. To do this, I selected two highly sim-

ilar cases that are also representative of the broader population of insurgencies: the

Eritrean People’s Liberation Front (EPLF) and the Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary

Party (EPRP). Because the cases are representative, the findings can be generalized

to other comparable groups. Additionally, because the EPLF and EPRP are similar

in essentially all aspects except two, their strategic objectives and public goods pro-

vision (or not), any differences in social service outcomes can be attributed to their

strategic objectives.

The results of this chapter support the theory described in Chapter 2: the EPLF

provision of public goods was a strategic choice to legitimate its claim to sovereignty

domestically and internationally. The EPLF was aware that military victory alone

was not enough to be successful and be recognized as a sovereign state. The EPLF

thus used public goods provision as one way to legitimate its claim of territorial

sovereignty and overcome the secessionist insurgent burden. On the other hand, the

EPRP focused on mobilizing the peasantry and targeted specific groups of people for

social service provision.
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Chapter 6

Evaluating the Scope of the Theory: The Case of Hezbollah

In this final empirical chapter, I explore the causal mechanism of Hezbollah’s1 social

service provision, including public goods provision, from its inception in 1982 until

the Israeli withdrawal from Lebanon in 2000.2 This case is particularly useful and

illustrative for two reasons: it enables me to evaluate the scope of the theory proposed

in Chapter 2 and it allows me to trace the determinants of Hezbollah’s social service

provision over time as it moves from exclusive provision to more inclusive, public

goods provision.

First, Hezbollah is an outlier case for my theory because the organization is not a

secessionist group, but it provides public goods. Additionally, Hezbollah’s control of

territory does not represent an outright rejection of the Lebanese state in the areas

it controls, but rather serves as a necessary supplement to the feeble Lebanese state.
1The word “Hezbollah” is a transliteration of the Arabic words meaning “Party of God”

and thus has no precise English spelling. Authors in the texts studied refer to the organization
as: Hezbollah, Hizbullah, Hizbu’allah, and Hizballah. To stay faithful to the texts I am
quoting, I use the precise spelling of the original authors. When referring to the organization
myself, I use the term “Hezbollah.” All spelling variants, however, refer to the same entity.

2I limit the case study to this time period as it covers Hezbollah’s founding until the Israeli
withdrawal from the country, when Hezbollah’s role as an insurgency declined. Because this
nearly twenty-year period is most directly applicable to the other cases, I limit this case
temporally. Moreover, this temporal limitation makes the case even more challenging for my
theory: if public goods provision is a legitimation strategy, and Hezbollah can legitimate
itself by claiming to be and (successfully) acting as a national resistance, Hezbollah may
not need to provide public goods as it may be able to successfully gain legitimacy through
military success.
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Second, not only does the organization represent an outlier case for the theory pre-

sented in Chapter 2, but the variation in the groups’ social service provision allows

a deeper exploration of the motivations underlying the determinants of its initial,

more exclusive, social service provision and the subsequent increasing inclusivity of

its public goods provision. The case study includes research from secondary and trans-

lated primary sources, as well as insights from elite and expert interviews conducted

during field research in Beirut in late Spring 2015.3

I argue that during the Lebanese Civil War when Hezbollah’s strategic goals

included both resistance and revolution, Hezbollah provided selective social services

to people likely to support the insurgency (the Lebanese Shi’a) because of the absent

Lebanese state, a religious duty to care for the indigent and a desire to secure dom-

inance over the Shi’a community in order to expand their pool of potential recruits.

After the civil war ended, the political environment changed and Hezbollah’s strategic

goals shifted. In order to achieve its goal of resistance against Israel, Hezbollah needed

to not just participate, but also succeed, in national elections. As a result, it sought to

legitimate itself as a serious political party and national Lebanese resistance organi-

zation interested in “liberating” and protecting the entire territorial space of Lebanon,

including individuals not represented in Hezbollah’s core constituency. Hezbollah used

public goods provision strategically to garner legitimacy in pursuit of this ultimate

goal. Therefore, like the secessionist groups explored previously, Hezbollah uses public

goods provision as a strategic tool to legitimize its electoral and resistance activities

to both the domestic and international communities.

The findings presented here suggest that not only will secessionist insurgencies

provide public goods, but that when an insurgency defines its long-term strategic

goals in terms of controlling a specific and defined territorial space and replacing a
3A list of interview questions can be found in Appendix Chapter B.
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foreign governing entity in that territory, the rebel organization will be most likely

to provide public goods. Insurgents will use public goods provision as a strategic

tool to legitimate themselves to their domestic constituency, and depending on the

importance of the international community to the insurgencies’ long-term goals, to

legitimate themselves internationally. Therefore, the results of the case of Hezbollah

suggest that the theory I propose may apply to not only secessionist groups but also

to anti-colonial insurgencies that control territory (e.g. the Mozambique Liberation

Front, or FRELIMO, and the African Party for the Independence of Guinea and Cape

Verde, or PAIGC) as well as anti-occupation or national resistance insurgencies that

control territory (e.g. Hezbollah). Secessionist insurgencies and anti-colonial insurgen-

cies need both domestic and international legitimacy, and therefore have the strongest

incentives to provide public goods. Anti-occupation organizations that control terri-

tory need widespread domestic legitimacy and some support from the international

community, so though they are incentivized to provide public goods and are likely to

do so, motivations for cultivatingn domestic legitimacy will be their primary impetus

for providing these public goods.

What this theory cannot explain, however, is center-seeking rebel groups that

provide public goods, such as the Peoples Liberation Army (PLA) after it began

its national unity campaign in 1948. However, my theory may suggest that when

centrist rebels define their constituency as all people within an existing, territorially-

defined nation-state, and not a rebel group representing a specific class, religion or

ethnic group, it will provide public goods. Because center-seeking organizations are

typically successful if they are able to mobilize enough recruits to militarily defeat the

incumbent government, these insurgencies may limit their constituency to only those

people likely to join or support the group. Thus, center-seeking insurgents may lack

incentives to expand their constituency beyond a particular religious group, class
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or ethnicity, making nationalist groups rare, and thus less likely to provide public

goods. What the PLA case does suggest is that insurgencies may make the strategic

calculation to expand their constituency, or restrict their constituency to a particular

class, ethnic group or religion (such as the People’s Front for the Liberation of Oman

and the Arab Gulf), and this may correspond to whether an insurgency will provide

public goods or selective services.

This chapter proceeds as follows: first, I present an historical overview of Hezbollah

from 1982 to 2000. In the second section, I review the alternative hypotheses and

attempt to evaluate the empirical support for the causal mechanisms proposed in

Chapter 2. In the third section, I conclude with a summary of my findings and an

analysis of the implications of these results.

6.1 Hezbollah: An Historical Overview

Between 1982 and 1985, Hezbollah emerged from a coalition of Shi’a militias that

mobilized in response to several overlapping domestic and international conditions.

Domestically, the Lebanese Shi’a population faced decades of political disenfranchise-

ment, causing systematic economic and social oppression within the Shi’a community.

Throughout the 1960s, Shi’a religious leaders such as Imam Musa al-Sadr began to

raise the political consciousness of the Shi’a community, sowing seeds for later revo-

lutionary action (Ranstorp 1997, 28-9). Internationally, the demonstration effects of

the Islamic Revolution rippled across Lebanese borders and resonated amongst the

persecuted Shi’a community who latched onto the goals and messages of Ayatollah

Khomenei (Hamzeh 2004, 18-9). As a result, by the 1980s, some members of the

Lebanese Shi’a community were primed for violent revolution.
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The immediate catalyst for Hezbollah’s ultimate mobilization, however, was

the Israeli invasion of Lebanon in 1982, just three years after the Iranian Rev-

olution (Norton 2007, 33). The Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) had

formed bases in Palestinian refugee camps throughout southern Lebanon from which

cadres launched attacks against Israel. Israel responded to these attacks by invading

Lebanon, soundly defeating the Lebanese Armed Forces. At the same time, Nabih

Berri, the leader of the most prominent Shi’a political organization at the time

(the Amal movement), responded to the Palestinian’s actions by joining Lebanese

Maronite militias to form an anti-Palestinian coalition (Salloukh and Mikaelian 2013,

518). Amal’s alliance with the Christian militias ruptured the movement, and a

small nucleus of approximately 180 deeply religious members of Amal joined other

Shi’a militia to form a rival Shi’a organization: Hezbollah (Ibid). Born in the Beqa’a

Valley, Hezbollah represented a religious alternative to the secular Amal movement

and defined itself as the Islamic Resistance against Israeli and Western and influences.

Not only did this resistance include military action against Israeli and American

troops stationed in Lebanon, but resistance against the Lebanese democratic and

consociational political system. Unlike Amal, which had operated within the Lebanese

political system, Hezbollah sought to overthrow what it believed was the illegitimate

Lebanese state and replace it with a system of Islamic waliyat al-faqih, or Islamic

jurisprudence equipped with political institutions similar to the Iranian state (Saad-

Ghorayeb 2002, 16). In the incipient years, Hezbollah’s mission was not only to push

back foreign military forces, but also:

“to liberate Lebanon from the shackles of political Maronism and the

Lebanese sectarian-confessional political system that is based upon pos-

itive (man-made) laws and legislations (al-qawanin al-wad’iyya) such as
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state constitutions, and establish instead the shari’a (Islamic law and leg-

islation) . . . through a pure and uncompromising Islamic order, system,

or mode of government, be it an Islamic government, state, or republic”

(Alagha 2006, 203).

Indeed, as Hezbollah began consolidating territory in southern Lebanon, even where

non-Shi’a lived, it banned alcohol, loud music and dancing, implementing a strict,

hardline code of behavior (Jaber 1997, 29-30). The Lebanese state that Hezbollah

sought to create in its early years explicitly barred “crusader” Christians and non-

believers from the political realm (Alagha 2006, 202): Hezbollah’s constituents were

the Shi’a population, and the Shi’a population alone.

In addition to its military activities, almost immediately, Hezbollah began devel-

oping social service institutions. Even before Hezbollah first announced its existence

and published its political platform in 1984, the organization began providing ser-

vices to its fighters and the Shi’a in southern Lebanon (Gleis and Berti 2012, 66-7).

Although primarily aimed at addressing the needs of Hezbollah’s militants and their

families (Harik 2005, 82), other Shi’a availed themselves to these critical services,

which many considered to be a higher quality and less expensive alternative to the

Lebanese government’s welfare system (Jaber 1997, 159). In 1984, Hezbollah created

the Islamic Society for Health to provide health care services. A little over a decade

after its launch, the organization administered 46 medical centers, a hospital and

catered to nearly 300,000 (?, 187). Hezbollah also created a women’s health clinic,

staffed solely by female obstetricians and gynecologists, consistent with Islamic law

(Jaber 1997, 159). Hezbollah even established a banking institution called “The Good

Loan,” which consistent with Islamic law, offers hundreds of micro-finance loans at

deeply discounted rates that benefit the recipient (?, 187).
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The reasons for Hezbollah’s initial decision to provide social services likely derive

from three key and interrelated motivations: an absence of the Lebanese state, a need

to consolidate political dominance over the Lebanese Shi’a community (especially in

the south of Lebanon) in order to facilitate and increase recruitment, and a profound

commitment to Hezbollah’s religious ideology. During the Lebanese Civil War, the

Lebanese state collapsed and multiple militias (traditionally representing religious

sects) moved to fill the governance void. Hezbollah was able to carve out territorial

spaces in the southern suburbs of Beirut and the south of Lebanon. Since the civil

war ended, the Lebanese state remained feeble and has been unable to deliver crit-

ical services to the population. Even today, symbols of the state’s weakness—and the

Lebanese people’s attempts to mitigate these issues—are scattered across the country:

shells of buildings bombed nearly four decades earlier stand next to glistening high-

rises; young Beirutis download apps on their smartphones to alert them when the

next daily, three-hour long, government-mandated power cut will happen in their

neighborhood. Amongst this weakness, Hezbollah has been able to consolidate and

expand its control, supplementing and replacing the state in areas across Lebanon to

this day.

Under the conditions of an absent state, Hezbollah emerged already facing a key

competitor for the hearts of the disenfranchised Shi’a population: the Amal movement

that had long worked within the Lebanese political system to service the community.

To eliminate this rival organization and consolidate political and social hegemony

over the Lebanese Shi’a, Hezbollah used both carrots and sticks. Throughout Beirut

and the south of Lebanon where many Shi’a live, Amal and Hezbollah engaged in

brutal street battles for control (Norton 2007, 43-4), while simultaneously engaging in

competitive social service provision. In fact, “[o]ne of the most fundamental struggles

between Amal and Hezbollah was waged in the social field” (Azani 2008, 71).
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One of the key reasons Hezbollah sought to marginalize its political and social

rivals was to increase the pool of potential Shi’a recruits who could fight Israel on

behalf of Hezbollah (Cammett 2014, 158-9). While Hezbollah’s social service provision

detracted from Amal’s base, it simultaneously became a critical tool for luring new

members seeking the benefits associated with the movement (Domont and Charara

2004, 161). Moreover, once in the organization, Hezbollah’s services served as a further

tool to screen recruits and place them in high-ranking positions, thereby filling crit-

ical roles with the most committed and talented members (Berman and Laitin 2008;

Hamzeh 2004, 87; Ranstorp 1997, 36). Indeed, Hezbollah’s holistic approach to social

service provision meant that a person “could be treated in Hizballah-affiliated hos-

pitals, educate their children in Hizballah-affiliated schools, receive financial support

from Hizballah-affiliated banks, and have employment in Hizballah-affiliated busi-

nesses,” (Muller and Abboud 2012, 51) suggesting that a person could spend his or

her entire life belonging to and benefitting from Hezbollah’s institutions, giving the

organization a comprehensive knowledge of the individual.

Although recruitment likely contributed to Hezbollah’s decision to provide social

services initially, a profound and abiding sense of religious duty was at least as an

important motivation in Hezbollah’s decision to implement these services (Hamzeh

2004, 42, 53-4; Cambanis 2010, 14, 16; Cammett 2014, 152), as well as the decisions

regarding the shape and nature of these services.4 For example, Naim Qassem, a

member of Hezbollah who published a memoir about his time within the organization,

writes that:
4Similarly, the Eritrean People’s Liberation Front followed a similar pattern to that out-

lined above: the insurgency’s Marxist ideology influenced the initial decision to provide social
services and how these services ought to be structured.
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“Westerners have suspected that Hizbullah’s social work was essentially

aimed at recruitment, even where this was a natural consequence of the

Party’s social activities. They have also suspected that people gathered

around Hizbullah mainly in order to benefit from these services. While

such services do have a considerable effect on the populace, the essence of

participation ultimately resides in belief in the overall path. Social work

serves to enrich supporters’ confidence in the viability of the Party’s cause

and course, as it cooperates, collaborates and joins forces to remain strong

and tenacious in its political and resistance roles” (Qassem 2010, 165).

Therefore, while the party recognized that social services would likely enhance recruit-

ment and could allow them to screen recruits for the best and most-dedicated among

them, Hezbollah’s religiosity and conviction should not be overlooked factors in its

determination to provide social services in the first place. Hezbollah’s religious ide-

ology, in conjunction with its military needs, helped inform Hezbollah’s decision

to provide social services and once established, shaped the structure and nature of

Hezbollah’s welfare institutions.

Although the choice to provide social services and the nature of the services them-

selves reflected Hezbollah’s ideological commitments and helped the organization’s

recruitment efforts, the decision regarding who could access and benefit from the ser-

vices Hezbollah provided stemmed from violent, extra-state strategies and “longer-

term strategic planning” (Cammett 2014, 25). In particular, although Hezbollah

defined itself as a resistance organization against the West, it was an Islamic Resis-

tance that sought revolution in Lebanon in order to implement a Islamic state. When

the insurgency openly pursued an anti-Lebanese agenda in its early years, “Hezbollah’s

relationship with non-Shiite Lebanese parties was very tense” (Gleis and Berti 2012,

40-1). In fact, at Hezbollah rallies, the party would include its flag and the flag of
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Iran. On the other hand, if not conspicuously absent, the Lebanese flag was frequently

burned by participants (Ibid). Therefore, during the Lebanese Civil War, Hezbollah’s

long-term strategic goals of both resisting the West and implementing Islamic revolu-

tion in Lebanon narrowed Hezbollah’s constituency to the Lebanese Shi’a population,

not the entire Lebanese population, and thus Hezbollah did not provide public goods

at this time.

To summarize, in its early years, Hezbollah’s initial decision to provide social ser-

vices arose from a joint need to secure the support of the Lebanese Shi’a community

for recruitment, and from a religious commitment. Yet, its decision regarding the ben-

eficiaries of these services arose from a different factor: its long-term strategic goals.

Hezbollah’s domestic agenda during the civil war caused the exclusivity of the organi-

zation’s social service institutions, and its social service provision was targeted to Shi’a

in specific locations in such a way as to achieve the organization’s goals. Therefore,

because one of Hezbollah’s ultimate objectives was to overthrow the Lebanese state

and replace it with institutions catering to a specific, identity-based constituency, it

limited its social service provision to only those people within that constituency who

could fill their ranks against the Israeli occupation.

By 1989, however, the Lebanese political milieu began changing in ways that

threatened Hezbollah’s existence, at least as the organization was conceived of at

the time. First, the Lebanese Civil War was slowly drawing to a close as parties

across sects convened in Taif, Saudi Arabia in 1989 to achieve a final agreement to

demobilize the various militias associated with religious sects, bringing the war to

an end. Second, Ayatollah Khomenei, an inspirational figure to Hezbollah, died in

1989 and the extreme character of the Islamic Revolution had begun to taper. As a

result, although Israel’s presence in southern Lebanon gave legitimacy to Hezbollah’s

claims of resistance, the organization’s revolutionary goals of overthrowing the state
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of Lebanon lacked this same credibility (Alagha 2006, 203). Finally, Syria sought to

carve out for itself an increasing larger role regionally, particularly guaranteeing the

stability of Lebanon. Syria thus had an active interest in ending Hezbollah’s attempts

to overthrow the state, which could potentially re-ignite sectarian conflict (Harik 2005,

48). These external pressures left Hezbollah with a choice: participate in the Lebanese

political system created as a result of the Taif Accords thereby tacitly accepting the

Lebanese state and thus abandoning its goal of implementing an Islamic state in

Lebanon, and continue its resistance against Israel with domestic and international

support, or refuse, in turn accepting political marginalization and potential military

retribution from Israel as well as other countries. In other words, to continue its

struggle against the Israeli occupation and achieve its long-term goal of liberation,

Hezbollah needed to participate and succeed in national elections.

Hezbollah determined to continue its resistance against Israel, and “in the end,

therefore, ideology bent to pragmatism, and Nasrallah announced, on July 3, 1992

that the party would compete in that summer’s election” (Norton 2007, 101). In doing

so, Hezbollah backed away from its initial goal of creating an Islamic state in Lebanon

and tacitly accepted the confessional Lebanese system. As a result of this decision,

Hezbollah’s long-term strategic objectives shifted from Islamic resistance and revo-

lution to national resistance and domestic political participation. To continue their

armed struggle, Hezbollah needed to gain legitimacy domestically, regionally and

internationally as both a national resistance organization and political party (Alagha

2006, 152). The pursuit of this legitimacy fundamentally re-shaped the strategic cal-

culus of Hezbollah in ways that had profound ramifications for not only Hezbollah’s

violent activities, but also expanded the beneficiary population of Hezbollah’s social

service institutions, which have become increasingly inclusive since this shift was

made.
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After the civil war, Hezbollah repositioned itself domestically as a national resis-

tance against Israel, and not an Islamic resistance. Since 1991, Hezbollah’s “continued

success and growing legitimacy” amongst the Lebanese population derives from the

party’s “effort to be perceived more as a national Lebanese organization rather than

purely representing Shi’a Muslims. Hezbollah representative Sheikh Atallah Ibrahim

claimed in an interview with the author that, ‘the liberation of the south is a victory is

for all Lebanese. The south is not just for Muslims, but for all Lebanese” ’ (Wiegand

2010, 117). Instead of adhering to the strategic goal of overthrowing the Lebanese

state and creating Islamic institutions, Hezbollah emphasized a national resistance

against Israel and to “liberate the entire usurped land [in Lebanon], however long it

takes and however great the sacrifices” (Cambanis 2010, 10). In doing so, Hezbollah’s

focus no longer became the Shi’a sect only, but all people residing within the territo-

rial space of Lebanon. This shift is crucial, as it demonstrates Hezbollah’s recognition

that in order to continue its resistance, it needed to legitimate itself to all sects within

the territorial bounds of the Lebanese state.

Additionally, because of this change, Hezbollah gradually altered both its mil-

itary and political behaviors to gain credibility as a political party and legitimate

national resistance movement. Militarily, instead of using violence against actors

inside Lebanon, it shifted its focus to non-Lebanese targets, specifically Israeli troops

in the south of Lebanon (Wiegand 2010, 116). By 1996, Hezbollah and Israel together

developed “rules of the game” to limit civilian targeting and to focus their violence

on military actors on both sides of the line (Norton 2007, 84). Therefore, as a result

of Hezbollah’s decision to participate in elections and tacitly accept Lebanese state

institutions, the organization needed to generate legitimacy amongst all sects living

within Lebanon. By altering the nature and focus of its military actions, “Hezbollah

was able to gain domestic legitimacy not only because it halted violence against other
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Lebanese factions and followed through with this promise, but it also gained legiti-

macy because of its objective of liberating southern Lebanon from Israeli occupation”

(Wiegand 2010, 116).

Politically, this shift in long-term goals manifested as a pursuit of the a policy of

infitah, or an openness with Christians and Sunnis (Alagha 2006, 159-60). Although

Hezbollah’s primary constituency was the Lebanese Shi’a community (Alagha 2006,

187), it needed to authenticate its claims amongst the broader Lebanese population

that it would no longer seek to overthrow the Lebanese state and it instead served all

of Lebanon as a national resistance movement (Wiegand 2010, 116). Qassem reflects

upon his experience in Hezbollah and writes:

“The decision to participate in elections created a set of new responsibili-

ties and relationships. Plans and general policies were drawn, individuals

were charged with seeing to the achievement of objectives, and focused

guidance of all brothers was aimed at fostering stronger ties with the

populace, understanding civilians’ needs and pains and cooperating with

the inhabitants of various towns and villages to resolve their concerns”

(Qassem 2010, 158).

This immediate attention to the broader Lebanese population, coupled with a soft-

ening of attitudes toward out-group parties, as well as a concerted effort “to welcome

and protect” non-Shi’a residents of communities in the southern suburbs of Beirut

is directly tied to Hezbollah’s shift in long-term objectives and related decision to

participate in national elections and become a national liberation movement, instead

of an Islamic resistance seeking to both end the Israeli occupation and implement

Sharia law by overthrowing the Lebanese government (Cammett 2014, 156-7).
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As a result of “its political program . . . Hizbullah’s social and humanitarian ser-

vices are not confined to Shi’as or Muslims only; rather a lot of Christians of var-

ious denominations benefit from these services” (Alagha 2006, 166). In other words,

Hezbollah’s strategic (Cammett 2014, 182; Stewart 2015a), pragmatic, and non-

ideologically (Stewart 2015b) driven shift to both a political party and a national

resistance organization seeking the liberation of all Lebanese territory and those

people living within it, led to an expansion in access to its social welfare services,

and Hezbollah thus provided public goods. Although members of Hezbollah and its

core Shi’a supporters often have access to more services or better services than non-

members or non-Shi’a (Cammett 2014), its key goods of education and health care are

offered across sectarian lines. If Hezbollah were to legitimate the claim that it served as

a national resistance and sought the liberation of the entire territory of Lebanon, and

all people in that territorial space, it needed to offer its social services to people of all

sects, meaning it needed to provide public goods. Therefore, once Hezbollah’s strategic

objectives changed and the organization needed to cultivate legitimacy outside their

primary constituency, access to Hezbollah’s social services expanded and they began

providing public goods. Although Hezbollah had previously restricted access to its

social services to Shi’a during the civil war, once the organization determined to par-

ticipate in national elections and fashioned itself as a national resistance organization

with a strategic objective of liberating Lebanese territory, it began providing public

goods. Thus, because of the change in Hezbollah’s strategic objective and their corre-

sponding decision to abandon its goal of establishing an Islamic Lebanese state, the

organization focused instead on national resistance and national elections, developing

the policy of infitah toward other, non-Shi’a communities, and allowing public access

to many of its social welfare institutions.
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The provision of public goods was particularly critical to the legitimation of

Hezbollah in the lead-up to the 1992 elections, and in the elections beyond. Harb

(2001) argues that “Hezbollah won its legitimacy as a grassroots actor distributing

a variety of social and urban services” specifically. Cammett (2014) writes that:

“the provision of accessible and sufficiently high-quality social benefits can build

or boost a reputation of competence and reliability within and beyond the areas

where they operate. This is particularly valuable for political organizations that aim

to win national support” (Cammett 2014, 91). Moreover, the legitimacy generated

by Hezbollah public goods institutions has long-lasting effects: “[s]ince Hizbullah

extended its services to all the Lebanese living in its constituencies, Hizbullah’s

NGOs and civil institutions granted it popular and political support even among

non-Muslims. Hizbullah’s civil institutions and NGOs are a testimony to its capacity

to merge in civil society and engage in democratic practices once the services of its

Islamic Resistance are not needed anymore” (Alagha 2006, 186). Ultimately, by pro-

viding non-exclusive public goods, Hezbollah legitimated its claims of being a national

resistance and serious political party serving all of Lebanon even beyond its primary

Shi’a constituency.5

Although concerns of domestic legitimation are a primary concern for Hezbollah,

its public goods provision has legitimated the organization regionally and interna-

tionally as well. For Hezbollah “to succeed in reaching certain aims, they have to

calculate each and every step. They have to bear in mind all the local, regional and
5This argument still holds after the 2000 Israeli withdrawal, a time period outside the

scope of this case. Once Hezbollah achieved its goal of national liberation, it had to more
aggressively legitimate itself as an armed resistance organization because the need for resis-
tance was no longer apparent, if the need existed at all. At this point, it expanded its
social service apparatus even more greatly and allowed even more non-Shi’a to access its
services (Cammett 2014, 156). Ultimately, this suggests that when Hezbollah needs to culti-
vate broader legitimacy domestically, it expands its public goods institutions more broadly
across sectarian lines.
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international limitations,” (Stewart 2015a) and the group has to legitimate itself to

these audiences. In a primarily Sunni-region, this means that Hezbollah’s public goods

provision serves as a model of “responsible service and governance by Islamist par-

ties” (Cambanis 2010, 277). Hezbollah’s success regionally has served as inspiration to

other Shi’a groups in the region: Houthi rebels in Yemen began mimicking Hezbollah

in 2015 in order to appeal to Sunnis and Arabs in the region (Variyar 2015). In

Western countries in particular, Hezbollah’s public goods provision has often served

to either totally or partially reinforce its claims of being the legitimate national resis-

tance and a political party. For example, in 2002, Canada added Hezbollah to its

list of terrorist organizations, but only after considerable debate. The reason Canada

had hesitated to list Hezbollah as a terrorist organization: Hezbollah’s public goods

provision (Friscolanti 2002). Indeed, the European Union labels Hezbollah’s military

apparatus only, and not its social wing, as a terrorist group, though the EU has con-

sidered categorizing the entire organization as a terrorist organization (Pawlak and

Croft 2013). Ultimately, Hezbollah’s public goods provision legitimates Hezbollah’s

claims of serving as a legal national resistance and political party not only domesti-

cally and internationally, but domestic legitimation is Hezbollah’s primary motivator

for Hezbollah’s public goods provision.

To summarize, Hezbollah is in many ways unique from the secessionist organi-

zation described in previous chapters: it does not seek the creation of its own state

and yet it provides public goods. It has advocated revolution, and yet also plays a

central role in the very institutions it sought to overthrow. Its control of territory is

not necessarily a rejection of the state, but rather a critical supplement to it. Yet

despite these differences, Hezbollah’s behaviors, and the motivations undergirding

them, reflect many of the same processes observed by other insurgencies surveyed

in previous chapters. During the Lebanese Civil War, Hezbollah sought both the
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overthrow of the consociational Lebanese state, as well as Islamic resistance against

the Israeli occupation. Once the organization consolidated territory in the south of

Lebanon and in the suburbs of Beirut, it began providing selective social services

to compete for hegemony over the Shi’a population and expand their pool of poten-

tial recruits, as well as because of a deeply religious obligation to their constituents.

Hezbollah in its early years is thus highly similar to the Ethiopian People’s Revolu-

tionary Party (EPRP). Both groups pursued revolution in the states in which they

operated, and provided selective social services after controlling territory because of

ideology and a desire to recruit.

After the Lebanese Civil War however, Hezbollah’s strategic goals shifted and

the conditions favoring the pursuit of an armed revolution dissipated. In response to

these changing circumstances, Hezbollah committed to participating in national elec-

tions, and sought legitimacy as a national resistance organization. To legitimate these

claims, Hezbollah officials understood that they needed appeal across all Lebanese

sects. In other words, after the civil war, Hezbollah no longer sought to mobilize

along co-ethnic and co-religionist lines only: it positioned itself as a political party

and national resistance committed to liberating all of Lebanese territory from Israel,

and it needed to legitimate itself to the various groups of people living within that

territorial space. One way through which Hezbollah generated this legitimacy was

through public goods provision. Although of secondary concern, public goods provi-

sion also served to legitimate Hezbollah in an international context as well, with some

countries refusing to classify the organization a terrorist group because of its robust

public goods apparatuses. Indeed, because Hezbollah’s claim of serving as a national

resistance against Israel has lost legitimacy since the Israeli and Syrian withdrawal

from Lebanon in 2000 and 2005, respectively, Hezbollah’s public goods institutions
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have grown even more inclusive as a means of recouping this lost legitimacy (Cammett

2014, 156).

Hezbollah’s shift to public goods provision shares similarities with the Eritrean

People’s Liberation Front’s (EPLF) decision to provide public goods. When Hezbollah’s

strategic objective shifted from the revolutionary overthrow of the confessional

Lebanese state to the liberation of the entire territorial space of Lebanon, it began

providing services more openly, in turn providing public goods to all people within

the territories it controlled. As a political party and national resistance, no longer

an Islamic resistance, Hezbollah needed to provide to Lebanese of all sects, meaning

providing public goods. Like the EPLF, Hezbollah’s public goods provision gener-

ated legitimacy for the goals and aims domestically and internationally, but because

Hezbollah does not need international recognition to achieve its goals as the EPLF

did, international legitimacy was not nearly as an important motivation for pro-

viding public goods as it was for the secessionist EPLF that did need international

recognition to achieve its long-term goals.

6.2 Evaluating Proposed Mechanisms: Hezbollah

Over the past thirty years, Hezbollah has grown from a loose coalition of Shi’a militias

to one of the most powerful and influential actors in Lebanon and in the Middle

East. During this period, Hezbollah has also shifted from initially providing selective

social services in the 1980s, to providing the increasingly open public goods it does

today. Over the next several pages, I evaluate the determinants of the evolution of

Hezbollah’s welfare apparatus from a collection of institutions providing selective

social services to a robust public goods apparatus.
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6.2.1 Ideology

In this section, I evaluate the effect of the hypothesized causal mechanism of ide-

ology on the provision of public goods. Specifically, I evaluate the hypothesis that

Hezbollah’s Islamic ideology caused the organization to not only provide any social

services, but who could benefit from these services. Hezbollah’s Islamic ideology

played a profound role in its initial decision to provide any social services. Ideology

also shaped the nature of Hezbollah’s services. However, the beneficiaries of these ser-

vices change over time, while Hezbollah’s Islamic ideology has not. In sum, although

ideology was a critical factor in the initial decision to provide any social services

and how these services would be implemented, the decision regarding the beneficiary

population of these services derives from a separate calculation.

Islamic Ideology

Hezbollah’s Islamist ideology was critical in many of the organization’s key decision-

making processes. It informed their strategic objectives for the Lebanese state, the

initial decision to provide any social services, and the nature of these social services.

Yet, after the Lebanese Civil War, “ideology bent to pragmatism,” (Norton 2007,

101) and Hezbollah’s was increasingly more practical and instrumental in its decision-

making calculations. Moreover, although the beneficiary populations of Hezbollah’s

social services have changed and grown over time, their Islamic ideology has not. This

suggests that although ideology served to inspire Hezbollah’s initial social service

provision and shaped these institutions, it did not determine whether or not the

insurgency provided public goods.
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6.2.2 Organizational Strength and Security

This section evaluates the hypothesis that Hezbollah provided public goods as a means

of increasing the overall military security and effectiveness of the group. Specifically,

this hypothesis implies that Hezbollah’s decision to make public goods available to

people across sectarian and political lines was done to enhance the overall military

capacity of the organization. This enhancement in military capacity could manifest

in four ways: recruitment of more people, screening recruits to fill specific positions,

avoiding detection and increasing lethality. In the early years of Hezbollah, when it

provided selective social services, I find the strongest support for the mobilization and

screening hypotheses, but support for this hypothesis declines over time, especially

after Hezbollah begins to provide public goods. I find no support for the idea that

Hezbollah provided either selective social services or public goods to avoid detection

or to engage in campaigns that would cause a high number of casualties.

Mobilization

The mobilization explanation implies that Hezbollah’s decision to provide public

goods reflected a need to recruit more combatants. During the Lebanese Civil War,

when Hezbollah not only sought to resist Israel but also to overthrow the Lebanese

state, Hezbollah provided selective social services as a means to recruit more members

of the Shi’a population. Although some attribute recruitment to a natural consequence

of social service provision driven by ideology (Qassem 2010, 165; Cambanis 2010, 14,

16), others point to a need to recruit as the primary motivator for Hezbollah’s initial

decision to provide selective social services (Cammett 2014, 158-9).

When Hezbollah became more open and began providing public goods, recruit-

ment could have been a consequence of this social service provision, but recruitment
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alone cannot be the sole explanation. After the civil war, the Shi’a population con-

tinued to receive social services from Hezbollah, so Hezbollah may still have benefitted

from the recruitment that social service provision generated. Yet, Hezbollah’s fighters

are almost exclusively Shi’a, and members of different sects are highly unlikely to join

the organization as a combatant. Indeed, to become one of Hezbollah’s core mem-

bers, recruits must be highly dedicated, committed and believe in the cause (Stewart

2015c). What this means is that it is essentially impossible for members of different

sects who benefitted from Hezbollah’s public goods provision to join Hezbollah’s

ranks. Therefore, while recruitment may have been the primary motivating factor ini-

tially, and continued to be important over time, it alone cannot explain why Hezbollah

determined to provide public goods.

Screening

The screening explanation implies that Hezbollah provided public goods or social

services to screen the best candidates to fill high-ranking positions in the organization.

Because of Hezbollah’s holistic approach to social service provision and the variety of

services it provides, a person may spend their entire life utilizing the welfare service

of Hezbollah, giving the organization a deep knowledge of the people that benefit

from their services. Yet, if entire categories of people are unable or extremely unlikely

to become combatants or high-ranking officers in the organization, providing public

goods provision as a means of selecting the best persons, regardless of sect or political

affiliation, for certain positions seems unlikely. Instead, while there may have been

more support for this hypothesis in the early years when Hezbollah provided selective

social services, it is unlikely to be the sole explanation for why Hezbollah provides

public goods, particularly after the Lebanese Civil War.
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Avoid Detection

A third explanation is that Hezbollah provides public goods in order to “avoid detec-

tion” from the government they were fighting. There is very little support for this

hypothesis. Because Hezbollah needed cross-sectarian support in national elections,

it was important that people were aware of the fact that the organization provided

these services across sects. Additionally, Hezbollah controls the territory where these

services are located, and it is no secret that Hezbollah controls that space. Hezbollah

banners line the street and posters of Hassan Nasrallah, Hezbollah’s leader, and Aya-

tollah Khomeini line the roadways. By 2015, Hezbollah had even established its own

checkpoints to screen visitors coming into the southern suburbs of Beirut. In sum,

little support exists that Hezbollah provides services as a means of avoiding detection

from Israel or any other state as Hezbollah’s presence is very clear in the areas it

controls.

Lethality

The final explanation related to the military success and military effectiveness of the

organization is that Hezbollah provided public goods as a means of recruiting people

who would commit more violent actions. There is no support for this hypothesis.

Indeed, at the moment that Hezbollah elected to begin providing goods publically,

it simultaneously implemented policies that would limit civilian casualties caused by

itself and by Israel. Ultimately, I find little support for the explanation that Hezbollah

provided public goods as a means to commit more civilian casualties.
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6.2.3 Domestic Politics

This section examines the hypothesis that Hezbollah provided public goods because of

domestic concerns, meaning that domestic considerations affected Hezbollah’s choice

to provide public goods to all people. I find no support for the selectorate explanation

which implies that as Hezbollah’s territorial control expanded, it was more efficient

for the organization to provide public goods as opposed to more restricted social

services. During the civil war, I find high levels of support for the explanation that

Hezbollah provided selective social services as a means to outbid its competitors,

primarily Amal. Support for this hypothesis declines, however, after the civil war

when Hezbollah broadened access to its services and provided public goods. Finally, I

find the most support for the territorial centric-legitimation hypothesis in Hezbollah’s

decision to provide public goods after the Lebanese Civil War. According to this

hypothesis, in order for Hezbollah to gain legitimacy, it needed to provide public goods

to all categories and types of people living within the territorial space of Lebanon,

especially in the areas Hezbollah controls: the south of Lebanon, the Beqa’a Valley

and in the Dahiyat al-Rasheed, the southern suburbs of Beirut.

Selectorate

The selectorate explanation implies that Hezbollah initially provided club goods to

a core constituency, but as the territorial confines it controlled expanded, actively

limiting its social service provision to a certain constituency was more costly than

allowing anyone to benefit from the services. I find little support for this hypothesis.

First, Hezbollah can determine which areas to provide services in the first place so

it can generally control the composition of beneficiaries. Second, Hezbollah is able to

prevent some non-members and non-Shi’a from accessing certain services (typically
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reserved for the core membership, or religious services meant for Shi’a constituents

only). Thus, because Hezbollah does prevent some non-Shi’a or non-members from

accessing certain services and it can generally determine the composition of beneficia-

ries in certain areas, it is unlikely to be too costly to restrict access across all services

and areas such that it is materially more beneficial for Hezbollah to provide public

goods, as opposed to more restrictive services.

Outbidding

The outbidding explanation suggests that Hezbollah provided public goods as a means

of competing with other, rival insurgencies. When Hezbollah provided selective social

services in the early years during the Lebanese Civil War, Hezbollah explicitly used

these services to compete with the rival Amal insurgency. Yet, Hezbollah had already

consolidated considerable authority over the Lebanese Shi’a community prior to its

provision of public goods. Moreover, as a result of the Taif Agreement, Hezbollah

was the only organization allowed to stay mobilized and continue their resistance

operations. Therefore, Hezbollah was not competing with other insurgencies, even

other insurgencies representing different sects, at the time it started to provide public

goods. Ultimately, this suggests that selective social service provision was tied to

outbidding, while public goods provision was not.

Territory-Centric Domestic Legitimation

Finally, the domestic legitimation explanation implies that Hezbollah provided public

goods as a means to legitimate itself to all sects within the territorial boundaries of

the Lebanese state. I find considerable support for this hypothesis after the Lebanese

Civil War, when Hezbollah’s services became more open and they continued providing
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public goods. After the civil war, Hezbollah’s participation in Lebanese national elec-

tions signaled that it no longer sought the violent overthrow the Lebanese state, and

the organization instead focused on national resistance and the liberation of the entire

Lebanese territory, even those that were not part of the Shi’a community. Hezbollah’s

public goods provision seems to coincide explicitly with this change in its long-term

objectives: the decision to participate in national elections and its repositioning as

a national resistance. The opening of its access to its public goods provision was a

strategic choice to legitimate itself to these new territorially-based, nationalist goals.

6.2.4 International Politics

In this section, I evaluate the hypothesis that Hezbollah provided public goods as a

means of legitimating itself as a national resistance and political party to the interna-

tional community. I find moderate support for this explanation. Although Hezbollah

seeks to be a major regional and international player, international concerns are sec-

ondary motivators for its decision to provide public goods. While its public goods

provision may legitimate itself internationally, this legitimation is not as important

to Hezbollah as domestic legitimacy, from which Hezbollah derives its power and

authority.

International Legitimation

The international legitimation hypothesis implies that Hezbollah provided public

goods as a means to legitimate itself and its goals to an international community.

Although public goods does legitimate Hezbollah on an international level, this is not

the primary motivation for its service provision, though it may be a secondary con-

cern. Unlike the secessionist insurgencies studied in previous chapters, Hezbollah does

not need international recognition to achieve its ultimate objective of sovereignty. For
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Hezbollah, it must first maintain the domestic support of the Lebanese population

and legitimate itself within the country. While Hezbollah may serve as a model for

other resistance or Islamist groups in the region, and while its public goods provi-

sion may legitimate Hezbollah as a legal resistance movement to Western countries,

because Hezbollah does not need international recognition to achieve its goals, its

lacks the same motivation for providing public goods as a way to appeal to the inter-

national community. However, although the international legitimation hypothesis is

weaker in this case, it still supports the hypothesized mechanisms in other cases: the

case of Hezbollah demonstrates that public goods provision legitimates insurgents

internationally, even if this is not the insurgency’s primary intent. Thus, rebel groups

may use public goods strategically to accomplish these aims.
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Table 6.1: Evidence For Causal Mechanisms of Hezbollah’s Public Goods Provision

Hypotheses Causal Process Support, Support,
Civil War Post-Civil War

Ideology Islamist High Low/Some

Organizational Recruitment High Low/Some
Strength and Screening High Low

Security Avoid Detection None None
Lethality None None

Domestic Politics Selectorate Low Low
Outbidding High Low

Territory-Centric- Low High
Legitimation

International International Low Some
Politics Legitimation

6.2.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, although Hezbollah did not provide public goods as a way of fos-

tering legitimacy to create a sovereign, independent state, it did provide public goods

to legitimize itself as a critical part of the Lebanese state and as a national resis-

tance. When Hezbollah’s long-term strategic goals changed so that they no longer

fixated on overthrowing the Lebanese state in addition to resisting Israel, and instead

focused on liberating the entire Lebanese territory, it provided public goods to all

sects found within confines of the Lebanese state. This suggests the most support

for the territory-centric legitimation hypothesis. Although there is some support for

the idea that Hezbollah’s public goods generated international legitimacy, as is the
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case with other secessionist organizations, because Hezbollah does not need interna-

tional recognition to achieve its long-term goals, this motivating factor is secondary

to domestic considerations.

The results of this chapter suggest that the theory offered in Chapter 2, that public

goods is strategic tool that insurgencies use to legitimate themselves domestically

and internationally, may not only apply to secessionist rebel organizations. Instead,

insurgencies will be more likely to provide public goods when the long-term objectives

of an insurgency require that the group foster legitimacy amongst all people living

within the territorial space they seek to control, and especially if the rebel group

requires international support to achieve these goals. In the next chapter, I will more

thoroughly explore the implications of this project’s findings and how these results

relate to broader questions of sovereignty, governance and state formation.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

In the previous pages, I argued that secessionist insurgencies, conditional on terri-

torial control, were more likely to provide public goods than other, non-secessionist

rebel groups. I claimed that secessionist rebels provided these services out of a desire

to legitimate their claim of sovereignty to an international and domestic community.

Public goods provision legitimates secessionists’ claims because the provision of ser-

vices publicly is what states do, and by replicating the behaviors of states, secessionist

insurgencies perform the role of sovereign and demonstrate viability as an independent

state.

To test this hypothesized relationship, I created a new dataset of insurgent social

service provision and analyzed these data statistically. Through four qualitative cases

that rely on archival research, elite interviews and fieldwork across three countries, I

evaluated the proposed causal mechanism. In the quantitative portion of this project,

I have found ample support for the hypothesized relationship: secessionist rebel groups

that control territory are more than four times more likely to provide public goods

than non-secessionist insurgencies with territory. When secessionist rebels control ter-

ritory, they are also nine times more likely to provide public goods than any insurgency

without territory.

The qualitative research supports the proposed causal mechanism. The case

studies demonstrates that the international community considers the viability of
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potential new states when secessionist insurgencies seek independence. To demon-

strate this viability, secessionist insurgencies study and appropriate successful gov-

ernance strategies of other rebel groups. In other words, secessionist rebels deploy

public goods in their own conflicts, replicating a valuable tool of rebellion that other

secessionist insurgencies used to achieve independence. Through public goods provi-

sion, secessionist insurgencies perform the role of the state. This behavior legitimates

the rebel group’s sovereignty over a set, defined territorial space to both an inter-

national and domestic community, and helps move a secessionist insurgency closer

to its strategic objective of independence. Additionally, this theoretical framework

and mechanism may apply beyond secessionist insurgencies to include any insur-

gency seeking to liberate a set, defined territorial space from the control of another

state, and in need of international recognition to be successful. Thus, this theoretical

explanation applies to secessionist, anti-colonial and anti-occupation insurgencies.

The results of this work have several implications for American foreign policy, as

well as scholarly research on both civil war and state formation. In this chapter, I

describe a number of these implications. The two most important of which are: first,

that the provision of services is a technology of rebellion that insurgencies deploy

(Kalyvas and Balcells 2010), and thus it should be considered along with the violent

technologies that rebels use to achieve their goals. Second, this research augments

existing work on state formation, and may ultimately suggest one pathway through

which states are born in the post-1945 era.

7.1 U.S. Foreign Policy Implications

The results of this research provide several policy implications for U.S. foreign policy

initiatives. These implications may affect foreign policy during conflict, especially in
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the delivery of humanitarian assistance and the sponsorship of insurgencies, as well

as post-conflict reconstruction policies once fighting subsides. Although I focus on

just two implications, this work should also impact military campaigns and counter-

insurgency strategies when the enemy is an insurgency that controls territory and

provides social services.1

7.1.1 Preventing Crises, Humanitarian Assistance in Conflict and

Rebel Sponsorship

Because this project determines the conditions under which insurgencies provide

public goods, my dissertation is uniquely situated to identify not only when insurgents

may be likely to provide social services, but to whom those services will be allocated.

For example, once Syrian Kurdish organizations gained considerable territory, the

probability of these groups providing services increased significantly. Because of their

intent to create an autonomous Kurdish region (and perhaps even seek to become

an independent Kurdish state), one may predict that they were likely to be more

inclusive in their social service provision and provide public goods (Enzinna 2015).

On the other hand, rebels groups that are not secessionist organizations, such as Boko

Haram, are far less likely to provide public goods. Even though the organization has

been increasingly able to control and consolidate territory, it is likely that the group

will limit its services to potential supporters (at best), if it provides any services at

all (Blair 2015). As a result, understanding who is likely to receive social services in

a conflict and when is important. By identifying needy populations that will likely

have no access to services from either the state or rebels, foreign governments may
1For example, this work may help COIN strategists in determining when and where to

build the service institutions that win hearts and minds (e.g. after territory is secured and
held), as well as to whom these services should be offered.
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be able to help stave off potential humanitarian crises and channel critical goods and

services to these locales.

Second, these findings have two critical implications for how states partner with

and distribute aid to insurgencies. State sponsorship is highly complex and variegated,

often involving the delivery of financial and military resources to an insurgency, or the

proffering of territory in the form of sanctuary (Byman 2005, 10-15). Because of the

importance of social service provision to an insurgency’s survival, states may want

to consider also (or only) contributing education materials and medicine to establish

or enhance the social service structures of an insurgency. In the 1960s and 1970s, for

example, Sweden offered humanitarian assistance in the form of food (Sellström 2002b,

60), medicine and education materials to national liberation movements in Africa

(Sellström 2002b, 217). Every group that received this non-military humanitarian

assistance was eventually successful (Sellström 2002a, 18).

On the other hand, if a state does not necessarily want to sponsor a rebel group but

does want to deliver humanitarian aid to hard-to-reach populations once a conflict has

already begun, understanding which rebel groups may be likely to provide more inclu-

sive services and to whom these services may be provided could indicate which insur-

gencies might serve as good partners in the delivery of humanitarian goods. In other

words, because they tend to offer services more inclusively, secessionist insurgents

may already have the infrastructure and know-how in place to deliver humanitarian

aid provided by foreign governments and thus may be the best strategic partners.

Through strategic partnering, states may be able to prevent long-term humanitarian

suffering while ensuring a broad swath of the population receives basic human ser-

vices. However, by partnering with an insurgency in the provision of aid, this could

actually serve to further legitimate the insurgency domestically (if not internationally)

and could help the insurgency’s cause.
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Therefore, this research has important implications for U.S. foreign policy in the

delivery of humanitarian assistance, both in the immediate aftermath of conflict onset,

and in the subsequent delivery of social services. In the next section, I review the

implications of this research for post-conflict reconstruction policies.

7.1.2 Post-Conflict Reconstruction

A second aspect of U.S. foreign policy that the findings of this work may impact is

post-conflict reconstruction and nation-building initiatives. Specifically, this project

demonstrates that states might be able to co-opt insurgent social service apparatuses

into existing (state) welfare institutions after conflict, so that critical services continue

to be provided and so that humanitarian crises may be prevented. In the post-conflict

period, for example, foreign states should identify first, whether insurgents provided

social services and second, the exclusiveness of this service provision. If service insti-

tutions are exclusive, states and rebels should work to open these schools, hospitals,

etc. to a broader swath of the population, and the state and international community

should monitor progress on these fronts.

Additionally, insurgent leaders responsible for organizing and executing social ser-

vice provision, as well as rebels trained in the provision of health care and education,

should be identified for further training and re-education as members of the state’s

governing apparatus. Because of these insurgents’ experiences as administrators, edu-

cators, doctors, nurses, etc. they have already accumulated institutional knowledge

about how to govern and allocate goods, as well as how to provide specific, key

services. Especially in a post-conflict setting, this knowledge is important for the con-

tinued delivery of services and the reconstruction and development of the state. More-

over, by making former rebels members of the states, it incentivizes them to maintain
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and uphold existing governing institutions. In other words, this gives former com-

batants a reason to “buy-in” and support the state. Ultimately, this project informs

U.S. foreign policy recommendations so that post-conflict reconstruction guidance

accounts for institutions insurgencies have built, and integrates these institutions to

address immediate health and security concerns, while simultaneously strengthening

existing state institutions and fostering long-term peace.

7.2 Civil War Scholarship

For scholars of civil war, this work offers two major contributions to the field. The first

is that this text, along with the works of others, suggests that secessionist insurgencies

may operate differently from non-secessionist groups, both in terms of their violence

and governance behaviors. Second, this work underscores the idea that governance

and goods provision is a technology of rebellion that insurgents deploy to help them

achieve their long-term goals. I explain each more deeply below.

7.2.1 The Distinctiveness of Secessionist Groups

Existing scholarship on insurgent governance has tended to focus on path-dependent

processes (Arjona 2010), financial resources (Weinstein 2006) or ideology (Mampilly

2011) in a rebel group’s decision to provide social services (both club or public goods).

Other work has focused solely on the importance of territorial control (McColl 1969;

Olson 1993), while failing to acknowledge variation in the levels of exclusivity of

service provision once rebels do control territory. What the project has sought to

demonstrate is that the long-term strategic objectives of rebel groups shape and

constrain the technologies they chose to deploy throughout the conflict.
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Interestingly, this research mirrors recent works that find that the long-term

strategic objectives of rebel groups also shape the violent or violence-related behaviors

insurgencies rely on during the course of civil wars. For example secessionist rebels

may be more likely to avoid using terrorism (Fazal 2013) and may be less likely to

rely on the recruitment of child soldiers to sustain the rebel group (Lasley and Thyne

2015). Additionally, Jo and Thompson (2014) argue that certain insurgencies seek

domestic and international legitimacy by complying with international treaties. In

these cases, including this work, researchers have concluded that secessionist insur-

gencies may be more likely to engage in these behaviors in order to generate both

international and domestic legitimacy.

As a whole, this suggests that secessionist rebel groups may act in ways that are

systematically distinct from non-secessionist rebel groups, largely due to the influence

of the international community. The advancement of civil war scholarship may thus

necessitate disaggregating between these two categories of insurgencies, as the mech-

anisms provoking the behaviors of a center-seeking group may differ from the mecha-

nisms undergirding the behaviors of secessionist organizations.2 By teasing apart these

two categories of insurgents, scholars may be able to make stronger claims about the

processes that motivate various rebel activities. On the other hand, this also means

that case-based research on insurgent groups should include both secessionist and

non-secessionist rebel groups, or should be careful to limit claims about the scope of

the theory to only secessionist rebels or to only center-seeking groups.

7.2.2 Governance as a Technology of Rebellion

Besides demonstrating the importance of long-term strategic objectives in shaping

rebel behavior, this work also highlights the provision of services as a non-violent
2See Lacina (2015) for an example.
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technology of rebellion. During the course of a civil war, battlefield engagements con-

stitute only a small slice of the entire conflict. The vast majority of an insurgent’s time

is spent on other, non-violent activities that could meaningfully impact overall con-

flict dynamics, and not all combatants ever see battle. Despite this fact, the literature

on conflict dynamics has largely overlooked the non-violent behaviors of insurgent

groups.

What this dissertation demonstrates, however, is that during the course of civil

war, insurgents have a portfolio of various technologies that they may deploy. Certain

factors, such as their long-term strategic goals, the control of territory, ideology and

military pressure impact when rebels rely on certain technologies, or choose one tech-

nology over another (Kalyvas and Balcells 2010). The provision of public goods and

club goods are two critical technologies of rebellion. Rebel groups recognize that these

categories of service provision are indeed tools of rebellion and insurgents look to how

other, successful groups used these tools, in attempt to replicate governance achieve-

ments in their respective conflicts. Insurgent development activities thus operate in

tandem with violent activities. As a result, research on conflict dynamics generally

should account for the governing activities on insurgencies, particularly the interac-

tion of insurgent governance technologies and insurgent violent technologies.

7.3 State Formation Scholarship

Finally, in addition to scholarship on civil war, this research raises questions about

state formation in the post-1945 era. Existing theories have identified war (e.g. Tilly

1992), economics (Spruyt 1996), legitimizing resource extraction (Levi 1989) and iden-

tity or religion (Nexon 2009; Philpott 2000) as chief motivators of state formation.

Since 1945, however, it has become increasingly difficult for states to be recognized
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as an independent sovereign state. Indeed, most state formation research has focused

on the (mostly European) pre-1945 era to determine patterns and processes that aid

political actors in consolidating and centralizing authority over a territorial space.

Because of the focus on pre-1945 state formation processes however, how states are

made in the post-World War II era is not well understood. This work first shows that

some state formation theories can apply to secessionist projects and independence

movements today, and second, identifies one new and important state formation pro-

cess.

Tilly’s adage that “war made the state, and the state made war” (Tilly 1975, 42)

largely applies to contemporary secessionist civil wars: one of the greatest predic-

tors of international recognition is a successfully fought secessionist conflict (Coggins

2011; Wimmer 2012, 23). However, the ability to provide governance, demonstrated

through the consolidation of territory and the provision of public education and health

care within the context of civil war may be a new, near-necessity for the recognition

of sovereignty, and thus the birth of the state. Despite the difficulties in achieving

independence and international recognition of sovereignty, some secessionist organi-

zations have been successful (such as the Eritrean People’s Liberation Front, the

African Party for the Independence of Guinea and Cape Verde, Frelimo and the Rev-

olutionary Front for an Independent East Timor), while several others have gained

recognition from numerous United Nations’ member states: the POLISARIO of the

Western Sahara which has been recognized by over 80 countries (Organization for

Statehood and Freedom 2010a). Although public goods provision is no guarantee of

success, only one secessionist group that failed to provide public goods received recog-

nition (the Mukhti Bahini of Bangladesh, and this was largely due to the fact that

it worked with a separate, regular Bangladeshi army).3 Most other secessionist rebel

3Data for these figures collected and tabulated in Chapter 3.
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groups that failed to provide public goods were eventually crushed by incumbent

governments. Therefore, the theory and findings presented here show that existing

bellicist and legitimate extortion theories of state formation apply to secessionist

conflicts, but in a different and unique way: the provision of public services to gen-

erate legitimacy not only occurs on a domestic level (Levi 1989; Wimmer 2012), but

in the post-1945 era, it legitimates the rebel group internationally as well. The dual

legitimation through the demonstration governance may be a new state formation

process, operating within another context of another: war (Tilly 1992).

If existing theories can apply to the behaviors of secessionist insurgencies, it sug-

gests that nation-states and some rebel groups are not particularly distinct political

actors. Indeed, perhaps the sole difference between the two is the legal recognition

of sovereignty or not. If this is true, it suggests that other theories of state devel-

opment may also apply to certain insurgent groups. For example, some have argued

that insurgencies, like states, face a “resource curse” whereby high levels of finan-

cial resources render them more violent (Ahram 2014; Weinstein 2006). However, the

resource curse, as it applies to nation states, is more complex than this. Both natural

resources and financial windfalls often have a conditional effect on state development

(Girod 2015, 2012). When states, such as Norway, have the governing and welfare

institutions to absorb the increases in finances, states are far less likely to suffer from

any developmental or political curse brought about by financial resources (see, for

example, Dunning 2008; Haber and Menaldo 2011; Liou and Musgrave 2014). Sim-

ilarly, insurgencies that have high levels of financial resources but also have robust

governing institutions—such as Hezbollah, which in 2005 received an estimated $200

million per year from Iran (Levitt 2007) but also has robust social services—may be

less likely to predate and victimize civilians. What this means is that instead of rein-

venting the proverbially wheel, scholars can apply terms and ideas about how states
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develop socially and politically to analyses of insurgent welfare provision and political

development.

Moreover, this work also sheds light on what it means to be a state, and the

importance of international recognition therein. Because the distinction between some

insurgencies and nation-states is so fine as to be almost non-existent, perhaps these

descriptive categories are not particularly useful. Instead, we might conceive of these

actors as political authorities offering public goods to a certain population within a

fixed and defined territorial space. As the ability to project public goods provision

over a larger territory increases, scholars may rely on different terms to describe

these political actors (i.e. from insurgency to nation-state to regional authority like

the European Union to perhaps even hegemon). Yet at their core, these political

authorities may all behave in essentially the same manner.

7.4 Future Work

With any luck, this project will serve as an inspiration for other research endeavors.

I see two primary areas of contribution: the first is analyzing the micro-foundations

of these processes through the collection of higher resolution data, the second is

evaluating the effects of these services.

This dissertation paints in relatively broad brush strokes. The unit of analysis is

the insurgency (or insurgency-year) and I offer a meso-level theoretical framework.

This work cannot examine variation in insurgent social service provision within a

single country, nor can it begin to ascertain how individual insurgent leaders and

civilians made strategic calculations. However, this project will hopefully serve as

a starting point for others to deepen our understanding of non-state governance in

conflict zones. One way to do this could be the collection of more fine-grained data.
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Researchers may begin with a handful of cases and build a dataset of where (down

to the geographic coordinates) and when various insurgencies provided services. This

within-country variation may prove useful for gaining a more complete picture of

insurgent social service provision, while adding greater nuance to our understanding

of insurgent governance.

Additionally, different services may be provided for different reasons and could

have different effects. For example, electricity may be provided under different condi-

tions and may have different consequences than the provision of education and health

care. The provision of electricity requires greater technical and material capacity,

but especially in contemporary civil wars, could be increasingly important to the

civilian population. Moreover, providing electricity requires insurgents to work within

an existing electrical grid, meaning that the rebel group has little control over who

can access this good, and that the insurgency will have to cooperate with the state its

fighting and potentially other states in order to provide it. Therefore, the provision

of other services, aside from education and health care provision, may have distinct

sets of determinants and effects.

Finally, this project has sought to evaluate the determinants of insurgent public

goods provision, and has offered some plausible suggestions for what the effects thereof

may be. Future research should endeavor to more thoroughly vet these hypothesized

relationships, or look to other potential consequences of insurgent governance. This

project has suggested that public goods provision moves secessionist insurgencies

closer to independence and international recognition, but future work may determine

whether more service provision may also aid non-secessionist rebel groups in achieving

their goals, or at the very least, stave off insurgent failure. Thus, insurgent social

service provision may impact the outcome of civil wars, and this remains one fruitful

avenue of future research.
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Even if insurgencies fail despite providing social services, society as a whole may

benefit from insurgent social service provision. As an example, since the mid-1960s,

Oman had been facing an insurgency, the People’s Front for the Liberation of Oman

and the Arab Gulf (PFLOAG) that had supplemented the state’s lack of an education

system with the insurgency’s own classes since 1968 (Halliday 1975, 370, 373-5).4 In

response to the social and political pressures to modernize, the Omani sultanate

had to take seriously development efforts and began investing in education shortly

thereafter (State Department, U.S. Government 2007). Similarly, despite the death

and destruction wrought by Nepalese Maoists, these combatants also developed their

own health and education providing institutions. As a result, some public health

indicators in Nepal actually improved during the conflict itself (Devkota and van

Teijlingen 2009).

These empirical findings hint at the idea that even if social service-providing

insurgencies fail, the governance policies of these groups may have long-term literacy

and health consequences. Whether these outcomes will be positive or negative, or

the conditions under which insurgencies may improve long-term social development,

remains an open field of research. It is my hope that scholars will use the research

presented in this text as a platform to better adjudicate these questions, and in the

process, perhaps offer guidance on how best to mitigate the devastating consequences

of civil war.

4In 1970, Oman had just three schools and one hospital (Halliday 1975, 275).
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Appendix A

Additional Tables for Chapter 3
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Table A.1: Alternative Standard Error and Fixed Effects Specifications

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Public Public Public Public
Goods Goods Goods Goods

Secessionist -0.75∗ -0.75 -0.99 -0.99
(0.43) (1.18) (0.62) (1.22)

Territorial Control 1.34∗ 1.34∗∗∗ 1.64∗ 1.64∗∗∗

(0.75) (0.51) (0.84) (0.60)
Secessionist× Territorial Control 2.62∗∗∗ 2.62∗∗ 3.31∗∗∗ 3.31∗∗

(0.13) (1.24) (0.07) (1.36)
Central Command Strength -0.66∗ -0.66 -0.95∗∗ -0.95

(0.39) (0.89) (0.38) (0.86)
Rebel Strength -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.32

(0.39) (0.44) (0.52) (0.52)
Communist 0.32 0.32 0.62 0.62

(1.14) (0.77) (1.26) (0.89)
Infant Mortality 0.02∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗ 0.03∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗

(0.00) (0.01) (0.00) (0.02)
Income 0.78∗∗∗ 0.78 1.17∗∗∗ 1.17∗∗

(0.29) (0.48) (0.38) (0.54)
Income Growth -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02

(0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01)
Democracy 0.56∗∗∗ 0.56 0.51 0.51

(0.19) (0.48) (0.55) (0.64)
Population Density -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01

(0.00) (0.00) (0.01) (0.01)
Ethnic Fractionalization 2.41∗∗ 2.41∗∗ 2.15 2.15

(1.15) (1.12) (1.33) (1.33)
Rugged Terrain 0.33 0.33 0.39 0.39

(0.21) (0.28) (0.26) (0.33)
Cold War -0.95∗∗∗ -0.95∗∗

(0.24) (0.42)
Constant -27.91∗∗∗ -27.91∗∗∗ -32.41∗∗∗ -32.41∗∗∗

(3.56) (4.33) (4.37) (4.70)

Region Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Fixed Effects No No Yes Yes
Clustered Standard Errors (Region) Yes No Yes No
Clustered Standard Errors (Conflict) No Yes No Yes

Observations 989 989 989 989
Pseudo R2 0.296 0.296 0.354 0.354

Note: Standard errors in parentheses; ∗ sig at 10%; ∗∗ sig at 5%; ∗ ∗ ∗ sig at 1%. The significant positive coefficient
for Secessionist × Territorial Control in Models 1 through 4 supports the hypothesis.
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Table A.2: Additional Controls

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Public Public Public Public Public
Goods Goods Goods Goods Goods

Secessionist -1.20 -0.32 0.12 -1.42∗∗∗ -1.48∗∗
(0.76) (0.82) (0.65) (0.37) (0.59)

Territorial Control 0.96∗∗∗ 0.88∗∗∗ 1.04∗ 0.37 0.63
(0.33) (0.26) (0.61) (0.44) (0.93)

Secessionist× Territorial Control 3.01∗∗∗ 2.04∗∗∗ 1.46∗∗∗ 3.86∗∗∗ 3.39∗∗
(0.58) (0.26) (0.56) (0.69) (1.57)

Central Command Strength -0.46 -0.37∗ -0.58∗ -0.68∗∗∗ -0.75
(0.36) (0.22) (0.30) (0.21) (0.50)

Rebel Strength -0.62∗∗∗ -0.48 -0.27 -1.65∗ -2.60∗∗∗
(0.21) (0.31) (0.42) (0.97) (0.93)

Communist -0.29 -0.39 -0.50 0.53 0.89
(1.25) (1.38) (1.37) (1.68) (2.02)

Infant Mortality 0.03∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗ 0.02∗ 0.01
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Income 0.50∗∗ 0.54 0.49 0.68 0.00
(0.23) (0.52) (0.34) (0.72) (0.43)

Income Growth -0.02 -0.03 -0.02 -0.03∗∗∗ -0.02
(0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02)

Democracy 0.02 0.17 0.48∗∗∗ 0.29 0.08
(0.33) (0.17) (0.16) (0.19) (0.21)

Population Density -0.00 0.00 -0.00∗∗ 0.00∗ -0.00∗∗∗
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Ethnic Fractionalization 1.47 2.07∗∗∗ 1.23 3.33∗∗∗ 3.18∗∗∗
(1.14) (0.75) (1.27) (0.40) (0.65)

Rugged Terrain 0.29 0.22 0.19 -0.06 0.04
(0.31) (0.20) (0.30) (0.46) (0.31)

Cold War -0.84∗∗∗ -0.55∗∗∗ -0.63∗∗∗ -1.16∗∗∗ -1.00∗∗∗
(0.13) (0.06) (0.12) (0.07) (0.31)

Non-Military Aid 0.92 0.59
(0.59) (0.84)

Battle Deaths 0.22∗∗∗ 0.25∗∗∗
(0.05) (0.09)

Pre-Conflict Education -0.35 2.43
(0.33) (1.76)

Pre-Conflict Health 1.43 -0.11
(1.16) (1.97)

Rebel Size 1.61∗∗∗ 1.07∗∗∗
(0.43) (0.36)

Constant -8.84∗∗∗ -10.60∗∗ -8.31∗∗ -24.04∗∗∗ -14.26∗∗∗
(2.92) (4.25) (3.47) (3.46) (1.12)

Observations 885 1170 1182 1045 746
Pseudo R2 0.282 0.248 0.259 0.393 0.441

Note: Models include standard errors clustered on region. Standard errors in parentheses; ∗ sig at 10%; ∗∗ sig at 5%;
∗ ∗ ∗ sig at 1%. The significant positive coefficient for Secessionist × Territorial Control in Models 1 through 5
supports the hypothesis.
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Table A.3: Excluding Questionable Cases

(1) (2)
Public Goods Public Goods

Secessionist 0.24 1.08∗
(0.89) (0.58)

Territorial Control 1.40∗∗∗ 0.44
(0.06) (0.58)

Secessionist × Territorial Control 1.50∗∗∗ 0.28
(0.21) (0.62)

Central Command Strength -0.01 -0.03
(0.21) (0.19)

Rebel Strength -0.68∗∗∗ -0.13
(0.15) (0.10)

Communist -0.47 0.23
(1.48) (1.11)

Infant Mortality 0.03∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗
(0.01) (0.00)

Income 0.27 -0.32
(0.42) (0.35)

Income Growth -0.03 -0.02
(0.03) (0.03)

Democracy 0.49∗∗ 0.50∗∗∗
(0.20) (0.18)

Population Density -0.00 -0.01∗∗∗
(0.00) (0.00)

Ethnic Fractionalization 0.98 0.79
(0.81) (1.30)

Rugged Terrain 0.30 0.51
(0.40) (0.34)

Cold War -0.67∗∗∗ -0.45∗∗
(0.05) (0.20)

Constant -7.95∗ -3.83∗∗
(4.36) (1.62)

Observations 1236 1209
Pseudo R2 0.255 0.310

Note: Model includes standard errors clustered on region. Standard errors in parentheses; ∗
sig at 10%; ∗∗ sig at 5%; ∗ ∗ ∗ sig at 1%. The significant positive coefficient for Secessionist
× Territorial Control in Models 1 and 2 supports the hypothesis.
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Table A.4: Excluding Outliers

(1)
Public Goods

Secessionist 0.01
(0.04)

Territorial Control 0.01
(0.03)

Secessionist× Territorial Control 0.60∗∗
(0.15)

Central Command Strength -0.06
(0.03)

Rebel Strength -0.01
(0.01)

Communist -0.04
(0.02)

Infant Mortality 0.00
(0.00)

Income 0.01
(0.01)

Income Growth -0.00∗∗
(0.00)

Democracy -0.04
(0.02)

Population Density -0.00∗∗
(0.00)

Ethnic Fractionalization 0.01
(0.02)

Rugged Terrain 0.01
(0.01)

Cold War -0.01
(0.02)

Constant 0.00
(0.12)

Observations 1143
R2 0.487

Note: Model includes standard errors clustered on region. Standard errors in parentheses; ∗
sig at 10%; ∗∗ sig at 5%; ∗ ∗ ∗ sig at 1%. The significant positive coefficient for Secessionist
× Territorial Control in Model 1 supports the hypothesis.
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Table A.5: Results of Jackknifing

(1)
Public Goods

Secessionist -0.06
(0.41)

Territorial Control 1.09∗∗∗
(0.24)

Secessionist× Territorial Control 2.04∗∗∗
(0.47)

Central Command Strength -0.20
(0.15)

Rebel Strength -0.34∗∗
(0.16)

Communist -0.52∗∗
(0.25)

Infant Mortality 0.02∗∗∗
(0.00)

Income 0.52∗∗∗
(0.15)

Income Growth -0.02∗
(0.01)

Democracy 0.26
(0.23)

Population Density -0.00
(0.00)

Ethnic Fractionalization 1.22∗∗∗
(0.34)

Rugged Terrain 0.21∗
(0.11)

Cold War -0.78∗∗∗
(0.22)

Constant -9.09∗∗∗
(1.45)

Observations 1258
Pseudo R2 0.232

Note: Standard errors in parentheses; ∗ sig at 10%; ∗∗ sig at 5%; ∗ ∗ ∗ sig at 1%. The
significant positive coefficient for Secessionist × Territorial Control in Model 1 supports
the hypothesis.
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Table A.6: Original Dataset

(1)
Public Goods

Secessionist -0.26
(0.83)

Territorial Control 1.69∗∗∗
(0.39)

Secessionist× Territorial Control 2.16∗∗∗
(0.35)

Central Command Strength 0.00
(0.41)

Rebel Strength -0.57
(0.38)

Communist -0.98
(1.09)

Infant Mortality 0.03∗∗∗
(0.01)

Income 0.71
(0.65)

Income Growth -0.03
(0.02)

Democracy 0.45∗∗
(0.18)

Population Density -0.00
(0.00)

Ethnic Fractionalization -1.38
(2.22)

Rugged Terrain 0.26
(0.18)

Cold War -1.07∗∗∗
(0.19)

Constant -9.67
(6.77)

Observations 1260
Pseudo R2 0.235

Note: Model includes standard errors clustered on region. Standard errors in parentheses; ∗
sig at 10%; ∗∗ sig at 5%; ∗ ∗ ∗ sig at 1%. The significant positive coefficient for Secessionist
× Territorial Control in Model 1 supports the hypothesis.
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Table A.7: Alternative Secessionist Measurement

(1) (2) (3)
Public Public Public
Goods Goods Goods

Secessionist (Broadly Defined) 0.06
(0.86)

Secessionist (Broadly Defined) -0.02
(0.75)

Secessionist (Broadly Defined) -0.11
(0.79)

Territorial Control 0.70 0.55 0.37
(0.63) (0.63) (0.80)

Secessionist (Broadly Defined) × Territorial Control 2.35∗∗∗

(0.57)
Secessionist (Broadly Defined) × Territorial Control 2.61∗∗∗

(0.46)
Secessionist (Broadly Defined) × Territorial Control 2.68∗∗∗

(0.66)
Central Command Strength -0.26 -0.12 -0.11

(0.36) (0.46) (0.45)
Rebel Strength -0.31 -0.29 -0.10

(0.36) (0.37) (0.46)
Communist -0.38 -0.61 -0.34

(1.25) (1.07) (0.98)
Infant Mortality 0.02∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗ 0.02∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Income 0.34 0.38 0.43

(0.40) (0.39) (0.44)
Income Growth -0.03 -0.03 -0.02

(0.03) (0.02) (0.02)
Democracy 0.30 0.14 0.34∗

(0.23) (0.20) (0.19)
Population Density -0.00 -0.00 -0.00

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Ethnic Fractionalization 1.21 1.15 1.51

(0.98) (1.19) (1.34)
Rugged Terrain 0.20 0.31 0.39∗

(0.28) (0.20) (0.20)
Cold War -0.72∗∗∗ -0.72∗∗∗ -1.01∗∗∗

(0.08) (0.09) (0.12)
Constant -7.53∗∗ -7.89∗∗ -9.29∗∗

(3.60) (3.66) (4.28)
Observations 1258 1258 1258
Pseudo R2 0.257 0.282 0.282

Note: Models include standard errors clustered on region. Standard errors in parentheses; ∗
sig at 10%; ∗∗ sig at 5%; ∗ ∗ ∗ sig at 1%. The significant positive coefficient for Secessionist
× Territorial Control in Models 1-3 supports the hypothesis.
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Table A.8: Alternative Public Goods Measurement

(1) (2)
Public Goods Public Goods
(Alternative) (Alternative)

Secessionist -0.11 1.23
(0.80) (0.80)

Territorial Control 1.62∗∗∗ 0.94
(0.16) (0.87)

Secessionist × Territorial Control 1.91∗∗∗ 0.95∗∗
(0.35) (0.48)

Central Command Strength -0.16 -0.03
(0.26) (0.24)

Rebel Strength -0.40 -0.07
(0.37) (0.52)

Communist -0.55 0.29
(1.32) (0.83)

Infant Mortality 0.03∗∗ 0.01∗∗
(0.01) (0.01)

Income 0.95 0.28
(0.68) (0.35)

Income Growth -0.02 -0.01
(0.02) (0.02)

Democracy 0.20 -0.21
(0.18) (0.23)

Population Density 0.00 -0.00
(0.00) (0.00)

Ethnic Fractionalization 1.00 1.73∗
(0.83) (1.00)

Rugged Terrain 0.17 -0.03
(0.31) (0.27)

Cold War -0.98∗∗∗ -0.77∗∗∗
(0.26) (0.08)

Constant -12.75∗ -6.30∗
(6.54) (3.35)

Observations 1266 1287
Pseudo R2 0.238 0.219

Note: Models includes standard errors clustered on region. Standard errors in parentheses;
∗ sig at 10%; ∗∗ sig at 5%; ∗ ∗ ∗ sig at 1%. The significant positive coefficient for
Secessionist × Territorial Control in Models 1 and 2 supports the hypothesis.
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Table A.9: Linear Probability Model

(1)
Public Goods

Secessionist 0.00
(0.07)

Territorial Control 0.08
(0.04)

Secessionist× Territorial Control 0.38∗∗
(0.09)

Central Command Strength -0.03
(0.04)

Rebel Strength -0.02
(0.05)

Communist -0.06
(0.12)

Infant Mortality 0.00
(0.00)

Income 0.04
(0.05)

Income Growth -0.00
(0.00)

Democracy 0.03
(0.03)

Population Density -0.00
(0.00)

Ethnic Fractionalization 0.06
(0.07)

Rugged Terrain 0.01
(0.02)

Cold War -0.06∗
(0.02)

Constant -0.38
(0.40)

Observations 1258
R2 0.210

Note: Model includes standard errors clustered on region. Standard errors in parentheses; ∗
sig at 10%; ∗∗ sig at 5%; ∗ ∗ ∗ sig at 1%. The significant positive coefficient for Secessionist
× Territorial Control in Model 1 supports the hypothesis.
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Table A.10: Alternative Control Variable Specification

(1)
Public Goods

Secessionist 0.49
(0.84)

Territorial Control 1.79∗∗∗
(0.44)

Secessionist× Territorial Control 1.95∗∗∗
(0.25)

Communist -0.47
(1.18)

Infant Mortality 0.03∗∗∗
(0.01)

Income 0.63∗
(0.36)

Income Growth -0.04
(0.03)

Democracy 0.59∗∗
(0.29)

Population Density -0.00
(0.00)

Ethnic Fractionalization 3.29∗∗
(1.38)

Rugged Terrain 0.08
(0.14)

Cold War -0.62∗∗∗
(0.18)

Constant -31.48∗∗∗
(4.15)

Indicators for Central Command Strength Categories Yes
Indicators for Rebel Strength Categories Yes

Observations 1248
Pseudo R2 0.355

Note: Model includes indicator variables for categories of central command strength and
rebel strength, as well as standard errors clustered on region. Standard errors in
parentheses; ∗ sig at 10%; ∗∗ sig at 5%; ∗ ∗ ∗ sig at 1%. The significant positive coefficient
for Secessionist × Territorial Control in Model 1 supports the hypothesis.
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Table A.11: Conditional Models

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Public Public Public Public
Goods Goods Goods Goods

Secessionist 2.71∗∗∗ 2.71∗∗∗ 2.71∗∗∗ 2.71∗
(0.82) (0.98) (0.91) (1.51)

Central Command Strength -0.59 -0.59 -0.59 -0.59∗∗
(0.68) (0.56) (0.57) (0.27)

Rebel Strength -1.04∗∗ -1.04∗∗ -1.04∗∗ -1.04∗∗∗
(0.43) (0.46) (0.49) (0.33)

Communist 1.54 1.54 1.54 1.54
(1.14) (1.13) (1.23) (1.83)

Infant Mortality -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Income -0.30 -0.30 -0.30 -0.30
(0.69) (0.74) (0.68) (0.51)

Income Growth -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Democracy -1.50∗∗ -1.50∗∗ -1.50∗∗ -1.50∗∗∗
(0.65) (0.65) (0.63) (0.49)

Population Density -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00
(0.00) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Ethnic Fractionalization 2.95 2.95 2.95 2.95∗∗
(1.89) (1.86) (2.06) (1.49)

Rugged Terrain -0.83∗ -0.83 -0.83 -0.83
(0.50) (0.52) (0.51) (0.81)

Cold War -1.17∗ -1.17∗ -1.17∗ -1.17∗
(0.63) (0.62) (0.63) (0.65)

Constant 2.87 2.87 2.87 2.87
(6.39) (6.61) (6.20) (5.60)

Clustered Standard Errors (Conflict) Yes No No No
Clustered Standard Errors (Insurgency) No Yes No No
Clustered Standard Errors (State) No No Yes No
Clustered Standard Errors (Region) No No No Yes

Observations 514 514 514 514
Pseudo R2 0.247 0.247 0.247 0.247

Note: Models 1-4 include standard errors clustered on conflict, insurgency and country,
respectively. Standard errors in parentheses; ∗ sig at 10%; ∗∗ sig at 5%; ∗ ∗ ∗ sig at 1%.
The significant positive coefficient for Secessionist in Models 1-4 supports the hypothesis.
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Figure A.1: Public Goods Provision, Conditional on Territorial Control
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Note: The figure demonstrates the predicted probability of an insurgency providing public
goods, conditional on that group controlling territory. The 95% confidence intervals are
represented by the bars. Of all groups that control territory, secessionist insurgencies are
53% likely to provide public goods, while non-secessionist groups are no more or less likely
to provide public goods.
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Appendix B

Interview Questions for Chapter 6

This section contains a list of questions used when conducting interviews in Beirut,

Lebanon. Interviews were semi-structured and served as a guide to structure the

conversation.

Background Information:

1. General information about the person.

(a) How long have you been a part of this organization?

(b) Can you tell me about your role in this organization?

(c) Can you tell me about your role in the provision of social services?

2. Background Information on the Institution and person

(a) What is the name of your organization?

(b) When was it created?

(c) Who founded it?

(d) Who were the individuals who originally started it?

(e) Why did the founders decide to create it? What were their goals and

motivations?
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Broader Questions

1. Who takes advantage of Hezbollah’s services? When did non-Shiite first begin

taking advantage of Hezbollah’s services? Can you tell me what percentage of

each sect benefits from Hezbollah’s health and education services, respectively?

2. What do you think the impact is of people of all sects being able to access

Hezbollah’s services? How does the Shiite community respond to Hezbollah’s

provision to people of all sects? How do members of the non-Shiite community

respond to Hezbollah’s provision to people of all sects?

3. Why does Hezbollah provide services to all people?

4. Did any non-religious reasons impact Hezbollah’s decision to provide services?

5. How did the Taif Accords and the decision to participate in national elec-

tions impact Hezbollah’s activities and organization? In particular, how did

this change Hezbollah’s social service provision, if at all?

6. Do you think other activities Hezbollah performs, aside from Hezbollah’s mil-

itary success, affect people in other countries perception of Hezbollah as the

legitimate resistance? If so, what activities? How do these activities influence

the international perception of Hezbollah’s organization?

7. Do you think Hezbollah’s social service activities impact the international per-

ception of the organization, particularly among majority-Sunni countries in the

area? If so, in what ways? Is international perception important for Hezbollah’s

organization?

8. In 2002, Canada listed Hezbollah’s political and military wings as terrorist

groups, which caused considerable backlash by the Lebanese government. Many
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European countries list Hezbollah’s military wing as a terrorist group but are

explicit in that Hezbollah’s social service wing is not a terrorist group. To these

Western countries, what do you think the perception of Hezbollah’s social ser-

vices are? Does the perception of Western countries matter to Hezbollah? Is it

important?

9. Is social service provision tied to Hezbollah’s electoral success? Hezbollah pro-

vide services to people of all religions, but if only members of Hezbollah’s orga-

nization could benefit from its services, would that have made an impact on

your electoral success?
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